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HOLLYWOOD BEYOND
Mark Rogers Speaks Out

STEVE LIPSON KORG SQ8
Trevor Horn's Right Hand The Baby MIDI Sequencer

STEREO SAMPLING FAIRLIGHT'S FATHER
How to Do It Right Kim Ryrie Interviewed

ROLAND DSO
The Supersynth Reviewed



Uncompromising
Playability

Micky Moody is a Rock 'n' Roller. Telling him to play
guitar without finger picking, bending, hammer ons,

snap offs or playing harmonics is like telling him to
play the violin.

But he plays the new Roland Guitar Synthesizer System.

Why? Well, first of all, he doesn't have to compromise
any of the above techniques and what's more, he can

use his usual guitar. The special GK -1 pick-up attaches
with just two screws and the guitar strap button.

The GM -70 guitar to MIDI interface is completely
polyphonic and translates pitch and dynamics into MIDI
information with maximum stability and minimum delay.

Different strings can independently play up to four MIDI
synthesizers. Patch change messages, string transposition

and string select are memorised by 128 patches that can
be selected by the FC-100 foot controller.

Doesn't sound like Rock 'n' Roll?

Listen to Micky Moody!

GM -70

Guitar to MIDI Interface

GK -1 pick-up

VkAano

FC-100 Foot Controller

Please send me a FREE Colour Brochure on Guitar Synthesizing

Name

Address Roland (UK) Ltd
983 Great West Road
Brentford Middlesex
Telephone: 01-568 4578
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110-=.2 Roland CASIOYAMAHA
NEW YAMAHA DX7 II FD with disc
drive £1699
NEW YAMAHA DX7 II D £1499
NEW YAMAHA TX81Z FM tone
generator £399
NEW YAMAHA RX5 incredible drum
machine £899
NEW YAMAHA RX17 26 voice
rhythm machine £299
NEW YAMAHA MPC1 MIDI foot
controller £199
YAMAHA QX5 digital
sequencer £419
Yamaha RX21L £199 £149
WE PROMISE YOU THE 'BEST
DEAL' EVER ON ALL THE NEW
YAMAHA GEAR!!

WE PROMISE YOU THE 'BEST
DEAL' EVER ON ALL THE NEW
YAMAHA GEAR!!

FANTASTIC NEW PRODUCTS
ON DEMO NOW!!
NEW DS8 Digital Synthesizer the
user friendly FM synth £999
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NEW DRV 3000 dual digital effect
processor, 16 BIT 441KHz, sampling
with remote control
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14-16 High St., Addlestone
Tel: Weybridge 40139/54877

56 Surbiton Rd., Kingston
Tel: 01-546 9877

Roland HS80 supersynth with built in
speakers RRP £1200 (Juno II with
speakers) ABC PRICE £799 , *-

'MI SK100 £199
NEW D50!! Incredible Linear .%::" SK200 £249
Synthesizer- A completely new, fully W\il SK2100 £399digital synthesizer realized by Roland's ',....,' HT3000 £399Proprietary LA Synthesis Technology 1..

S10 Budget Sampler with sound
library New Low Price
S50 'Super Sampler' with sound
library Special Price
Juno 1
Juno Il £799
RD200 76 note piano £1350
RD300 88 note piano £1600
MKS100 New rack -mount S10
sampler In Stock
MKB200 MIDI controllable keyboard £499
JX10 12 voice MIDI synth Low price
TR505s Loads in Stock
CR1000 pre-set rhythm In Stock
NEW GK1/GM70 Guitar MIDI converter
'The guitar synth that works!' In Stock
DEP5 In Stock Low Price
NEW DEP3 In Stock £475
NEW GP8 Guitar Processor,
8 programmable effects in rack mount
unit! In Stock

ensoni
MIRAGE the original affordable sampler
complete with 14 discs, stand and case
special package price £1195

ESQ1 incredible Digital Wave Synthesizer
with internal Sequencer including
expansion cartridge £1195

DSP1 Sampled Digital Piano, low
price £1095
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Incredible New Sampling
Keyboards Available Now

If your studio is within the M25 area we'll
visit you and arrange a demonstration of
the latest sampling and sequencing
packages Ring 0932 54877
X700 FANTASTIC 'Budget' sampler
available with sound -library
S700 New rack -mount version of
X7000
New MG -614 5 track 6 channel cassette
mixer/recorder outstanding quality

44 St. Clements, Oxford
Tel: 0865 725221

Tel: Slough 822754
324-326 Farnham Rd., Slough \v,

A \\

S900- still the industry standard -special
deals always available Ask about our Akai
- Steinberg/Atari package deals

Alesis MIDIVERB II + 16 BIT +
15 kHz Bandwidth with chorus/
flanging +99 programmes +32 MIDI
Patch locations incredible
price £399
Alesis MICROVERB 16 BIT- 16
pre-set effects 90dB dynamic range,
staggering price £249
Send for our free info -pack + price
list let us know what item(s) you're
interested in and we'll quote you 'our
best price' - Delivered free to your
door!!
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THE PEOPLE'S MUSIC
I HAVE AN APOLOGY to make. I'm
about to devote yet more space to the
current sorry state of British popular
music. Chances are, you've already read
more about this than you can stand (both
in these pages and elsewhere), but there's
one point I'd like to discuss briefly which
hasn't, as far as I'm aware, been raised
until now.

There are a number of interviews in this
month's issue of Music Technology, and
they range widely in the people who are
featured in them and the topics they
discuss. The most controversial piece,
though, is almost certainly our conver-
sation with Steve Lipson, the man who's
sat behind the faders - in one capacity or
another - for every recording session
Frankie Goes To Hollywood have ever
started.

The stalwarts among you may remember
Lipson incurring the wrath of E&MM
consultant David Ellis when FGTH were
in their heyday, when he went on record as
saying that MIDI recording systems would
never catch on because the specification
wasn't good enough. Lipson is now using
precisely such a system, but that's neither
here nor there.

Meanwhile, Frankie's fortunes have
waned, but Lipson remains as contro-
versial as ever. Among many of the points
(some of them well worth hearing) that he
makes to Paul Tingen in this month's
interview, is the suggestion that modern
pop is in the state it's in because it's become
democratised. According to Steve Lipson,
pop has become meaningless because there
are too many people sitting at home and
playing with little Casio samplers.

At first glance, this is an appealing
explanation. Several art forms have suf-
fered in the past from becoming over -
popularised, and theoretically, there's no
reason why modern music shouldn't go
the same way.

But close up, Lipson's argument holds
about as much water as a broken tea -
strainer. Pop music has always been an
area of mass appeal and mass involvement
- that's why it's "pop", after all. This may
be the first time hi -tech musical instru-

ments have been available to a mass
market, but guitars, violins, flutes and
goodness knows what else have been
"popular" instruments for generations -
with no adverse effect on the musical
climate of the time. If anything, the mass -
production of guitars (acoustic and electric)
was an outstanding influence on the
creation of new forms of pop music during
the '60s - the very era Lipson refers to in
his argument.

At Music Technology, we're committed
to the idea that the more accessible music -
making is, the more varied and interesting
music will be. Thus far, that theory has
turned out to be true for many areas, if not
for some others.

British pop is in the decline it's in
because the proportion of young people in
our population is decreasing, and because
what young people there are lack a focal
point for the "rebellion" that has tradition-
ally fostered musical innovation.

The one glimmer of hope lies in new
technology and the enthusiasm of young
people for picking it up and making
something new out of it. And don't let
anyone - big -name producers included -
tell you otherwise.
ON A MORE POSITIVE note, the astute
among you will have noticed a change in
the staff list that traditionally lies to the
left of this leader column. Yes, Music
Technology has a new advertising manager
in the (slightly forbidding) shape of Graham
Butterworth.

Some of you may recognise Graham's
name, since he began his space -selling
career on Electronics & Music Maker about
five years ago, and has been performing
the same task for our sister magazine,
Home & Studio Recording, for the last
three -and -a -half years.

Needless to say, we're delighted to have
Graham's vast experience and relent-
less "never say die" approach to maga-
zine promotion onboard. Even if, inaus-
piciously, the new man has begun his term
as MT ad guy by being struck down with a
"mystery illness" which has left him bed-
ridden for three weeks. Everybody say
"ah". Dg

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY is published by Music Technology Ltd, part of the Music Maker Publications Group,
Alexander House, 1 Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 1 U Y . It (0223)3 13722 (all departments). PAN: Music maker.
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY (US) is published by Music Maker Publications Inc, 73 61 Topanga Canyon Blvd,
Canoga Park, CA 91303, USA. 2-1 (818)704-8777. PAN: Musictech.
Typesetting by Goodfellow & Egan, Cambridge. Colour reprographics by CLE, St Ives.Printing by Thomas
Reed, Sunderland. Distributed by Magnum Distribution, London, 01-253 3135.
All material is subject to worldwide copyright protection, and reproduction or imitation in whole or in part is
expressly forbidden without written consent from the publishers. All reasonable care is taken to ensure accuracy in the
preparation of the magazine, but Music Technology Ltd cannot be held legally responsible for its contents. The
publishers cannot assume responsibility for the return of unsolicited manuscripts, photographs, or artwork.
© Copyright 1987 Music Technology (Publications) Limited Cover photography Tim Goodyer
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Feature for feature there's nothing like it for
the price on the market. You get 24 studio -
quality sampled percussion sounds. You get
8 individualvelocity sensitive drum trigger
buttons. A memory capacity up to 100 patterns,
100 songs and 10 chains. And naturally, the
R100 has complete MIDI implementation
including song pointer, real time tuning across
all 24 sounds, key assignment and velocity
control.

There's more of course, including
sync to tape and external foot
pedal control of high -hat
length. But we suggest you
see it at your Kawai dealer
now. It sounds terrific.
Don't get snared by
anything else.

MORE
GOOD
NEWS!
The new
Kawai KS real
time added
synthesis Digital
Synthesiser incorporating
visual display graphics,
will be in your dealers
soon -A major breakthrough in .

keyboard music technology and another
first from KAWAI - The Master Builder.

THE NEW
KAWAI R100

DRUM MACHINE

Name 1
A/Address

(Kawai U.K. Limited I
Windebank House, 2 Durley Road

MN MIN ..IBournemouth BH2 5JJ. Tel. 0202 296629

YOU CAN EXPECT MORE FROM

KAWAI
THE MASTER BUILDER



Comment
If music -making becomes more and more popular, will
the quality of popular music automatically slide

downwards? Is the Casio VL-tone responsible for
Starship?

Newsdesk
More hot news from the hi -tech side of the music
industry: software, hardware, underwear...it's all here.

Communique 10
MT readers give their views a thorough airing, and
nobody is safe - least of all MT itself

Interface
Another selection of readers' technical queries, answered
by M T's resident team of agony aunts.

Free Ads 86
Buying or selling hi -tech gear? This is the fastest -
moving, most influential classified section in the music
business.

APPS ISAL

Hybrid Arts EZ-Track 0
Multi -talented sequencing software is all very well, but
if you're unsure about recording with computers, you
need a starter program to test the water with. Ian
Waugh tries out just such a package.

Philip Rees 5X5 25
It's new, it's one of the cheapest MIDI switching boxes
available, and it's designed and built in this country.
Simon Trask assesses the argument for buying British.

Rice Drum Software 26
Nothing to do with paddy -fields or Uncle Ben, but Ian
Waugh reviewing two versions of a new drum program
for the under -used BBC computer. Is it cost-effective?

Steinberg Cosmo 48
With Casio's CZ synths showing no sign of losing
popularity, Ian Waugh looks at on editing package that
uses a Commodore 64 to help make Phase Distortion
accessible.

Casio SK2 1 00 Keyboard 51
You want a synthesiser, a drum machine, a sequencer
and a sampler, but you've got less than £500 to spend?
Home -keyboard buyers are currently being offered just
such a package, as Dan Goldstein discovers.

VOLUME I, NUMBER7

Korg SQ8 Sequencer 68
MT new boy Bob "I'm Confused" O'Donnell checks out
the cutest eight -track sequencer available. Have too
many corners been cut to reduce the cost?

Roland D50 Synthesiser 76
Is this the synth to topple the DX7 from its throne? Will
Linear/Arithmetic Synthesis become the programmer's
new catch phrase? Will Simon Trask die of a broken
heart? Find out in our exclusive review.

Kawai R100 Drum
Machine 83
Few companies make synthesiser debuts as good as the
Kawai K3. Now the same company has introduced its
first digital beatbox; Simon Trask finds out if they've
maintained the standard.

4 MUSIC TECHNOLOGY MAY 1987
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Present Yourself 28
Having trouble projecting the right image on-stage?
Paul Tingen reports on a unique way of improving your
performing confidence, and your outlook on music in
general.

Hollywood Beyond 35
`What's the Colour of Money?' was one of last year's
most inventive hit singles, but since then, little has been
heard from Mark Rogers. Tim Goodyer talks to him as
the first HB album is released.

Man Jumping
They were once a six -piece band playing "systems jazz".
Now they are seven, and the music has become even
more difficult to classify. Tim Goodyer tries to solve the
puzzle.

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY MAY 1987
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OutTakes 64
We assess records from England (Erasure), the US
(Prince) and Soweto (various); tapes from MT readers;
and the World DJ Mixing Championships in London.

Larry Fast 78
Tim Goodyer talks to the man who's programmed Peter
Gabriel's synths, recorded a host of electronic albums
under the name Synergy, and started up his own record
label for instrumental music.

Steve Lipson 54
...Is already hugely successful as an engineer, producer,
musician and programmer for the likes of Grace Jones
and Frankie Goes To Hollywood. Paul Tingen finds fame
has made him disillusioned and cynical.

TECHNOLOGY

The New Macintosh 30
Jim Burgess sends us an exclusive preview of Apple's
powerful pair of new computers - and assesses their
implications for tomorrow's MIDI -using musicians.

Patchwork 40
Another batch of MT readers' own synth sounds.
Featured this month: the Korg DW8000, Roland Jupiter
6, Yamaha DX7 and Casio CZ 101.

Sampling in Stereo
Your sampler may only have a mono input, but that
shouldn't stop you taking two -channel samples for a
fatter, more realistic sound. Howard Massey shows you
how.

We Can't Go On...

42

60
...Beating Like This. Chris Meyer and Matt Isaacson with

the second part in our series on better drum
programming. This month: how to make your percussion

sounds stand out from the crowd.

TechTalk:
Kim Ryrie
In an exclusive interview, the co-founder of the Fairlight
company and father of the CM/ talks about the
machine's development, and outlines his plans for the
future. Simon Trask pops the questions.

72
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ONLY AT SYCO COULD YOU

HAVE AN HOUR LONG DEMO AND STILL

WALK OUT WITH NOTHING.

We believe there's nothing worse than buying in-house service department. Even free software updates.

something you don't want. That's why at Syco you can You'll find everything to your liking, (including the

spend as much time as you want deciding on your next tea and biscuits). But one thing you won't find at Syco,

MIDI instrument. is us selling you a MIDI instrument. You do that yourself.

We won't pressurize you. We're experienced enough Call us today to arrange a free demo.

to let you get on at your own pace and make your own

decision.

Ask as many questions as you want. Find out about

our setting up arrangements, our after sales advice and our Syco, Conduit PI London W2 Tel 01-724 2451 Tlx 22278 Fax 01-262 6081

AKAI CASIO E -MU FAIRLIGHT FORTE HYBRID ARTS OBERHEIM KORG KURZWEIL ROLAND SEQUENTIAL SARDINES SIMMONS STEINBERG STEPP SYCOLOGIC YAMAHA



ATARI ST RECORDING
- EXCLUSIVE

 Scheduled for release on May 18 is a

new sequencing program for the Atari

ST called Iconix. Written over a 12 -

month period by new English software

house System Exclusive, Iconix com-

bines an easy -to -understand graphical

display with powerful and flexible

recording, editing and song -building

functions. The program has been

written to take full advantage of the
ST's GEM graphics environment, which

means that the screen can be con-
figured to suit the user.

Iconix uses a form of recording
based on groups. Each group can
contain up to 16 channels of MIDI

information, and can be as short as one

bar or as long as the computers'
memory will allow. Once you've
recorded several groups you can

combine them in any order to produce

a finished piece. Up to eight separate

group chains can be played simul-
taneously, allowing compositions of up

to 128 tracks to be created.

System Exclusive claim that Iconix is

so flexible, it doesn't force the user to

adopt any particular approach to
recording - you can alter the recorder

to suit the piece you want to record.

We shall see.

Iconix will initially be available

through mail order only from Tigress

Designs, who are marketing the pro-

gram for System Exclusive.

More from Chris Palmer, Tigress
Designs, 25 Burmeister Road, Lon-
don SW17 OJL.  St

NEWSDESK

of the current version qualify for a free

upgrade to version 2.0, which will be

mailed to them immediately upon UK

release. The list price of version 2.0

will be £370, so if you're smart, you'll

buy now and save £ I 15.

More from System Support Asso-
ciates, Melbourne House, Melbourne
Street, Brighton, Sussex BN2 3LH.
2 (0273)603245.  St

USING HIS
MASTER'S VOICE

 Syndromic Music, exclusive UK
distributors for Hybrid Arts Atari ST
MIDI software, have announced the

launch of their own ST software label

in conjunction with Soundbits Soft-
ware.

The first product to be released is

the Voice Master editor/librarian/

randomiser package for Yamaha's

DX2 I /27/100 synths. The Voice

Master provides a display of all

parameters, and allows you to listen in

on a sound as you edit it. Graphic
display of envelopes is provided, and

sounds may be transferred singly or in

complete banks between synth and
computer.

The Librarian provides disk storage

and cataloguing of all sounds, while the

Randomiser gives you new sounds at

the squeak (sorry, click) of the mouse.

You can also print out all information

for the voice you're currently working

on, as well as lists of your entire library

of sounds.

Soundbits Software have several
other goodies under development,
including Voice Masters for the Yamaha

TX8 I Z and Roland Alpha Juno I and 2.

The DX Voice Master retails for
£49.95, and is available from both
Syndromic Music and a network of
selected dealers throughout the UK.

More from Syndromic Music, 24/26

Avenue Mews, Muswell Hill,
London N10 3NP. 2 01-444 9126.

'St

RETURN OF VOYETRA
 Remember the Voyetra 8, a huge
rack -mounting analogue polyphonic

synth used by the likes of New Order

a few years back? Well, the company

behind that machine, Octave -Plateau,

have since been developing a range of

MIDI software for the IBM PC and
compatible computers; producer Steve

Lipson (interviewed elsewhere this
issue) is among the users of their 64 -

track sequencing program, for example.

Now Octave -Plateau have become

Voyetra Technologies, and their range

of PC software is to be distributed in

the UK by Audio FX. The range will
include a new low-cost professional

sequencer program, and an improved

version of the already available Se -

AN UPDATE FOR THE
SYSTEM

 Back in MT December '86, we ran a

news item on the Personal Composer

32 -track sequencing package for the

IBM PC/XT/AT and strict compatibles,

imported from America by Brighton -

based company System Support.

The company now inform us that,

pending availability of Personal

Composer 2.0, the list price of the
current version - 1.35 - is being

reduced from £370 to £270.

The good news is that all purchasers

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY MAY 1987

ATTACK IS BEST FORM OF
DEFENCE

 Word of a hardware update for the

Emulator II, Emulator II+ and Emulator

11+ HD comes from E -mu Systems.

Endearingly christened the "Attack

Modification", the update improves

the attack of the Emulator's transient

generator, reducing the initial lag by

up to 4mS. As the Emulator has long

been known for its slow keyboard

scanning rate, the news should be

welcomed by owners trying to give

their samples a bit more "bite".

Still on the E -mu front, anyone

looking for a rack -mounting sampler

should take a look at the rack version

of the Emax, which should be in the

shops by the time you read this news

bulletin. It's called, intriguingly enough,

the Emax Rack, and shares the same

spec as its keyboard -equipped brother,

including such features as E-mu's MIDI

Overflow Mode and multi-timbral

operation.  Tg

quencer Plus 2.0.

In addition to this, Audio FX will be

handling distribution of software for
the Atari, Macintosh and IBM PC
computers from Steinberg, Blank,

Opcode and Intelligent Music, and will

also be handling the Grey Matter
Response E! expansion board for the

DX7.

More from Audio FX, AFX House,
5/7 Buck Street, London NW1 8NJ.
2 01-4821440. Tg

ENSONIQ EXPANDED
 Latest little item from Red Planet
(the Canadian company whose DX7

RAM packs are among the slickest on

the market) is the ESR24 sequencer

memory expansion for Ensoniq's ESQ I

synth. The ESR24, which slots into the

ESQ I's data port, takes the onboard

sequencer memory from 2400 up to a

very healthy 10,000 notes. Price is

£59.95, including VAT and p&p.

More from Sound Sales, Orchard
Cottage, Church Hill, Ravensden,
Beds MK44 2RL. 2 (0234) 771189.
 St

SEMINARS WITH A
PULSE

 The Yamaha Music Pulse store in
London - only just opened, remember

- has begun a series of informal open

evenings for musicians.

So far only one of these events
has been held (covering the new
DX7II and DMP7 digital mixing pro-
cessor), but according to Yamaha it
proved very popular - which is why
they're going to "do it again". The
second open evening will deal with

home recording techniques in a budget

MIDI -based studio. Although there
was no firm date for the event at the

time of going to press, it should be
taking place within a week or so of this

magazine reaching you.

Meanwhile, watch this space for
details of Yamaha's European R&D

Centre, shortly to open in premises

adjacent to the Pulse store. Details as

and when we have them.

More from Yamaha Music Pulse,
58-60 Conduit Street, London W 1 .
201-734 5184.  Tg
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RICHIE BEIRACH
GARY BURTON GROUP
CHICK COREA
AL DIMEOLA
JOE DIORIO

BILLY HART
DAVE LIEBMAN
PAT MARTINO
RON McCLURE
OREGON

ALL STYLES  ALL INSTRUMENTS  ALL LEVELS
LIVE PLAYING WORKSHOPS  MUSIC TECHNOLOGY
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CONTACT/INFORMATION
INTERNATIONAL MUSIC SEMINARS
B.P. 70
34002 MONTPELLIER CEDEX
FRANCE
TEL: (33) 67. 79. 88. 05



The Endurable ESQ-1 is still our major seller. We've sold
40 of them and everyone is totally blown out by the many
applications it can be used for . . live, recording,
experimenting or the most useful - being the controller of
a MIDI system for the performing duos of today (or from
soloists). Being able to store 10 songs at once and control
other sound sources and drum machines too and playing
it LIVE on top! At Dougies we have developed a means of
extending those functions.
1. Coupled to an AMSTRAD via our interface (HO) the
disc drive can store all your songs (in banks of 10 at a
time), load them to an ESQ-1 in 10 seconds (dump facility
software (a) £75).

2. Coupled to an ENSONIQ MIRAGE. This way you have the huge sampling library at your disposal AND
a disc drive as 1. Mind you it will cost you more! Furthermore using an AKAI ME3OP MIDI patch modes
can be programmed. e.g. Patch 1 allows MIDI info to load from MIRAGE to ESQ-1. Patch 2 allows ESQ to
play MIRAGE via MIDI. Patch 3 defeats ESQ playing MIRAGE (allowing live play on Mirage). Simple eh?
Not it's not . .. But we can help you! Phone Trevor or David for advice so you can get more gigs!

SWEDEN - NORWAY -
FINLAND - DENMARK -

SWITZERLAND AND ANY

OTHER COUNTRIES . . .

We now have an efficient
export department fully geared

for efficient service
(via Air or Sea).

Phone or write for quotes.
N.B. Export customers please

deduct 15% off all prices

Just to show that Dougies music is not your diddy store, here's some snaps of the place. Gosh -
look at all the keyboards IN STOCK! P.S. E -max is normally there but was out to lunch

sampling a pint of lager.

STEINBERG
COMMODORE BASED:
Card 32 16 track with sync to tape, graphic editor and scorewriter £325
Card 325 16 track with sync to tape, graphic editor (no scorewriter) £265
Pro 16 plus 16 track with graphics editor (disc) £100
CARTRIDGES GIVING INSTANT PROGRAM
ATARI BASED (ST)
Famous Pro 24 £285
Pro Creator 150 (DX programmer etc)
S-900 Soundtracs (Akai S-900 visual editor) £285
SMP-24/MIDI Processor NEW! £899
Atari based using PRO24 software write for details
Note: Atari 520 STFM now available £399 inclusive gives you all the features
of the 1040 STF disc drive built-in, no monitor required (any TV will do!)
Package price including PRO24 £POA
NB not recommended for S-900 soundtracs

1/5/7 CHESTER ROAD, NORTHWICH, CHESHIRE

TELEPHONE: 0606 782522/783629
OPEN 10-6, LATE NIGHT THURSDAYS

THE DEDICATED KEYBOARD CENTRES...

111111

WHERE THE PROS
GO

PERSONALMIX S6
6 -input channels stereo
mixer designed to be used
as sub -mixer or for any
application which requires
a light -weight and small
size mixing convenience
system combined with
high quality level.
General specifications:
6 low impedance stereo
input channels
Input channel controls:
Gain (mic/line), treble, bass, effect send (echo), panorama, volume
fader
Master section:
-UR slide faders - Peak level indicators - Effect (echo) return
control - Tape recorder volume control - Headphone jack stereo
input and volume control
Outputs:
- Effect (echo) send & return -UR outputs

INTRODUCTORY PRICE £199

5,

PERSONALMIX S12DE -
S16DE
The PERSONALMIX series has
been designed and created
to satisfy the exigences of
those operators who need a
quality sound reinforcement
mixer at competitive once.
This series is available in 12 and
16 channels both equipped with
the NEW FBT DIGITAL ECHO of
professional features. The series is
offered with some accessories: a robust nylon carrying bag, a
foldable and adjustable stand.
General specifications, 12-16 steep input channels
Input channel controls: Gain (moc/Irne). treble, mid. bass. 2 monitors. echo.
panorama, volume fader
ECHO (Digital) Section: - LED bargraph Teter warning saturatron level - Delay ranging from 20mS to
630mS - Regen control which vanes the amplitude of regenerated signal - Pubh-buttons to select echo (slow repention)- rep. Oast speed)
- chorus - On LED indicator- Aus 1/2 to set echo level to monitors 1/2- Pan pot to send echo to L/R main outputs- Footswirtch to provide
remote echo insertion
Master Section: - Aux 1/2. monitor slide factors - UR. slide faders to adjust output overall levels- UR Volume: rotary control to adjust output
ibierall levels post fader.

s especially used for recording applications and makes the output signal Independent from the recording signal.
Equaliser section: Dual 5 band graphic equaliser each providing 12dB at 6.4H,250H,/ 1 KHL4KHel6KH,
VU -Meters: 2 LED bargraph meters (12 LEDs) to measure via a pushbutton assigned levels of: Aux 7/2 - L/R
Tape section: - Aux 1/2 adjusts &mount of signal from external tape recorder to monitors 1/2- LIR acquets amount of signal from external tape
recorder to left & right outputs.
Headphone Section: - Jack Headphone output (mm 1111p6CI 40 Ohms)- Headphone output level control (Phones)
Outputs: - Aux 1/2. outputs to feed to stage monitors - Left & Right left & right group outputs- Tape rec. UR-play UR clinch taped output
sockets to feed to tape or cassette recorder.

PRICE E699/£799

I'll let everyone else promote the usual dynamic HOT, stupendous, electrifying, buy -it -quick -before -it -
gets -replaced -by -a -mark IV stuff . . . it's enough to state that if it is WORTH having, it's usually in stock
anyway . . . -A Few Snips . . .

Oberheim DPX-1
Oberheim DBX s/h

Well worth a Oberheim Matrix 6 (new) synth
Oberheim Matrix 6R (new) module

mention Rhodes Mkl s/h
Memorymoog (immaculate)

Simmons SPM Yamaha RX21 L one only
Yamaha RX11 one left

8:2 on demo and Sequential Prophet 2000 as new
Korg SAD -1 s/h

it's British . . .

Korg DUP-1 ex-dem
PPG Wave 2.2 s/h (with case) only

In Stock
£499

£1199
£699
£199

£1100
£135
£399

£1150
£299
£450

£1299

Quick there may be time!

ROLAND
MASTERCLASS

featuring Jay Stapeley on the GM
guitar synth at Chimney House

Hotel, Sandbach, Cheshire,
Tuesday May 5th 8pm

All sensible welcome .
free admission

PS 050 on show too?



COMMUNIQUE

Write to: Communiqué, Music Technology, Alexander House, 1 Milton Road,
Cambridge CB4 1UY. Free year's subscription if yours is the letter of the month.

Dear MT
The Beat Goes On

As a keyboard player turned drum program-
mer, I was extremely interested to read your
feature We Can't Go On Beating Like This
last month. In it, Chris Meyer and Matt
Isaacson succeeded in blowing the lid off some
of the more subtle aspects of intelligent drum
machine programming - but did you have to
let the world in on some of my best -kept
secrets? Oh well.

My point is this. When I first encountered a
drum machine, it didn't sound a fat lot like a
drummer sat behind a kit, nor did its facilities
encourage you to make it sound much like one
- regardless, all us technology enthusiasts
went around telling each other how much it
did. In those long -gone days, you considered
yourself a smart programmer if you left out
the hi -hat strike (that should have happened
on the snare beat when working in 16ths)

because you'd sussed that a drummer only had
two hands.

It was only as the drum machine became
more sophisticated that we realised just how
primitive it actually was. What happened?
Programming a drum machine became rhythm
programming as opposed to drum programm-
ing, because we understood that we were
creating a beat, rather than replacing a
drummer.

The light dawned: there are a lot of things a
drummer does better than the drum machine
is ever likely to. But equally, there are things
the drum machine has always done that a
drummer can't (and probably will never want
to).

So let's remember that it cuts both ways:
humanising the drum machine is a useful trick,
but the drum machine is a useful tool in its own
right.

 Nick Fish
London NW3
I0

Dear MT
All Mod Cons

As the spec sheets for synthesisers become
more and more impressive, I find myself
amazed that almost all manufacturers have
neglected one area of development above all
others. The area I'm referring to is modulation. I

know this is not a new gripe, but I have a
specific reason for voicing my dissatisfaction.

Unpopular though it may be in certain
quarters, I'm a long-time fan of imitative
synthesis - you know, ripping off everything
from pan pipes to drainpipes and car horns to
alpine horns. Many of the problems I face are
peculiar to the sound I'm trying to copy, but in
the area of conventional instruments there is
one problem that crops up time after time -a
human player's natural vibrato/tremolo.

Conventional modulation options usually
include sine (or triangle) waveforms, which
give an acceptable impression of vibrato, and
sufficient control over vibrato speed to make
it convincing. Yet it rarely sounds convincing
in practice. Why?

I'll tell you why. Because, no matter how
hard you try to make your guitar finger
vibrato or flute tremolo as regular as the
equivalent on a synth patch, you'll never
manage it. People just aren't that perfect. So
why can't Roland, Yamaha, Korg, Casio, et al
provide some sort of "randomise" function on
modulation speed (and maybe depth)?

Natural vibrato tends to be around 200-
300Hz. Why not have a user -determinable
degree of random variation on top of that
basic setting, so you could express it as a
percentage? Then a 2% random variation on a
250Hz vibrato would mean it varied between
245 and 255Hz.

It can't be that difficult in this age of digital
technology, and in my book, it would certainly
add to the realism of a high proportion of
imitative synth patches.
 Peter Stevens
Crewe

Dear MT
Studio Access

letter of the month
I was interested to read your recent news item
(MT March '87) on the proposed South Bank
National Studio for Electronic Music.

I suspect I'm not alone in feeling both
excited and anxious about the prospect of
such a centre. Excited because we need a focal

point in this country for the development of
electronic music in all its manifestations, but
anxious because I wonder if the National
Studio will fulfill that function. Will it be a
Steim or an IRCAM? It seems to me that the
latter institution, for all its "diversification"
into the relatively accessible end of tech-
nology, remains as restricted and elitist as it
has always been, and probably was always
intended to be.

Perhaps I'm being too hard on the IRCAMs
of this world. No doubt they do much
pioneering work which will eventually filter
through to us plebs (just as Chowning's
discovery of FM synthesis eventually gave us
the DX100).

Then again, when do we ever get to hear
about what goes on in the depths of IRCAM,
Stanford and the like? Now there's something
for MT to tackle. But maybe Mr Boulez
wouldn't exactly welcome you with open
arms.

Meanwhile, I'll keep my fingers crossed for
the National Studio. As you've no doubt
gathered, I'm a firm believer in the open-door
approach. Unfortunately, some people just
don't like the draught.
 Stan Reynolds
Norfolk

Dear MT
Eastern Promise

Since we were the only British exhibitor at the
Istanbul Music Expo, I am most offended that 
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THERE'S ONLY ONE WAY TO

TAKE THE LEAD IN MUSIC.

PURCliASE THE PULSE

MIDI STUDIO NO. 1 AND WE'LL

GIVE YOU ALL THE

YOU NEED - FREE!

WE'LL ALSO GIVE YOU

A BOOKLET EXPLAINING HOW

TO SET IT UP, HOW TO

RECORD UP TO NINE INDE-

PENDENT MUSICAL PARTS ON

THE QX2I SEQUENCER AND

HOW TO PLAY THEM BACK

THROUGH THE DX27 SYN-

THESIZER AND TX8IZ EXPANDER (EACH PART

WHAT'S MORE, WITH THE SYNCHRONIZED

RXI7 DIGITAL RHYTHM PROGRAMMER, MIXED

ADDED STEREO CHORUS, YOUR RECORDINGS

SEE IT IN ACTION FOR YOURSELF. IT'S

AVAILABLE ON INTEREST FREE CREDIT FRO
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KM602 PORTABLE KEYBOARD MIXER

CO TX81Z FM TONE GENERATOR

4X21 DIGITAL SEQUENCE RECORDER

RX17 DIGITAL RHYTHM PROGRAMMER

CO DX27 DIGITAL SYNTHESIZER

YAMAHA MUSIC

PULSE
11D

58-60 CONDUIT ST, LONDON WI. 01 734 5184. OPEN MON-SAT, LATE NIGHT THURS TILL 8PM.



VERY SOUND TECHNOLOGY

Sound Technology provide an

outstanding range of technically
innovative products for the music

and recording industries

Each unit has been designed for

uncompromising professionals who

demand outstanding performance

and recognise excellence when
they hear it

Look for our symbol in major retail

outlets and sample some sound

technology now

FROM AVERY SOUN1



SYMETRIX
The best in

dynamic
processing

APHEX
The aural exciter

AUDIO
LOGIC

and DOD
The best in

digital delays
and graphic

equalisers

0
11111111111111

) COMPANY SOUND
TECHNOLOGY

plc

C -LAB
The best in
music software
for Atari

OBER HEIM
The best in
synthesisers

ALESIS
The best in digital
effects processing

BOKSE
The best in SMPTE
and midi hardware

SoundTechnology plc, 6 Letchworth Business Centre, Avenue One, Letchworth, Herts SG6 2HR. Telephone: 0462 480000. Fax: 0462 480800. Telex: 826967.
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SPM 82 NW/ONE

The SPM 8:2 from Simmons is anything but a conventional audio mixer. There are, however, some similarities: Eight
channels, each with bass, treble and parametric mid -range equalization, two effects sends, pan and level controls. Two
effects returns. A headphone/monitor output and left and right master outputs.

Here the similarities end because SPM 8:2 is a computer controlled device making duplication of channel controls
unnecessary.

64 different mixes of eight channels, each comprising level, pan, eq and effects data can be stored in SPM 8:2s
memory and individual mixes selected at will via MIDI, footswitch or the front panel. Cross -fade times between mixes
are programmable for individual channels allowing fade outs and ins of different instruments simultaneously. Each
channel also has a four function effects bank offering such features as variable rate auto -pan and phasing.

With a specification and price tag the envy of most "mixing desk" manufacturers SPM 8:2 has only one disadvantage . . .

How do you fill a page with its picture?

:SIMMONS:
Simmons Electronics Limited, Alban Park, Hatfield Road, St. Albans, Herts AL4 OJH. Tel: (0727) 36191 (5 lines).



ap. you did not have time to stop by our stand, see

our products, and include a mention of us in
your review of this event (MT April '87).

We are the last remaining British manu-
facturers of the Afghanistan Nose Flute, and
we struggle to continue to hold the world
market share against strong competition from
manufacturers in Kirghiz and Outer Mongolia.
So our participation was surely worth a
mention in your pages.

The Middle East remains an important
market for these traditional instruments, and
this is the reason we sent 23 of our salesmen to

man the JHS booth. We also launched at this
show a new tight -fitting model called the
Bosphorus Passage.

The BOTB funded a special joint venture for
our participation, and though we were the
only British exhibitor, the British Ambassador
took time to visit our booth accompanied by
the Commercial Consul and a visiting dignitary
from the Anglo-Turkish Chamber of Com-
merce. Where were you?

I realise you are a hi -tech magazine, and
this may be the reason for your disinterest in
our activities. We would inform you, however,
that our amplified Nose Flute built-in Nostril
Bogie transducer pickup renders - when
correctly fitted to the nasal passage - the
instrument suitable for interfacing with the
most sophisticated digital synthesisers.
1111 John H Skewes

Managing Director
John Hornby Skewes & Co

Leeds

Dear MT
Perfect Way

So it took the mighty Sting to teach Hugh
Padgham that inaccuracies and mistakes are
an essential part of putting the heart into
music, did it? Well, at least someone did. How
blind (deaf?) we must all have been to produce
so much note- and time -perfect music in the
short time since the emergence of drum
machines and sequencers.

Of course I've got my own electronic
playground just like all of you, and I'd be lying
if I said I hadn't fallen for it, too. I've been sat
here like everyone else, with the display
showing 1 14bpm on the beatbox and the auto -
correct on the sequencer working overtime.

But now the blinkers are off and I know I've
gone one better than Mr Padgham already. I

don't get people to play my mistakes, I

program them.
 Tony Dicken
Bromley

r

0

WE CAN SUPPLY ANYTHING . . . FAST!
,,,,,,,trA,,1,tprerns, 20 songs, different drum kits con be memorised- Roland*YAMAHA

YAMAHA DX7IID
 Significant changes in FM system giving a remarkably clean sound,
improved frequency response and dynamic range  Stereo outputs and
unique programmable panning controls  64 Internal sounds plus 32
performance including split and dual capacity  Multi -trigger LFO's giving
ocher sounds  Fractional xoling 8 micro toning  Programmable sliders
and foot controls  Advanced MIDI spec. makes DX a perfect master
keyboard controller

£1499
YAMAHA DX7IIFD
 As above but with addition of 3.5" disk drive (2soo voices + 1280
performance memories)

£1699
YAMAHA RX5
DIGITAL RHYTHM PROGRAMMER
 12 bit PCM sounds  RAM voices  28 cartridge voices  24 internal
sounds  Mixture of conventional drum kit sounds, electronic 'Simmons'
type sounds, Latin percussion, DX orchestra/clavinet and percussion
sounds, a sampled boss and human voices  Con also be used as
seauencer  Every voice hmeoble, either internally or via MIDI  Full edit

£899
YAMAHA RX17
DIGITAL RHYTHM PROGRAMMER
 26 sounds (acoustic 8 Latin)  100 pottern/10 song memory
 Programmable dynamic control no MIDI  Variable accent
 Programmable pan

£299
YAMAHA TX81Z
FM EXPANDER
 Can be 8 separate instalments, or 8 not polyphonic  Voice data
DX21/100/27 compatible  High resolution envelope generators
eliminate digital noise  32 RAM, 128 ROM& 24 performance memories
 Built-in of pan, transposed delay and chord set  Simulated reverb
and envelope generator shift- Basically o more advanced FB-01

£399
YAMAHA SPX90
EFFECTS PROCESSOR
 16 bit resolution  2 second delay  2 second sampling  stereo output

£POA

NEW IN STOCK NOW
ROLAND D50 61 key digital/analogue
synthesizer. Amazing attack and realism from
this 4 synth system makes this one of the most
devastating keyboards
ever RESERVE YOURS NOW
NEW ROLAND DEP3 Digital Effects Processor. A
truly astonishing product. Many unique features
make this an absolute must
AT A PRICE YOU WON'T BELIEVE
NEW ROLAND GP8 Rack mounting MIDI guitar
warii-Airrizrkqii3e0ezic2t!,,b,..loerwc!nr geerlul,, PHONE
features PHONE
NEW ROLAND RRVIO Digital reverb. Emit prognarn totally controllable. Brilliant

rl'Et/rlin0317NDZ1'PlWatr,:d7confrok any insument through MIDI "99
system......

\7mEO
PHONE

NEW LANDPM11 Bass pad, unique floating hood EPOA
NEW ROLAND PD21 snore/torn, unique floating head . EPOA
NEW ROLAND PD31 Snore. Unique floating head £POA

CASIO

CASIO SZI SAMPLER
 16 bit sampler  Visual editor

 Fantastic sound in stock
at only E1599

(ensoniEll
New ESQ-1 Rackmount £895
New Mirage DSK-1 £999

STEINBERG/ATARI MAIN AGENTS

AKAI
5900 sampler in stock £POA
5700 sampler in stock £POA
MG614 multi track recorder in stock £POA
AX73 synth in stock £POA
VX90 synth module in stock £POA
MX73 master keyboard in stock £POA
All Akai rack mounts In Stock

ALSO IN STOCK NOW
MDF1 -MIDI data filer £329
YMM2 - MI DI merge box £112
MFC 1 - MIDI foot controller £225
RAM4 - New shape 64 voice
RAM £55
ADP 1 - Adaptor to allow old style DX
cartridges to be used with new DX7 £22
1 Midifex left only £275
Korg DW6000 s/h only £450
Seck 1 2:2 mixer s/h £450

BonnEp
31 GROVE ROAD, EASTBOURNE, EAST SUSSEX

23' 0323 639335/645775 (CLOSED WED PM)

0
IU

m3

30

£200-£2000 NO DEPOSIT

INSTANT CREDIT AVAILABLE

ON MOST ITEMS

ALL TRANSACTIONS CAN BE

CONDUCTED OVER THE PHONE
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INTERFACE

Your questions answered by MUSIC TECHNOLOGY's resident team of experts. If you have a
query about any aspect of music technology, or some information that might be useful to other

readers, write to Interface at the editorial address.

Q
On the back of my Ensoniq ESQ I,
there's a socket marked Pedal/CV.
Is this a control voltage input a la

ye olde modular synths, or just a simple "pot
pedal"?
 M P Lancaster
Citizen's Theatre
Glasgow

A
The ESQ I has a total of 15 modulation

sources, which can be applied to such

destinations as oscillator pitch and ampli-

tude, filter cutoff stereo pan and master volume. The

pedal input that you refer to constitutes one of these

sources (others include envelopes, wheels, key velocity,

LFOs, and pressure from an external keyboard), and

this is its sole function. You could, for instance, set it to

modulate the overall output level (hey presto! you've

got a volume pedal), or you could use it to control the

level of an individual oscillator for fading in one sound

behind another, say. If you look at pages 31-39 of your

owner's manual, you'll find a full discussion of the

ESQ I's modulation possibilities.

No doubt things would be clearer if you had a pedal

to try out these possibilities with. Kal Dolgin of Ensoniq

UK informs us that the requisite pedal is now available.

It's called the CVP I , and you can get it from your
Ensoniq dealer for E27.60, including VAT.  St

Q
I have recently become the proud
owner of a Spectrum 48K computer
which I bought secondhand. I know

the machine is a bit "old hat" by today's
Macintosh and Atari ST standards, but I'm
quite happy with it and would like to know
what MIDI sequencing software is available
for it.

V Bryan
Leicester

A
Basically, there are two sequencing

packages that should fit the bill. First off

there's' the XRI Micon System Controller

(reviewed in E&MM June '85). As well as note-on/offs,

this will store patch change, pitch -bend and mod wheel

information. It also boasts a particularly well thought-

out step -time sequencer, helpful graphic displays and

dynamic memory allocation.

Alternatively, there's the 10 Systems Sequencer

(reviewed E&MM July '86). This too handles patch

change and modulation information, but will also store

aftertouch and implements MIDI song pointers, which

you may find useful.

Both systems are well provided for in the external

sync area, so they'll fit into most keyboard/drum-

machine/sequencer arrangements. Take your pick. 

Tg

Q
I have a problem that's baffled me
for some time now. I own a Korg
Poly 800 (Mkl) and an OSCar

(software version 7). Both are MIDI -equipped
and both have onboard sequencers. In theory I
should be able to write a different sequence
into each keyboard's sequencer and then get
the two playing back in sync. However, after
much experimentation and reading of manuals
(not to mention tearing out of hair), I just
can't seem to get things to happen.

Are the two instruments incompatible, or
am I making some fundamental error?
 M J Smith
Highworth
Wilts

A
Bad news, I'm afraid. The version 7

software for the OSCar isn't able to
recognise MIDI clock information, so you

won't be able to sync it to the Poly 800 directly via

MIDI. And the bad news doesn't stop there, because

OSC are no longer active so there's no easy way to get

the software updated.

On a more optimistic note, the OSCar is well

provided for in terms of its sync facilities for incoming

trigger pulses - I've synced one to a Yamaha RX 1 5 by

dividing the RX clock by four or nine (for different

quantisation) on the OSCar. By using a sync box like the

Korg KAIS30, you could convert the Poly 800's MIDI

clock to another clock rate, and divide that down to

provide the quantisation you need. Remember the

OSCar's sequencer memory is limited, so using lower

quantisation - where you can get away with it - will

help you with economy.  Tg

I'm thinking of buying a MIDI
patchbay but I'm a bit confused
about whether or not it will allow

me to control one synth from two other

instruments at the same time. Do I need
another device, and if so, why?
 Eric Washington
Stoke-on-Trent

A
What you require is a merge function. It's

feasible for a manufacturer to include

such a function in a MIDI patchbay, but

the task involved is actually quite different from simple

rerouting of signals - which is what a MIDI patchbay

does. To our knowledge, there is no MIDI patchbay

available in the UK which includes a merging option.

However, although a dedicated MIDI patchbay

won't allow you to send more than one MIDI input to

the same output, what you can do is route each input on

a patchbay to different outputs, giving you, say, up to

four signals running in parallel. Alternatively, you could

select first one synth and then another to control a third

instrument

What both these examples have in common is that

they make no alteration to the MIDI datastream. On

the other hand, "merging" MIDI signals obviously

requires that two datastreams become one (rather like

getting married, really). We're talking digital data

here, ofcourse, and if even one bit (binary digit) of data

becomes misplaced in the merge process, there's likely

to be all manner of havoc at the receiving end.

MIDI data is sent along the five -pin DIN cable in

"packets" of 10 bits (a byte framed by one start and

one stop bit). So the most basic requirement of a MIDI

merge device is that it should retain this packet format

when it combines two MIDI signals. This requires

intelligent handling, but that's just the start If you
know your MIDI spec, you'll be aware that different

commands have different numbers of bytes associated

with them. Instruments will expect to receive MIDI

information in the officially specified format, ie. a

status byte followed- where applicable - by one or two

data bytes. It is the status byte which specifies what the

command is, and therefore what the following data

byte (s) - if any- refer to.

So perhaps you can see that there's a lot of software -

based work to be done when it comes to merging MIDI

data. On the evidence of what's available in the way of

MIDI patchbays, it seems that most manufacturers

prefer to dedicate this task to a separate unit In the

UK, your choice of MIDI merge units is limited to the

Yamaha YMM2, a dedicated unit at around 11 I2, and

the MCS2 from the same company, which combines

MIDI merging with a range of performance controller

assignment options for around 1245.  St
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Put more sh
shang- a-lang-

SEQUENCER-Record, arrange and playback in the
studio or on the road. Go from keyboard to immediate qual-
ity standard music notation printout (transcribed with
Deluxe Music Construction Set or Professional Composer).

STUDIO PLUS TWO-Includes Modem and Printer "Thru"
switches so you can keep your normal MIDI setup connected
and still print or use your modem. A third switch lets you
connect all 6 MIDI OUTs together. LEDs on the front panel
display MIDI activity! It has 2 MIDI INs and 6 MIDI OUTs, and
is available with cables for the Mac Plus or the Mac 512.

t

EDITORS/LIBRARIANS-Thejuiciest combination of Patch Editor and Patch
Librarian on the market. Deal with envelopes as envelopes instead of numbers.
Every parameter of sound is displayed right on your Mac screen. Available for
Yamaha DX/TX and the Casio CZ series synths. Oberheim Matrix -6 and Yamaha
FB-01 and others soon to be playing at a studio near you.

PROFESSIONAL PLUS-The industry standard,
full specification MIDI interface. Recommended by
Mark of the Unicorn, Digidesign, Electronic Arts and
Byte for the Mac 512 or Mac Plus. It has 1 MIDI IN
and 3 MIDI OUTs.



ang inyour
-a-ding- dong.

Libnllian

It)

PATCH LIBRARIANS-Don't buy RAM cartridges, you
save money. Name your patches and store them in custom
banks and libraries. Yamaha, Casio, Oberheim, Roland,
Korg, Ensoniq, Sequential, Fender and more.

Studio Plus

STUDIO PLUS-Your Mac can have 2 MIDI INs and 6 MIDI
OUTs. Sync and record simultaneously or record from 2 MIDI
keyboards. Move data using both ports through 6 MIDI OUTs.
Ready for the Mac 512 or Mac Plus and Studio Plus sits directly
underneath your Mac.

Go ahead, plug into Opcode Systems' software and listen
to what Crusader keyboard wiz Joe Sample and engineer/
programmer Bryan Bell of SynthBank have going for them.

They're getting more power in a Mac and backing their beat with
sounds from our fully integrated software that just plain outplays
the competition.

Of course, they're playing with Opcode software. Software that
gives your fingertips 26 different sequences at the touch of a button
vs. the archaic avenue of thought that thinks one song at a time
is heady stuff.

Software that delivers your tempo changes, presto, pronto.
Software that keeps your individual track looping on track.

And because we see system integration as key, you can go from
sequencing to editing to notation to patch loading quickly, easily.
No hassles, headaches or hangups.

Our software is designed in a modular direction to follow every little
nuance, every twist and turn your music takes. You get what you
want, when you want it. And, rest assured, when we've pushed a
product even further with upgrades, you'll be the first to hear about it.

So, when you're ready to roar out of the chute, take a good look
at what the other guys are pushing, then come straight to the
authors who are rewriting the book
on music programs.

For more information on our software
and interfaces and how we see the
importance of true system integration,
please call or write.

We'll be more than happy to show you
why the competition is still playing
musical chairs.

TRADEMARKS:
MIDIMAC, STUDIO PLUS;
Opcode Systems
MACINTOSH, LASERWRITER;
Apple Computer, Inc.
DELUXE MUSIC
CONSTRUCTION SET; Electronic Arts
PROFESSIONAL COMPOSER; Mark of the Unicorn, Inc.

Distributed by:
Rod Argents Keyboards, 20 Denmark Street,
London WC2H 8NA Tel: 01-379 6690;
Take Note, Unit 7, Carol Street Workshops,
Camden, London NW1 Tel: 01-485 2988



IN BRIEF

Hybrid Arts EZ-Track Sequencer

IN A LITTLE less than a year, over 30 MIDI software
packages have appeared for the Atari ST series of home

computers. Most are aimed at the professional and have a

professional price tag to boot. Not so Hybrid Arts' EZ-
Track which, at under {60, is the cheapest dedicated ST
MIDI sequencer on the market (not counting programs
which use the ST's sound chip and just happen to have MIDI

facilities).

Like much MIDI software these days, EZ-Track aims to

simulate the workings of a tape recorder. All operations
take place on one main screen, which has a track display on

the left and a control display on the right. The track display

lists all 20 tracks, and as you record on them, a line of
information builds up from left to right. There's the track
number, track name, track on/off arrow, an end of track

marker, an activity indicator, a change marker, the MIDI
channel number, a protect marker and a figure showing the

memory used as a percentage.

Here's an explanation of the ones which may not be self-

explanatory. The end of track marker appears when a track

has reached its end (easy, see). The activity indicator flashes

whenever information appears on that track, and there are

10 symbols which show how many notes are playing at the

time. This is really just a convenient way of seeing which

tracks are active. The change marker, a small red 'c', shows

if you've altered a track since the song was last saved to disk,

and the protect marker shows if a track has been protected

so you can't record over it. Protect is selected from the
Track menu.

The right half of the screen displays the controls. Here

are the record/play, stop and pause buttons, and here you

can alter the tempo and transpose the song. You can also

switch in the ST's MIDI Thru facility, which sends info
appearing at the In socket through to the Out socket.

File handling is very comprehensive. You can save a song

as a new file or update an existing one. Thoughtfully, this

doesn't remove the old file just in case you made a mistake.

There are format disk and delete file options, too.
The editing facilities are probably EZ-Track's weakest

area, though there are enough to enable you to produce
good solid recordings. The good news is that an

enhancement disk with better editing facilities (including

looping and punch -in) is on the way.

As things stand you can copy a track, mix tracks and time -

correct a track. When you mix tracks, the original channel

assignments are maintained, although you can assign the
20

track to another channel if you wish. The correction value in

time -correction can vary from a half -note (minim) to a
32nd -note triplet, and the correction is accomplished by
copying to another track. All these operations leave the

original tracks intact.

Although a punch -in option is yet to come, you can
simulate a punch -in by recording on an empty track and

mixing the two together. Simple.
The MIDI menu has two options: Mode and Out Enables.

The latter turns the transmission of MIDI clock data on and

off, while the former is used to select the output mode.
Individual channels can be given MIDI assignments, but the

program doesn't display the last selected option, which is

rather a nuisance. It also lets you switch Local control on

and off, a useful facility in certain circumstances, but rather

esoteric - I'd have thought - in this package.
The manual cops out of explaining the MIDI commands

by referring you to your instrument's manual - okay, you

guys, who's gonna explain this one? It's a shame, because this

is one area where users need all the help they can get.

Otherwise, the documentation is very helpful.
Real-time recording is a doddle. The program is always in

record mode, so whenever you play anything, it records it.

Before it stores it, however, you must click the Keep icon. If

you're about to overwrite an existing track, the program
asks for confirmation and you can save it to another track.

You can increment the tape counter (but not decrement

it) by beats, 16th -notes and clocks. At each stage you can

play a note or chord, which gives you limited step -time

facilities. I found this too awkward to be practical and would

suggest you record the hard bits in real-time - very slowly.

EZ-Track is a nice introduction to MIDI, and it'll be even

better with the enhancement disk. If you want to test the

MIDI water without spending an arm and a leg, then it can

certainly be recommended. And if you like splashing around

and decide you would like to upgrade to one of Hybrid
Arts' bigger programs, you'll qualify for a discount, which is

nice.

However, EZ-Track isn't just an introductory package;

it's quite capable of being used to produce good results and

good music - as the demo pieces prove - and it's incredibly

easy to use.  Ian Waugh

Price £59.95
More from Syndromic Music, 24-26 Avenue
Mews, London N10 3NP. 01-444 9126
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YAMAHA
Milestones in
Technology!!

RX5 DIGITAL RHYTHM

PROGRAMMER

nlifOur price £899
The state of the art drum machine
24 internal sounds, 12 RAM voices
100 patterns, 20 songs. Complete
drum kits can be memorised.
MIDI direct outputs.

TX81Z £ Our price £399
19" rack mount FM expander. Can be 8
separate instruments, or 8 note polyphonic.
Fully programmable from front panel.
Compatible with DX21/100/27.32 RAM, 128
ROM and 24 performance memories. A more
sophisticated and programable FB01!

DRUM KITS
NEW OCTOBANS

SM ROGERS USA JAll NT
NEW SONOR HITECHE4500 .

SONOR PERFORMER 7 PIECE 0 150
SIGNATURE 6 PIECE RED C2795
SONOR SONORLITE JAZZ 4 PC, WHITE

£1950
NEW YAMAHA 5000 SERIES. COMPLETE
NEW YAMAHA 9:00 SERIES £1500.
NEW YAMAHA 4003 SERIES COMPLETE

£503
SA1 PEARL 7 PIECE SILVER
SM 4 PIECE INC CYMBALS 8 CASES
S/H 6 PIECE INC CYMBALS
PEARL WLX 5 PIECE NEW ....
REMO 5 PIECE KITS NEW.. ..
SNARE DRUMS
SM GRETSCH 8' ROSEWOOD
NEW MAXTONE 6Y2' CHROME
NEW REMO LIBERATORS

CYMBALS
C299 SABIAN 9/1
C275 14" HI -HATS £185

E1899 AA
_.£999 S/H I8" CRASH E55
.0495 SM 16" CRASH £45

PAISTE

£1295 SM 602 MED 18" C50
.. £359 S/H 602 THIN CRASH 16" £40
..£999 SM SOUND CREATION 22 DARK RIDE £150

ZILDJIAN
£399 SM 17"A CRASH C55
£499 SM 18' A CRASH £65
.E275 S/H 18' SIZZLE CHINA .... 085
.£150 SM 20" RIDE £75
£699 S/H 20" SIZZLE C70

.. £525 SM 20' A CHINA C75

SM 22' K RIDE .. ... £125
£175 S/H ZANKI FLAT RIDE 18' COO

£85 SM BRONZE 18' FLAT £30
C159 SM ZANKI SWISH C30

10 BADDOW ROAD, 125 ALBERT ROAD,
CHELMSFORD, ESSEX. PORTSMOUTH, HAMPSHIRE
0245 352490/353878 0705 820595

85 ST MARY'S STREET, 44/46 PRESTON ROAD,
SOUTHAMPTON, HAMPSHIRE. BRIGHTON, SUSSEX.
0703 226798/227683 0273 675983/675984

SYNTHS
ROLAND JX10 ...... . ..... E1599 C
SM YAMAHA CS40M £275
SA1 MOOG PRODIGY £89
SM JUNO 6 £249
SM ROLAND SHO9 £175
SA1 MOOG SOURCE E40
SM E8MM SPECTRUM E99
SM KORG MICROPRESET 00
SM CASIO CZ101 C159
SM MOOG TAURUS PECALS C299
S/H SEQUENTIAL PROPHET C249

KEYBOARDS
NEW ROLAND HP100 PIANO EPHONE
EX DEMO HP3000 . . C1199 C
ROLAND HP100 EX -DEMO £830 £599 PB
ROLAND JX3P . E349 S
MOOG PRODIGY S/H C89
YAMAHA CX4OM S/H £275 B
ROLAND EM101 £343 C199 B

DX7 IID Egan -Our Price £1499
Significant changes in FM system giving a remarkably clea
sound. Major improvements in frequency response and dynar
range. 64 internal sounds, 32 performance memories inclue
split + dual capability. Advanced MIDI spec, voice data of
DX's fully compatible. New RAM pack gives greater storac
control.

DX7 IIFD £_glirOur price £1699
As DX7 IID but with the addition of a 3.5" disk drive.

RX17 - DIGITAL RHYTHM
PROGRAMMER £03- Our price £299
Low cost quality drum machine. 26 sounds,
100 pattern/10 song memory with
programmable tempo, volume changes and
tempo changes. Programmable dynamic
control via MIDI.

MDFI - MIDIDATA
FILER £41i -Our Price £299

Very quick storage medium for
synthesizers, sequencers, drum

if machines etc. 2.8". Quick disk quicker
than a cassette for saving and loading data.
Perfect for use with: DX7I1D/DX7/100/21/
27 - TX7/TF1/TX81Z - RX5/RX17/RX11/

RX21/RX21L - QX5/21/7 - FB01 and some
CX5 software.

MFC1 MIDI FOOT CONTROLLER
ErAtiOur price £199
New foot controller capable of transmitting
program changes, effect changes and MIDI

control data i.e. volume, modulation,
portamento, sustain etc.

MIDI SYNTH MODULES
NEW ROLAND MKS 20 NANO

MODULE PHONE
EX -DEMO ROLAND

MKS30
SA1 MOOG TAURUS PEDALS
SAMPLERS
EX -DEMO ROLAND SIO
EX -DEMO ROLAND S50
S/H PROPHET 2002
S/H MIRAGE RACK SAMPLER
DRUM MACHINES
SM BOSS 110
S/H KORG KPR77
S/H ROLAND TR909
YAMAHA RX11

EX -DEMO KORG DDM220
S/H ROLAND TB606
S/H ROLAND 18303
EX -DEMO BOSS HC2
EX -DEMO BOSS PC2

C399

C399

C899

01599
£1795
£999

E89
E99

C299
C499
£125
£125
£125
£39
039

EX -DEMO DIGISOUND £49
EX -DEMO YAMAHA MR10 E49
EX -DEMO MPC THE CLAP . C40
ELECTRONIC KITS
NEW UP 1(25 COMPLETE £880

. C599
EX -DEMO KORG DRUM 8 STANDS £399
S/H SIMMONS SDS9 1199 0899
GUITARS AND BASSES
ARIA TS -300 SA1 C149 B
WESTONE THUNDER 14 OAH LM £185 S
YAMAHA BBIV 0199 SR
YAMAHA SG1200S £499 £375
TOKAI LES PAUL £299
FERNANDES TELECASTER E275
IBANEZ RS1300NT .0199
IBMEZ ROADSTAR II 0425 £299
FENDER CONTEMPORARY STRAT £449 0350
WASHBURN FORCE 3 £245 C175
KRAMER HALF FRETLESS £495 0215
YAMAHA 8%1 HEADLESS £669 C595
ARIA LEB BASS 0255 C215



rc-=)J Roland Future.theture!
PR100 DIGITAL
SEQUENCER

£5011ur price £490
Budget version of the famous
MC500. 2.8" quick disk
storage. 17,000 notes per
disk, 2 track MIDI.

FANTASTIC NEW RACK EFFECTS

0 in -7,41T F-3

D50 DIGITAL LINEAR SYNTH
£J44 Our price £1350
Rolands Smash Hit New Synth. Rolands new L.A. Technology gives a
new outstanding synthesizer which combines new sampling and digital sound
techniques. Must Be Heard. 61 key velocity, 16 note poly, pressure sensitive, 64
memory, built in digital eg: reverb, chorus, split, optional PG -1000 programmer.

GP8 GUITAR PROCESSOR

ur price £690
At last a multi function device exclusively
for the guitarist in one box! Featuring
eight programmable effects, dynamic
filter, compressor, turbo overdrive,
distortion, phaser eg: digital delay,
digital chorus, all storable in 128
patches.

MKS -50 £,KIYOur price £499
Digital polyphonic synth module, new rack version
of the best selling Juno 2.

DEP-3 £5J5/Our price £475
New budget version of the famous DEP5 digital reverb,
delay eg: 16 bit, great value!

VP70 VOICE PROCESSOR £J 7.5 Our price £999
Fantastic new pitch shifter and MIDI convertor, 4 voices
from a mono input, 128 memory, many other uses.

MKD-100 £,Q8rOur price £899
Digital sampling module new rack version of the famous S10 sampler.

ramitiairml

MPD-4 MIDI PAD
£ Our price £134
At last a single pad to MIDI controller.
Trigger any sound source or using sets.

FANTASTIC NEW BOSS PRODUCTS

BOSS RV10 DIGITAL REVERB
£94zOur price £199

Fantastic New Boss Digital Reverb at new
low price. Nine reverb modes, 10 second

delay, micro rack size.

Fantastic New Boss Pedal for the
Bass Guitarist
CEB Chorus £66
BF2B Ranger £79
GE7B Graphic £72
LMZ Limiter £69
Boss introduce a complete range of
pedals for the bass guitarist.

EPHIMIONE RIVERA SEMI ACOUSTIC
+ CASE POO C

COLUMBUS LES PAUL LM 05 C
ARIA PRO 11 DE500 + CASE £140 C
EPHIPHONE 5200 [149 C
SM ARIA S87C0 LM C250

[199SM ARIA woo IA -1

SM FERNANDES

C194
1£239

1295
£399

NEW YAMAHA SG1 MORE
NEW YAMAHA SG200 C179
NEW APPLAUSE SIM E129
PLUS FILL RANGE OF YAMAHA ARIA. FENDER.

MINER PK
0225 C
£235 C
£325 C

YAMAHA 88-300 BASS 099 C
SOUIER PRECISION BASS £259 C
YAMAHA SE700HE £399 C
YAMAHA ST -500 £295 C
FENDER CONTEMPORARY STRUT £385 C
WESTONE SPECTRUM LX
IBANEZ RS -525
IBANEZ 86135
WESTONE DX BASS
IBANEZ RS -533

CLASSICAL & ACOUSTIC GUITARS
OVATION ULTRA
OVATION CELEBRITY NYLON........
OVATION CELEBRITY STEEL.
YAMAHA 52409 NYLON
YAMAHA G255 NYLON
KMBARA 348 NYLON.
YMIAHA G235I1
TAKAMINE EC -132S NYLON/ELECTRIC
OVATION BAZADEER CUSTOM

[275 C
£325 C
£225 C
.£210 C
£375 C

£299 C
C225 C
£225 C
C135 C
£1135 C

C55 C
f155 C
£375 C
£575 C

AMPS
ROLAND £77 C595 , C399 C

NEW DEAN MARKLEY
PHONE FOR BEST UK PRICE

3,1-1 NAY 50W BASS COMBO £99

SM JAYS 30W BASS COMBO E89

FENDER STUDIO LEAD £385..E275 S
YAMAHA G100 2 x 12 511 SM 669 E399 5

ROLAND CUBE 100 BASS
EXPIRE E508

HH 100W PA TOP SM
CARLS8F10 PRO CABS

1 X 15 + 2 HORNS SM C425 S

CARLSBRO REBEL 8 [255 C
CARLSBRO 90 BASS £275 C
CARLSBAO 4 K 10 BASS COMBO £495 C
CARLSBRO SIDEWINDER COMBO. C395 C

ROLAND JC-55 C425 C

CARLSBRO COBRA 90 BASS TOP. 0155 C
CARLSBRO COBRA 90 KEYBOARD TOP C199 C

CARLSBRO COBRA 90 PA 0195 C

...,_, 0175 C

C299 SB
£199 5

CARLSBRO 150 BASS TOP 0199 C
S/H CARLSBRO STINGRAY BASS TOP E135 C
FRASER WYATT 100W MONITOR £295 C
MAINE S/11 2 x 12 COMBO E95 C
CARLSBRO 150 MARLIN PA E2135 C

CARLSBRO ST.2120
TAURUS CAB C225 EACH C

CARLSBRO ST -4080
TAURUS CAB C205 EACH C

CARLSBRO ST -8151
TAURUS CAB C385 EACH C

11/H L-100 COMBO £255 C
HM E1.100 COMBO £245 C
OHM GC -75 BASS COMBO £275 C
SESSION 5620 COMBO £120 C
SESSION S633 COMBO 0155 C
SESSION 5675 COMBO 1 X 12 E299 C
SESSION 5675 1 x 12 C325 C
SESSION 58100 BASS COMBO E355 C
BADGER DOWNBEAT f85 C
S/H BADGER BASS BOOGIE £75 C
RAND SPIRIT DAC 5 E95 C

ROLAND SPIRIT DAC 15X .
RECORDING EQUIPMENT + RACK GEAR
FOSTEX 450 SM
VESTAFIRE REVERB SRN

ROLAND SRV2000 NEW ...
ROLAND 5551500 MIDI DIGITAL DELAY
ROLAND SDE1000 DIGITAL DELA,
KORG DUAL DELAY NEW
KORG Mimi GRAPHIC NEW
KORG SOD1000 NEW
SAY YAMAHA MT44D
EX -DEMO FOSTEX SYNCHRONISER

COMPLETE
ES -DEMO POSTED AUTOLOCATER

E16/A80
TASCAM 38 SMACK
MIC8OPHOPES
SM RES 10 CABARE-

WIRLESS MC.
COMPLETE ..

EX DEMO SHURE
SMP8

C125 C

£499 B
£175 5

£599 PS8
£349 C

£349
£315 PS8
£209 PS8
[249 58

£399

£1299!' C

£599A C
f2399 C

[299 C

C199 C

10 BADDOW ROAD. 125 ALBERT ROAD,
CHELMSFORD, ESSEX. PORTSMOUTH, HAMPSHIRE
0245 352490/353878 0705 820595

85 ST MARY'S STREET, 44/46 PRESTON ROAD,
SOUTHAMPTON, HAMPSHIRE. BRIGHTON, SUSSEX.
0703 226798/227683 0273 675983/675984



ALL THIS GEAR IS
ACTUALLY IN STOCK

AND AT THE VERY
BEST PRICES IN TOWN!

KEYBOARDS
The new Yamaha DX7
New Yamaha TX81 Z
Yamaha DX21
Yamaha DX27
Yamaha DX100
Roland JX10
Roland Alpha Juno 1
Roland Alpha Juno 2
Roland S10 Sampler
Roland S50 Sampler
Roland RD300 Piano
Roland MKS20 Module
Roland MKS50 Module
Roland MKS80 Module
Roland MKS100 Module
Roland MKS7 Module
Akai 5900 Sampler
Akai X7000 Sampler
Akai AX73 Synth
Akai 5700 Module
Ensoniq Mirage
Ensoniq Module
Ensoniq ESQ]
Ensoniq Piano

EFFECTS ETC
Yamaha SPX90
Yamaha REV7
New Yamaha RX5
New Yamaha RX17
Yamaha RX1 5
Yamaha RX21 L
Yamaha QX5
Roland DEP5
Roland Dig. Delays
Roland DDR30 Drums
Roland TR707/727
Roland TR505
Roland CR1000
Boss DR220a/220e
Roland MC500
Akai ME25
Akai ME3OP
Akai Effectors
Fostex X1 5, 4 Track
Fostex 160 & 260
Yamaha MT1 X 4 Track

SPECIAL
PURCHASE
Aria GR535 true stereo
rackmount gated reverb
RRP £339 ONLY £149

AMPLIFIERS
Dean Markley 60w combo
Dean Markley 80w combo
Dean Markley 1 30w combo
Dean Markley 150 B.Top
Dean Markley 1510 B.Cab
Dean Markley Kong 20
Marshal 100w V.Top
Marshal 4 x12 Cab.
Marshal 100w Mos-Fet
Marshal 4x10 Cab
Marshal 50w V.combo
Marshal 30w combo
Marshal 60w B.combo
Marshal Practice amps
Peavey Basic 40 combo
Peavey TKO 65 combo
Peavey TNT 130 combo
Peavey Backstage plus
Peavey Studio PRO40
Peavey Bandit 65
Peavey Encore 65
Peavey Classic combo
Peavey Mk.4 Bass top
Peavey 1820 Bass cab
Peavey KB100 combo
Peavey KB300 combo
Peavey 100w PA system
Peavey 300w PA system
Session Rockette 20/30
Session 75w 1 x12
Session 75w 4 x 10
Session 1 x15 B.combo
Session 4x 10 B.combo
Session Stereo combo
Carlsbro Cobra 90 PA
Carlsbro 150/300 PA
Carlsbro PA Cabs, various
Carlsbro 45w L/B combo
Carlsbro Cobra 90 k'bd.
New Carlsbro Colt 45K
Carlsbro Rebel 8 & 12
Carlsbro Cobra 90BG
Carlsbro B150 combo
Carlsbro B1 50 top
Roland Super cubes
Roland JC55 & 77
Roland JCI 20 head
Roland DACI 5 combos

EVERYSINGLE PEDAL AND
MICRO -RACK UNIT IN STOCK

Project Electronic Music
71 Salisbury Road

Hounslow, Middx. TW4 7NW

BARCLAYCARD

Y/SA

01-570 4444
HOURS OF OPENING:

Tuesday-Saturday 9.30-6.00
Late night Thursday until 7.00

24

PP =-/IWIC
2-6 BLOSSOM ST., MICKLEGATE BAR, YORK (0904) 55585

12 MONTHS INTEREST FREE CREDIT

64
performance
including
capability.
spec.,
and

Voted
note
sensitive,
arpegiator,

YAMAHA TX81Z MIDI
TONE GENERATOR

8 note Poly, 128 pre-set voices,
32 user voice memories. New
sounds plus digital effects,
19" rack.

YAMAHA DX7IID
internal sounds, 32

memories
split & dual
Advanced MIDI

programmable sliders
foot controls.

ROLAND S-50
16 voice polyphonic, 61 note touch
and pressure sensitive keyboard
different sampling sounds, inbuilt
31/2" disk drive.

KORG DW8000
keyboard of the year, 8

poly, digital waveform, touch
built in digital delay,

MIDI, terrific spec.

16

TASCAM Dealer *YAMAHA IN STOCKLESIS
Main

' . CASIO Fostex Dealer A
All goods also available from:

PEPS MUSIC LIMITED
6 BAINES HOUSE, STATION PARADE, HARROGATE HG1 1UF

TEL: (0423)509727
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1N BRIEF
Philip Rees 5X5 MIDI Switch

ONE AREA WHICH requires some thought when your
collection of MIDI machines starts to grow is just how
you're going to connect them all up. The simplest way, of

course, is to chain them together. But aside from the fact

that not all instruments have the requisite MIDI Thru
socket, chaining is generally frowned upon due to the risk

of data corruption when more than two or three
instruments are linked up in this way.

The next step is a MIDI Thru box. This can be passive

(merely passing the data out of several Thru sockets) or
active (allowing you to switch individual Thru sockets in
and out). But this is a relatively simple setup which won't

necessarily provide all the flexibility you require.
Cue the MIDI patchbay, which allows you to connect

several MIDI inputs to any of several MIDI outputs. Latest

in a long line of MIDI patchbays which has included
offerings from Quark, Sycologic, Akai, 360 Systems and

Yamaha is the 5X5 MIDI Switch from British company
Philip Rees. At under £100, the 5X5 also happens to be

one of the cheapest MIDI patchbays, the only comparably

priced unit being Akai's four -in, eight -out ME30P.
As its name suggests, the 5X5 allows five MIDI inputs to

be connected to any of five MIDI outputs. The only
proviso is that no more than one input can be routed to an

output - this would involve two MIDI signals being
merged together, which would require a level of sophis-

tication greater than that necessitated by the mere
rerouting of signals.

It's also possible to chain together up to three 5X5s, or

a combination of 5X5s and X5X Switch Expanders, to give

five-in/ten-out or five-in/fifteen-out setups.
Unlike the other manufacturers noted above (with the

exception of Quark), the 5X5 is a hardware -only device,

ie. there is no microprocessor control. There are no opto-

isolators in the MIDI circuitry, allowing the unit to achieve

a fast throughput. The MIDI inputs are floating relative to

each other, and isolation is provided by a custom -designed

transformer.
By necessity, though, the above approach means that

the 5X5 is devoid of programmability, and thus of the
memories to be found on other units such as the ME3OP

and 360 Systems' MIDI Patcher, which allow you to store

your routings and call them up either from the front panel

or over MIDI. On the other hand, the individual input
selector knobs for each of the five outputs make changes

to routings an easy process. These, together with the

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY MAY 1987

spaces provided on the front panel for labelling your five

MIDI inputs and outputs, mean that you can see at a glance

what is assigned to what.
Rees have also provided each input selector with a

"zero" setting which switches off the output to the
relevant MIDI device. This can be a handy way of
temporarily "removing" a particular instrument from a
sound texture, but as with all changes to routings on the
5X5, you need to take care to avoid the possibility of the

MIDI drone.
This is because, as a hardware device, the 5X5 takes no

action to remedy what is essentially a software problem.
It's worth bearing in mind that if you're using instruments

which send and receive MIDI active sensing then there's no

problem, because the receiving instrument(s) will take
care of business as soon as the MIDI data flow is

interrupted. On the other hand, it can be preferable to
avoid the use of active sensing - notably if you're using a

sequencer, where such "additional" data can use up

valuable memory.

One area where a MIDI patchbay really scores is that of

storing patch data via System Exclusive codes to a central

machine such as a computer running patch librarian and/or

editing software - something which is becoming increas-

ingly common. In this context, all your instruments need
to be able to both send and receive over MIDI - so having

an equal number of inputs and outputs makes a lot of
sense. The 5X5 allows you to connect four instruments in

this fashion (the fifth input/output being for the computer
or dedicated MIDI storage device).

The 5X5 performs its allotted task well, if without the
finesse of software -controlled MIDI patchbays. Its clear
front -panel layout and ease of operation are a definite
bonus, as are its expandability and its reasonable price.

Still, you should think carefully about whether you'd
miss programmability and the possibility of MIDI control,

whether the lack of evasive action over MIDI drones will

be a problem, and whether other, more expensive units
(notably the Quark MIDIlink 999) will provide you with

more flexibility in the long run. Simon Trask

Price 5X5 MIDI Switch £85.95, X5X Expander
£69.95; both including VAT and p&p
More from Philip Rees (Modern Music Technology),
Unit A, Park End Works, Croughton, Brackley,
Northants NN13 SLX. VI (0869) 810830, or (0865)
250709
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1.1s1 BRIEF
Rice Drum Software

BEE COMPLITEBS
P.O. BM -1 2, Morecambe LAL+ LtiT

LET'S FACE FACTS. The BBC Micro is an excellent

computer, but suffers from a dearth of musical add-ons.

Whereas umpteen MIDI interfaces, samplers and goodness

knows what are available for the Commodore 64, the poor

Beeb is rather badly done by.

Rice Computer Electronics have thoughtfully stepped in

with a drum unit for the good old Beeb, compatible with

the Model B and the Master. It's similar to C64 drum
software in that it uses a D/A converter to play back sounds

whose digital make-up resides inside the computer. The
manual says the voices are "computer -generated digital

drum sounds" and digital and analogue methods were used

in their creation. The result of all this scientific endeavour is

the production of sounds with very low background noise -

good for recording.

The Rice drum machine was released several months ago

and the software has recently been updated. The current

disk includes both versions, and as version I can do a couple

of things version 2 can't, we'll start with that.

First off, the program is a cinch to use. If you've ever
dabbled with a programmable drum machine, programming

the Rice Drums will be like falling off a cabala. It works thus:

you program a number of rhythm patterns then chain them

together to form a complete drum track.

The pattern screen presents you with a grid listing the

drums down the left and the pattern steps along the top.
There are eight drum sounds: bass, snare, two toms,
metronome (clave), cowbell and open and closed hi -hats.

What do they sound like? Well, they're pretty good. In fact,

they're a pretty marvellous 45 quid's worth. You can switch

the bass drum sound between a standard thump and a
modern click, use normal or electronic toms, and switch

between normal and bright hi -hats.

Drums are inserted with the function keys and can be
entered in real and step time. During step -time entry, the

rhythm keeps playing so you can hear your pattern build up.

Now for some figures. Up to 64 patterns can be
programmed, each containing up to 16 steps. A maximum

of 80 patterns can be linked together to form a track, and

the program will store up to 12 tracks. Tempo can be varied

from Ito 80.

There are lots of nice editing facilities. You can flip from

pattern to pattern forwards and backwards. You can also

move to another pattern number but retain the same

setting, so it's easy to build up a set of slightly different
patterns and relocate existing ones.

Other aids include being able to clear the entire pattern,

erase a single line of drums, and fill the hi -hat. Keys 1-8

produce various reference grids along the top of the screen

to help you see where the beats are.

There is a cute echo facility which adds a reverb effect to

the drums to beef 'em up a bit. It works, too.

Patterns and tracks can be saved to disk, although they

are all saved with the name Data suffixed by a number from

I to 8, which is not very informative. It also restricts the

number of files you can save to a disk to eight, which is
wasteful.

Finally, as an optional extra, you can have a trigger output

fitted which will control the likes of a Roland SH 101 synth.

The updated software has several new features. The
tempo can be varied from Ito 255 and a pattern can contain

up to 32 steps, but the trade-off is a reduction in the total

number of patterns to 32. Yes, the memory limitations of
the Beeb are showing - though perhaps some clever coding

could solve the problem. The echo has gone (big "ah!")
along with the bright hi -hats. And for some reason, when

you enter step -time mode the pattern stops playing, so you

have to flick to real-time to hear the pattern. A nuisance.

On the plus side, there is an auto bass -drum insertion

every four, six or eight steps, and a quick way of setting the

trigger pulses and tempo, too.

Although the program is easy to use, a few more
instructions wouldn't have gone amiss. The key repeat has

been disabled, too, which I generally found annoying. I hate

jabbing at things, especially keys.

Did I like it? Well, although the software could be tidied

up just a little and a few more drum sounds to choose from

would be nice, let's put it like this: if I wanted a drum
machine and had less than f 100 to play with, I'd buy this -

and get change, too.

Rice are currently adding a sequencer and bass -guitar

synthesiser to the system, and the drum library is being

expanded to include audio recordings as well as computer -

generated ones. That lot will set you back around f85.

Nice one, Rice. 0 Ian Waugh
Price Rice Drums cassette - £45; disk - £47.50; trigger
interface - £12.50.
More from Rice Computer Electronics, PO Box 2,
Morecambe, Lanes, LA4 4PP.
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The amazing Nomad SMC 1.0 MIDI/SMPTE
reader generator. Anyone with a computer
- this is the unit for you.A third of the price

of similar units

E299 + VAT

AkaAmSMA4StEnLEtCTION FROM OUR STOCK CURRENTLY AVAILABLE:

MIcroverb £215 1 VAT
LX20 compressor £225 , VAT
Akai S900 sampler £1650 I VAT
Akai X700 sampler £850 , VAT
Akai 5700 sampler t, 25 , VAT
Boom stands £16
32 way patchbays only £30
Loaded stage boxes (8 cannon, 4 jack) £25
Midiverb II £373
SPX90 II £600
TAC Scorpions/all configurations In
All Steinberg equipment In Stock
Bokse SM-9 synchroniser £720
Tannoy DC200 £501
Nomad Axxeman £259
Tascam Porta Two £542
Symetrix 544 expander/gate £423
RSD Series 2 mixing desks In StockSenn heiser Headphones..£15
Headphone Splitter Boxes -8 way £25
Dl Boxes £25
JBL Control 1 monitors £129 per pair

PLUS ACCESSIT, APHEX. ART, ALESIS, AKAI, BEYER, CASIO, CUTEC, DIGITECH, DYNAMIX, ENSONla
FOSTEX, MTR, RSD, ROLAND. REVOX. SEOUENTIAL, SYMETRIX, TANNOY, TASCAM, VESTAFIRE,

YAMAHA... AND MUCH, MUCH. MORE
RING NOW FOR DETAILS ("All prices exclude VAT)

VESTA MR10/MR30 IN STOCK

SPECIAL OFFERS
Fostex Model 80, RAM 10, plugs, cables, patchbay £1750 , VAT
Fostex model 80, MTR 12/8/2, plugs, cables, patchbay £1650 ; VAT

SPECIAL OFFER COMPUTER PACKAGE
Atari 520, Steinberg Pro24 + Nomad SMPTE/MIDI reader generator f875 ,- VAT

Imagine a 24 track sequencer and a powerful computer all locked symte, give us a ring for details

BARGAIN BOX
Accessit Noi and Compressors only C25 each inc VAT

If you live some distance from Bedford, there are now two
tTahllaytcphraetdesCsohtthlet6Detrmacoknsstertautiposn Sthtuedyiaorse. dBeassiegdheadrotuanidet

you hear equipment in a working environment. From a
-----1 ----,--- SPX90, E16 toMidiverb to a or an a noise gate, you'll get
good, unbiased advice and as they only demo gear, there'll be no hard sell
(you have to ring Bedford for that!). Whether you are buying your first four
track set-up or embarking on a Pro -16 track venture, Phil and Paul know what
it's like from experience. Give them a ring and talk to guys who have proved it
isn't a dream - you can make a living from recording!

.,,,,..........,
When it comes to new equipment you may have noticed that
we don't say 'phone for best deal, POA, or ring for lowest

t,'%4T price ever'. When you telephone us you will simply be
quoted a good price. To be honest if you spend the

...--------77:-.. afternoon on the telephone the chances are you will find
someone somewhere who will undercut us by a pound or two. The difference
at THATCHED COTTAGE is if your E16 breaks down on a Sunday morning or
your drum machine blows up on a Bank Holiday Monday you CAN ring us,
we'll be here and we WILL do something about it 18 hours a day 365 days a
year. Have you ever needed help and advice outside shop hours? If you are
serious about your music you will know that it is quality of service that makes
the difference and at THATCHED COTTAGE it's only a phone call away!

DON'T FORGET . . .
For those of you who live some distance from Bedford, there are now two
Thatched Cottage Demonstation Studios

MIDLANDS (Leamington Spa - Pau/) Fostex synchroniser on full time

demo (2 x 16) ring for appointment 0926-315812
SOUTH WEST (Exeter - Phil) 0392-77205
New 24 track studio now fully operational - only £13 per hour * Why not bring
along your multitrack and use the studio as a mixdown suite? (We offer more

outboard gear than any other UK studio).

SECONDHAND AND

EXDEMO BARGAINS

LOOK CAREFULLY! YOU MIGHT FIND
SOMETHING YOU'VE BEEN AFTER

LOOK CAREFULLY! YOU MIGHT FIND
SOMETHING YOU'VE BEEN AFTER

3M 24 track with auto locate £10,000
Sony PCM 501 digital mastering, new £495
Fostex E16, mint, full guarantee inc remote £3,600
Alesis XTC digital reverb (16K band width) - new £299
Yamaha SPX90 £425
Seck 12-8-2 mixer £675
Fostex A80 8 track (mint) with remote £1350
Slapback Scintillator new version £145
Tascam 38 mint £1499
Bel BD80 s/h (8 secs with MIDI to CV. £399
Q -Play programmable remote for B16/E16 £99
Vesta Fire MIDI to CV converter, play your sampler £59
AHB Keymix, 16 track computer system, fits any desk £1000
Tascam 58 with full remote and stand - mint £1850
Roland TR505 separate outputs £240
Casio CZ1000 new £225
Vesta Dig 411 dig delay 15KH, 1 sec £170
Cutec Graphic (2x 10) £70
Canary 16>8 desk £550
Yamaha P150 power amp £199
TAC Matchless 26>24>8>2 £8999
Symetrix 544 expander/gate, ex -demo £325
Amazing Symetrix 511 single ended noise reduction £399
Yamaha Compressor/Limiter £195
Seck 18:8:2 £975
Casio RZ-1 sampling drum machine £275
Fostex X15 £199
Drawmer gates s/h £250
John Carpanini's sense of humour credit terms available.
RSD Studiomaster series II 16/16/2 as new £2650
Eventide 949 harmonizer £750
Bell 3BDE3200 32/second, 99 window sampler, racking scratches only,
silly price £1000
Roland SH101 £85
Nasa Satellite carrying rockets (fire damage
stock) Phone for appointment

(All prices exclude VAT)
New 24 track studio now fully operational - only 213 per hour * Why not bring along your
multitrack and use the studio as a mixdown suite? (We offer more outboard gear than any

other UK studio).

For those of you who are seriously considering starting a commercial
studio I've come up with 3 packages, each containing everything you will
need for your first paying session, from the multitrack machine right
through to DI boxes and cables. The price of the 8 track system is £4450

VAT, the 16 track is £8450 VAT and the 24 track is £15,500 -f VAT. At
Thatched Cottage I proved it could be done. In the last 3 months I have
helped 11 new studios to open and start making money - my experience
could help you. Give me a ring and have a chat - what have you got to
lose?

Do you find that your recordings sound great on site but lousy when played on another
system? I will spectrum analyse the control room (or bedroom!) and insert a graphic

equaliser in the monitor system. The difference will astouna you. Your tapes can
sound great anywhere- not just in the control room!
Prices from 299 + VAT (inc stereo 10 band graphic)

 FULL CREDIT FACILITIES AVAILABLE  MAIL ORDER 

Thatched
Cottage Audio

Telephone Dave on Bedford (0234) 771259/771166
Thatched Cottage Audio, Cross End, Thurleigh, Beds.



present
YOURSELF
The key to playing a successful concert is holding

your audience, but few musicians have any idea
how to behave on stage at all. We report on a

unique way of increasing on-stage confidence.
Text by Paul Tingen.
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N ARTIST IS either dangerous
or dead" is quite a bold state-
ment to make, but it's one which
lies at the heart of the work of
the Actor's Institute in London.

Now, you may justifiably cry: "What's a
feature on acting doing in this magazine?
I'm a musician/programmer/engineer/
producer/shopkeeper (delete where appli-
cable), not an actor". Fact is, however,
that the Actor's Institute runs a weekend
course called The Mastery which has led
many people to take a remarkable jump in
their creative and performing skills.
Because, as far as the Actor's Institute is
concerned, every form of professional
communication stands or falls with one's
mastery of those skills.

"Yes, The Mastery is definitely suited to
musicians", says Lynne Lesley, who's
director of the Institute, and who also
leads Masteries. "It hands people a lot of
techniques to improve their performance.
We try to make people take risks and
stimulate them when they're face to face
with an audience. That's very important
for musicians, because they have, even
more than actors, the possibility to react
to what's going on in the audience, to let
themselves be led by that energy.

"The point is to learn - not to recreate
what happened yesterday, but to be
creative in the moment. That means
taking risks and it puts the artist in an
exciting and dangerous position, hence
our 'dangerous or dead' slogan. But really,
the same applies for everyone who's
dealing with people."

The Mastery, which includes individual
presentations, prepared pieces, emotional
exercises, improvisation and group work,
was conceived by the American actor/
director Dan Fauci ten years ago in Los
Angeles. The explosive workshop, orig-
inally created to improve the performance
skills of actors, soon proved successful
with all kinds of people - secretaries,
managers, teachers as well as artists - and
led Dan Fauci into founding the first
Actor's Institute in New York.

Now, almost a decade later, there are
Actor's Institutes in London, New York,
Boston, Montreal, Toronto, Austin,
Chicago, Los Angeles, Vancouver and
Paris. The London Institute is now also
running courses in the Netherlands and
Germany, too.

Today, the official "purpose of Mastery"
is given in the program books as: "for you
to discover your own creative power and
your ability to be moving and inspiring".
Pretentious wording, perhaps, but the
aims are worthy enough.

All Mastery leaders are intensively
trained by Fauci, and Lynne Lesley is one
of them. When asked what the Mastery's
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secret of success is, she answers: "I think
one of the reasons is that we have no
`method'. We bring people on stage and
work with them, there and then, from
where they are, and encourage them to
take the risks they are willing and ready to
take. That's why the workshop can be
attended by both amateurs and pro-
fessionals. We don't judge, and say: 'this is
good or bad'. All we care about is that
people discover a bit more who they are
and what they're capable of.

"In that sense it's a clever workshop. On
Friday we ask people what they want, on
Saturday they get what they want, and on
Sunday they get even more, things which
they didn't expect. So they always come
out winning."

As a leader, Lesley has also had a lot of
experience in working with musicians. Is
there anything she finds striking about
their attitude to performing?

"Yes. One of the things is that musicians
are usually very much focused on their
technique. Sometimes it's almost as if
they're hiding behind it, or behind their
instrument. I know technique is important
in music, but from the moment you go on
stage you should be able to forget about it.
The technical problems should remain in
the rehearsal room. In The Mastery we're
dealing with the next step, which is
performing."

Which is all very well, but hardly an
objective assessment of The Mastery's
appeal. Sandra Turnbull, who's been
managing the Eurythmics with her hus-
band Kenny Smith for the past four years,
took the course a year ago, and says it
made her look at her whole life in a more
creative way. It changed her attitude to
managing, and gave her an abundance of
energy.

To that, she adds: "I'm working with
some up-and-coming bands now like State
Of Play, and recommend The Mastery to
them absolutely. It gives a performer a
mini -version of what happens on stage,
with the possibility to experiment, take
risks and get a second chance. The
feedback from the audience is invaluable
there.

"While you're doing it, it feels monu-
mental, like a bang on your nose, but
afterwards it's very subtle and gives you a

chance to step to the side and look at what
you're doing."

Phoning around to other people who've
done The Mastery creates a rather unreal
picture. Not a bad word, just lyrical
enthusiasm.

Take Linda Lou Allen, a professional
singer and comedienne for more than ten
years: "It was very stimulating, it taught
me to look at my work from a different
angle..." Or Nigel Watson, songwriter
and drummer with Three Mustafas Three:
"Mastery helped me to break several bad
habits which kept me from doing my
work. It put me right in the middle of a
flood of creativity."

Let's leave the final word, then, to
Lynne Lesley. "I remember what it felt like
when I was a litle girl and managed to cycle
for the first time without those little
wheels at the side. That was very exciting,
and I think a lot of people who've done
Mastery feel like that afterwards."

The Mastery is run once every 3-4 weeks by the Actor's
Institute, 137 Goswell Road, London EC1V 7 ET. lit 01-
2518178. Cost is £115.

FRANKFURT GOODIES! We saw the gear, we drank the bier,
and all the products will soon be here!

KAWAI K5 SYNTH.16 voice,velocity and pressure sensitive,
sampled waveforms, giant LCD display that shows
waveform as you edit it in real-time, multi-timbral, 127
harmonics. Sure to be one of the most sought after
synths in '87.

KAWAI R50 DRUM MACHINE. 24 tunable voices,
100 patterns, 10 songs,
programmable pad
assignment, flanger,
delay, gate, 32 KHz
sampling rate,
UNBELIEVABLE PRICE.

CHOBHAM WOKING

SURREY GU24 8AQ.

TEL. (09905) 6363/6364

ROLAND D50 SYNTH. If you YAMAHA FIX11 DRUM
thought Roland were just for MACHINE. £399. Yes I know this

analogue sounds, think agpin. is nothing to do with Frankfurt,

The D50 uses Linear Arithmetic but these ex -top of the range

Synthesis, which is capable not drum machines are

only of warm strings and fat excellent value at this

brass sounds, but also the
price. Individual outs,

metallic
voices,

\

metallic percussive sounds

\ 8k
typical of digital synths. PCM bac kilt

can also be used to display. 'Phone
provide a source for synthesis. for details of deals on FiX1 5, RX21 and

Built in effects include reverb,
chorus and E0

cartridg
LCD

e dump,
lit

RX21L.

' 61= L

CASIO FZ1 SYNTH/SAMPLER. Everybody's
Pave watch manufacturer is really taking the
mick now. It's a sampler, but not just any
sampler. This fellah holds 64 samples, and
has a maximum sampling time of 58 seconds.
But It's not just a sampler, it's a synth as well.
Can't wall to get our mits on this one.

NEW CASIO KEYBOARDS. HT700/HT3000. Keyboards that are
programmable in every department; sounds, rhythms, bass -lines,
chords, with PCM rhythms and digital sound source. The ultimate
song -writing machines.
SK100/200/2100. Samplers with non-volatile memories and
programmable rhythms, bass -lines and chords.

ALL THIS PLUS .. . Yamaha DX, Eike synths, effects by Alesis,
Boss, DOD, Roland, Yamaha, MTR, multi -tracks by Cutec, Vesta -
Fire, Yamaha, Amplification by Technics. WEM. We're well worth
a visit, but forget the coffee Is awfol

3-5 KINGS ROAD SHALFORD

Professional Service at the Right Price GUILDFORD SURREY GU4 8JU

TEL. (04831570088
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the
new

MACINTOSH
Apple have introduced two powerful new computers to the Mac family.

How do their specifications compare with those of the existing machines,
and what will they mean to musicians? Text by Jim Burgess.

THE SCENE: a smoky auditorium. Men in
suits. The Apple logo everywhere. Dry ice
fills the stage. Then, rising slowly and
tantalisingly out of the fog: an IBM PC? No,
it's the new Macintosh II. It just looks a
little like a PC.

With much pomp and pageantry, Apple
have finally let the cat out of the bag. The
end result of all the rumours we'd been
hearing since last year is indeed worth the
wait: two powerful new Macintosh com-
puters have been introduced, the Macintosh
SE and the Macintosh II.

The SE is essentially a souped -up Mac
Plus. It has the same basic appearance but
offers some significant speed and perform-
ance improvements, along with expand-
ability and a large complement of powerful
new features.

The Macintosh II, on the other hand,
leaves Mac tradition behind. It boasts
stunning colour, six expandable slots for
add-on cards, blinding speed, and enough
computing horsepower to leave its an-
cestors in the dust.

Of course, both computers are com-
patible with existing Mac software. In

addition, Apple's new Interfile system is
designed to offer either computer com-
patibility with MS-DOS (read IBM) soft-
ware applications, a move that should help

Apple's efforts to establish the Mac with
Big Business. Further to this end, both
computers offer a choice of keyboards,
including one that looks suspiciously like a
PC keyboard, complete with function
keys.

And both the SE and the Mac II feature
ADB (the Apple Desktop Bus), the low -
speed serial communications bus Apple
introduced on the IIGS which permits up
to 16 input devices to be connected at
once.

The Macintosh SE
THINK OF THE SE as an expandable, high-
performance Mac Plus. Although it looks
like a Plus from the outside, the SE has a

totally new internal design. For example, a
single new gate chip array replaces
nineteen Mac Plus chips. Like the Mac Plus,
the SE comes with I MByte of RAM, and
can be expanded up to 4MByte on the
logic board. It comes with twice as much
onboard ROM (256K) as the Mac Plus,
presumably to accommodate AppleShare
(Apple's new file server) and a few new
surprises. Users may choose between two
800K floppy drives or a single 800K drive
plus an internal 20MByte SCSI hard disk.
The IWM (Integrated Woz Machine)
floppy disk controller operates twice as
fast as that of the Mac Plus, making it
suitable for future applications such as
accommodating 1.6MByte floppy drives
when they become available.

Since the SE uses the same Motorola
68000 CPU (Central Processing Unit) as
the Mac Plus, you might be wondering
how Apple managed to make it perform
15-20% faster. Part of the answer lies in a
change in the ratio of video accesses by the
CPU, which effectively makes it available
for computing about twice as often as its
predecessor. Hard -disk users will be
pleased to note a doubling of the SCSI
transfer rate, partly thanks to a newer,
faster version of the SCSI driver on the
SE's ROMs.
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Most important of all, SE actually stands
for System Expansion. The SE -Bus is a 96 -
pin connector that provides direct access
to the 68000 (and the rest of the logic
board). Custom third -party expansion
cards can be installed easily and, if
necessary, can be connected to outside
peripherals via the Accessory Access Port
on the back panel. Speaking of the back
panel, it looks pretty much the same as the
back of a Mac Plus: you'll find the same
Modem and Printer ports, a disk drive port
and a SCSI connector. Two ADB connec-
tors (they look like the Modem/Printer
ports) replace the mouse port and key-
board jack.

Because of the major internal design
changes mentioned previously, Apple can-
not provide an upgrade policy for existing
Mac 128, 512 or Plus owners. Since just
about all of the boards are different, I

suppose Apple think it makes more sense
to sell your Mac and buy an SE if you're so
inclined.

The Macintosh II
NOW IT'S TIME to get serious: this is one
very powerful computer. And with luck, its
arrival will mean that MIDI users get a
constant series of treats from third -party
hardware and software manufacturers
over the next few years.

From far away, it really does look like an
IBM PC. Not for long, mind you; as soon as
you get close enough to see the screen,
you know you're looking at something
new - brilliant colour with amazing
resolution. Prospective Mac II owners
have a choice of either
or a 13" RGB monitor. Those of you who
have been squinting at those puny 9"
screens for years can take heart.

The standard Mac II video card offers
640x480 pixel resolution and supports
either monitor. It offers a palette of over
16 million colours, of which it can

simultaneously display 16. An optional
eight -bit Video Expansion Kit permits the
video card to generate up to 256 colours
or shades of grey at once.

Unlike that of the IBM PC, the Mac II's
software never needs to know which
video card is installed. That means you'll
never have to buy a special video card to
use a certain program. In the US, high-
performance, third -party video cards are
already on the way. SuperMac Technology
have shown a prototype eight -bit video
card with I 024 x 768 pixel resolution,
enough to provide a huge high -resolution
display. And AST Research have announced
an eight -bit per pixel video digitiser for
grabbing real images in colour. Computer
animation may never be the same.

Perhaps the best news of all lies in the
six expansion slots that conform to the
NuBus specification, a bus protocol orig-
inally developed at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and already in use
by Western Digital and Texas Instruments.
NuBus offers card developers unparalleled
flexibility in direct, 32 -bit interfacing with
the Mac II's CPU and logic board.

Some specs to drool over. The Mac 11 is

based on Motorola's new 68020 32 -bit
processor, which operates at I 6MHz. It
also comes standard with Motorola's
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY MAY 1987

68881 floating-point arithmetic chip, a co-
processor that can perform math oper-
ations up to 200 times faster than the
68020 can on its own. This enables the Mac
II to process data at a rate of over 2 million
instructions per second. The Mac II's SCSI
port transfers data at a rate of over
I MByte per second.

The computer is available with a number
of different drive configurations. All Mac Its
come with at least one internal 800K
floppy drive. The second drive can be
either another 800K floppy, or your
choice of 20, 40 or 80MByte internal SCSI
hard drives. As with the Mac SE, a revised
IWM floppy controller chip capable of
supporting the soon -to -come I .6MByte
floppy drives comes standard.

 "Apple cannot provide an SE upgrade
for existing Mac 128, 512 or Plus owners.
Just about all the boards are different, so
it makes more sense to sell your Mac and
buy an SE if you're so inclined.

The Mac II comes with I MByte of RAM
on the logic board, expandable to 2MByte.
But towards the end of the year, you'll
be able to buy the Mac II with 4MByte of
RAM onboard, and expand to 8MByte if
necessary.

If that's not enough for your memory
requirements, don't worry - external
NuBus memory cards can be added at will. IP-
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And the back panel of the Mac II features
the very same type of Modem and Printer
ports as those on the Plus and SE, assuring
compatibility with most existing peripheral
devices.

Appletalk (Apple's own networking
communications system) comes standard,

 "Mac II users will have the option to
use someone else's operating system. In
addition to IBM MS-DOS compatible

products, Apple will provide a version of
the UNIX operating system known as

A/UX."

but the Mac II will also be able to take
advantage of more powerful networking
protocols such as Ethernet (boasting a 10
MByte/second transfer rate).

On the subject of communication,
Apple plan to break with tradition by
giving Mac II users the option to use
someone else's operating system. In ad-
dition to the aforementioned IBM MS-
DOS compatible products available for
both the SE and the Mac II, Apple will
provide a version of the UNIX operating
system known as A/UX.

What about the sound? At last Apple
have seen fit to improve the Mac's sound
capabilities, much to the benefit of mu-
sicians. The Mac II features four -voice
stereo sound generation featuring a new
custom sound chip. The ASC (Apple
Sound Chip - what else?) offers two I K

sound buffers, permitting the computer to

play wavetables or samples. Sony chips
handle audio functions like filtering and
amplification. Best of all, the Mac II can

generate sound without tying up its CPU
in the process.

The Potential
WHAT ALL THESE specification details
mean is this. The expandable, high-speed
Mac II opens the door to more advanced
computer music applications than have
ever been available. The upward software
compatibility offers an existing library
of the most powerful music software
currently available. And many new music -
related products are already under devel-
opment.

The first thing we'll probably see is a
cheap Mac II MIDI interface on a NuBus
card. And a SMPTE/MIDI/MTC card should
also be under development soon.

But that's only the beginning. It shouldn't
be long before a number of companies
introduce high -quality 16 -bit A/D and D/A
converters that will turn the Mac II into a
self-contained digital audio workstation.

Synthesisers may look very strange
when they first start showing up in the
form of PC cards, but we'll get used to it
soon enough. Why not? There are enough
plastic ivories around already, and the idea
of a software -controlled card containing
high -quality components like DACs, VCFs
and VCAs should catch on fairly quickly,
even if previous attempts on more primitive
systems won relatively few friends.

RAK-K1 1®
THE LOW COST 19" RACKING SYSTEM

2 x PREC/S/ON STEEL
/114/NERAMES

1xH,4NG/NG BRACKET
22x NUTS cf BOL TS

11439, 95/NC VAT
FROM YOUR LOCAL DEALER OR FROM:

rAo
CP Cases
Worton Hall Industrial Estate
Worton Road
Isleworth Telephone: 01-568 188117
Middlesex TW7 6ER Telex: 8952532 CP MEGA C

A couple of closing thoughts. I can't help
but think that somebody's going to take
advantage of the UNIX operating system
for musical applications. UNIX's multi-
tasking capabilities must be able to play a
role in the recording studio of the future,
especially if that studio contains a number
of Mac Its assigned to different real-time
control functions.

The availability of colour and much
more powerful graphics will undoubtably
have positive implications for music soft-
ware. Besides making programs look nicer
and perhaps more convenient to operate,
colour offers a whole range of useful new
ways to display certain types of data more
effectively. Fourier displays, multiple en-
velope shapes, sequencer note event -
editing grids and other types of crowded
graphic displays will reap the benefits of
colour to make them more informative.

And I hope to see programs that use the
Mac II's great graphics and high speed to
bring the creative elements of music and
graphic art closer together. Animation
driven by music; music created by animation.

In the UK, the Mac SE and (especially)
the Mac II will not come cheap. The former
will set you back at least £2500 (for a dual -
floppy machine), while the latter will leave
you little change from £5500 if you want a
40MByte hard disk unit.

Hardly Amstrad money, but then these
are hardly Amstrad machines. And when
you set those prices against £60,000 -odd
for a Series III Fairlight, you begin to see
why I'm so enthusiastic about these
computers. Their initial impact may be
small, but it will be very significant. 

Atari ... Emu Systems + Ensoniq + Akai + Steinberg

Livewire.
DOMINIONS ARCADE, CARDIFF.

0222-373576
+ Atari and the best of the rest ... + Ensoniq + Akai

CD.

3
to

CB

PHONE FOR DETAILS OF OUR
FORTHCOMING ROADSHOW
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Working with midi
and timecodes?

The Steinberg Research SMP-24 provides all the answers. Here's how to control your system utilising the three working modes of
the SMP-24 . . .

When used interactively with the Pro -24 program:

SMPTE start offset and cue points together with tempo data can be saved as a Pro -24 song file. Tempo and time signature changes
from the Pro -24 mastertrack govern midi sync. and clock out rates of the SMP-24. Each Pro -24 track is assignable to any of 64
separate midi channels via the SMP-24s' four midi outputs. The SMP-24 also has two mergeable midi inputs - overdubs can be
made whilst syncing to tape for example. For on-stage use, the SMP-24 accepts Pro -24 song files into its' on -board sequencer
negating the need to use your computer at all.

When used as a stand-alone SMPTE synchroniser:

63 sync. programs are available each of which stores start offsets and cue points. Four timecode standards can be selected
including E. B. U. The SMP-24 will also read and write MTC (the midi timecode standard). One bit resolution means accuracy
down to a sub. frame. Locking time is less than 3 seconds and there is no problem using varispeed codes. An external clock may
be used as a tempo reference; this could be: an audio trigger, tempo -tap from front panel or footswitch, any trigger from 1-254
PPQN, or a midi clock. Naturally, the SMP-24 converts timecode to Midi sync. and other clocks up to 254 clicks per. beat. All
data can be saved to tape.

When used as a midi processor and controller:

64 midi configuration programs each of which can route either midi input to up to four midi outputs and assign midi channels for
all inputs and outputs. Each output may be transposed by pitch and/or velocity and a high and low split point can be set. In
addition, there are 64 master midi programs which combine up to four of the configuration programs outlined above, and can
hold 20 patch change programs. Furthermore, all programs have fully comprehensive filtering of midi data.

And just to make life easy . . .

The SMP-24 can respond to external midi patch changes to access master midi programs, this makes system re -configuration an
instant event simply by changing a program on a synth! The SMP-24 can be programmed so that any front panel function can be
toggled by footswitch, the polarity of which can be reversed. There is a built-in metronome. Midi transmission rate can be
doubled. Display mode can be switched from letters to numbers to suit your preference.

All in all, the SMP-24 has been designed to make life easy. And at £799. (ex. VAT) it's easy on the pocket too!

Steinberg Research The Spendlove Centre, Charlbury, Oxford OX7 3PQ
Telephone: (0608) 811325 Telex: 837883 SPEND G FAX: (0608) 811323 Computer: (0608) 810005



THE MIDI EVENT!
Hybrid Arts offer a range of Atari ST MIDI
software to suit all entry level,
professional and studio MIDI/SMPTE
applications.
Hybrid Arts, Inc and Syndromic Music
are pleased to announce the release of
the following products with many more
to come, offering as a standard policy
Tried - Tested - Bug Free software, full
upgrade facility, technical hot-line, plus
a regular USER FAXSHEET.
Professional, Upgradeable, Compatible
and Affordable. Integrated software and
hardware systems from Hybrid Arts, Inc.

MIDI UTILITIES ST - £49.95
MIDI UTILITIES ST is a multi -purpose
program containing two full editors -
MACRO & CONFIGURATION-and allows
users to program GENPATCH ST files.
Real Time MIDI Processing. View MIDI
data streaming over the MIDI Bus.
MACRO editor for single commands and
test commands. MACRO &
CONFIGURATION files can be saved to
disk. Program up to 36 keys for sending
MIDI data with single keystroke.

GENPATCH ST - £139.95
Gen Patch ST is a Generic Patch Librarian
for all MIDI equipment that offers System
Exclusive data. GenPatch Accessory is an
integrated part of the MIDITRACK ST
series. Transfer and Load files to/from
MIDI/Disk/Hard Disk/Computer. Store
single patches, bulk dumps, samples,
sequences etc... Make hard copies of any
files including MIDI data. MIDI data
transfers seen in real time. Pre -tested and
presetfor over 50 MIDI devices! Files fully
compatible with DX/CZ-ANDROID/
MIDITRACK ST Series/MIDI UTILITIES.

EZ-TRACK ST - £59.95
Entry level 20 Track Real & Step Time
MIDI Recorder. Mix/Copy/Quantize/Solo/
Mute Tracks. Instant Transposition with
MIDI Exempt Channel. MIDI THRU
Feature/Real Time Metronome. Accesses
all MIDI Channels plus Start/Stop Clock
via MIDI. Over 27,000 notes on 520ST/rm &
63,000 notes on 1040STF. Files fully
compatible with EZ-SCORE/MIDITRACK
ST Series.

CZ -ANDROID ST - £89.95
The perfect sound editing tool, patch
librarian and sound creator for all Casio CZ
Synthesizers.

CZ -ANDROID contains four separate but
interactive modules:
Numeric Editor
Graphic Editor

Patch Librarian

The Android Function
Files fully compatible with GENPATCH ST.

Hear the sound as you edit!

SMPTETRACK PRO ST - £539.95 -
SYNCTRACK ST - £349.95
Don't be put off by the
price, these
packages
INCLUDE the
software and
SMPTE Read/
Write Generator or
Tape Sync Hardware,
This has to be one of
the most powerful
and cost effective
MIDI recorders now
the market. 60 Tracks,
up to 63,000 notes on

DX ANDROID - £219.95
1040ST/17,000 on5205ST/Fm.

MIDI Remote
DX -Android is a fully interactive Editing/ Controller & Channelizer.
Librarian and Artificially Intelligent Over 100 programmable
Programmer for Yamaha DX7/TX series of quantize levels. Intelligent
synthesizers. Punch In/Out, move Note On
DX -ANDROID ST comprises of the
following modules:
Numeric Editor
Graphic Editor
Patch Librarian

Automated Patch Loader
The Android Function

or whole event. Instant
Locate 115,000 notes/second).
Mixing & Unmixing of tracks.
Sophisticated yet simple
Looping/Chaining. Programmab
Tempo Track. Track Offset (ahea
and behind). Locks to all SMPTE/
MIDI and non -MIDI synchronising.

Files fully compatible with GENPATCH ST GENPATCH ST System Auto -Inject

Hear the sound as you edit! And there's more

Please send me details on the Hybrid Arts range of ST
Software/Hardware.
I own an Atari ST Computer-YES/NO.
I am particularly interested in

NAME
ADDRESS

POSTCODE MTHY

SMPTEMATE ST - £4 7 9.95
A general purpose interface unit that
transforms your Atari ST into a SMPTE
Read/Write Generator. SMPTEMATE
reads/writes all standard SMPTE and
some non-standard types of SMPTE
including NTSC, PAL, DROP, NON -DROP,
two types of JAM SYNC. Bit Accurate.
Reshapes SMPTE. Reads & Writes
Oberheim/Roland FSK plus Roland Sync.
Reads & Writes 96, 48 and 24 ppq.
Reads & Writes Click. Plugs into RS -232
port for efficient data transfer.
Hardware gets its power from Joystick
port II. Doubles as a mouse pad.
Programmable Auxiliary Out/IN, SMPTE
IN/OUT. Totally compatible with SYNC/
SMPTETRACK/ADAP1.

Hybrid Arts ST software is available from
a selected and knowlegable dealer
network throughout the UK. Should you
have any problems obtaining
information, demonstrations and the
products themselves please call
01-444 9126. -r
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'Creative music for creative people'
SYNDROMIC MUSIC, 24/26 Avenue Mews. London N10 3NP. Telephone 01.444.9126
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...Is Mark Rogers, musician, singer, songwriter
and artist. Why has he not had a hit single since
`What's the Colour of Money?', and why did it

take six producers to help make his debut
album, If ? Interview by Tim Goodyer.

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY MAY 1987

QUESTION: WHEN IS a band not a
band? Answer: When it's a flexible
collective of musicians assembled to
perform one man's songs. Not a
new idea, admittedly; in fact, it's
one that occurs to most musicians

at some time or another. The advantages
are obvious: nobody ever tells you your
latest song stinks, or asks you to play
things you know you'll never get your
fingers round this side of Trevor Horn's
next production. There are drawbacks,
too, but let's remain positive for the time
being.

The collective in this case is Hollywood
Beyond, who you may remember for a
powerful little ditty entitled 'What's the
Colour of Money?' that climbed high in
the singles charts last year. If you missed
that, it's unlikely you'd have noticed its
successor, `No More Tears', which failed to
build on the success of 'What's the Colour
of Money?' despite the fact it was basically
a better song. So much for the fickle
British pop market. Undeterred by this
failure, both band and record company
seem confident of success with single
number three, 'Save Me', and a stirring LP
of thoughtful pop called If, waiting in the
wings for May release.

Hollywood Beyond are the creation of
singer/songwriter/keyboardsman Mark
Rogers, who did the rounds in his native
Birmingham before making the move to
London and signing to WEA. He's in a
perfect position to decide if a band built
around one man's music is the perfect
vehicle for self-expression, or merely a
severe attack of egotism.

"I'm not a dictator", he says, "but I've
done time in bands and it's not for me. If
you believe in what you do, people call you
arrogant. But if you don't, then nobody
else is going to either. I think the reason
bands form is because they have secrets to
keep. I've got my secrets but I'd like to
share them with lots of other people.

"I welcome constructive criticism but
I've been in too many bands that couldn't
make their minds up about things, or
where people have said 'OK, I'll play it'
without believing in it, which is even
worse. If you ain't got a vibe for some-
thing, you shouldn't be playing it."

But don't get the idea that Rogers is
either arrogant or egotistical. He sits
relaxed in a record company office, happy
to talk about himself and his music. I ask a
question, he pauses to consider his answer.
Suddenly I know I'm talking to a man who
is the product of the continual frustrations 
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 of playing in pop bands, but with ideas and
ambitions he still needs to realise. Cue
Hollywood Beyond.

"It's actually three people", he reveals,
"There's myself, Jamie B Rose and Cliff
Whyte. Cliff's an engineer who does our
live work, Jamie does a lot of lyric writing
with me and also helps visualising things.
We're all from Birmingham and we put
Hollywood Beyond together as an umbrella
under which we can fulfil our ideas."

If I wasn't convinced by Rogers' own
insistence that he's no one -hit wonder, a
quick rundown of the producers called in
between London, New York and LA to
polish up the sound on If made his air of
optimism contagious: Mike Thorne (Soft
Cell, Communards), Stephen Hague (Pet
Shop Boys), Bernard Edwards (Chic,
Power Station), Phil Thornalley (Robbie
Nevil), and Marcus Miller and Tommy
LiPuma (Miles Davis). Hot stuff.

"I've worked with a lot of cream
producers", Rogers concedes, "but I don't
want to shout about it because people will
start asking who the hell I am to get all
these big name producers. Well, my
management and record company have
been right behind me, God bless 'em, and I
needed to learn how different people get to
the same point - the finished song. I

wanted these people to help me bring out
what I wanted from my songs. For
example, 'Vision of Love' is a very up -
tempo R&B track, so who's the baddest
rhythm section going? Bernard Edwards,
right? So it's got to go to him.

"Another reason I wanted to keep
changing producers was to avoid settling
into their routines. I don't want anyone
else putting their stamp on my music - I'll
put my own stamp on it."

On another, more technical level, Rogers
also has his reasons for mixing and
matching producers from both sides of the
Atlantic.

"One thing I like about the American
approach to recording is that everything is
laid -down with effects on it. That way,
your picture starts taking form as soon as
you press the button and go. Some
producers record things flat and say it'll be
alright in the mix, but that's bullshit. As
soon as you put anything to tape it's got to
be effective so that, by the time you've put
your last part down, you know how well
your song is working and where its
inadequacies are.

"When you put your basic tracks down,
it should be like a painter putting the first
wash on a picture; then you can look at it
and say 'I'd like to colour here and here'.
At the moment I don't really know what I
learned, it's all swimming around in my
head, but I'm waiting for the right time
for it to come out."

WITH A LIST of credits looking like
a 'Who's Who' of modern pro-
ducers, it's taken as read that high
technology has played its part in
the procedings. Rogers is adamant

that, like the musicians and producers
who have helped him, equipment is also
there merely to fulfil his requirements.
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"One of the tracks I did in America on
the Synclavier. It was the first time I'd ever
used one and I was seeing all these disk
drives empty and thinking 'shouldn't I be
filling these?'. I was having this fight with
myself: I'm in control, this machine is here
to do a part of this job. OK, it's a
Synclavier, but that's not the point. What
I'm trying to do is to create a song and this
is something that is supposed to make my
job a little bit easier."

And though Rogers admits that New
England Digital's finest helped him get the
basis of a song together, it seems that in
the midst of the latest state-of-the-art
technology, it was human beings who
provided the vital musical spark.

"There are certain things that make up
music and they don't include a product
that's had all the feeling produced out of it.
Music is something that's emotive and
only happens now and again. It's a
performance, and the more performance
from different people there is on a track,
the more it comes alive to me. Check out
all the great songs of the '60s and '70s -
there are all these out -of -tune guitars
going on, but it still sounds brilliant. What
they created was music because it was
played with feeling.

"A lot of music now has no guts, no
soul. What people call soul isn't what I call
soul. It's not a category in a record shop,
it's someone who sings or plays from the
heart regardless of the music. It's like
delivering a vocal: it's how I feel about it
on the day, it's not the definitive vocal
performance. Live I'd deliver it in a
different way, that's the only way to do it.
I never piece vocals - I'll do maybe four
takes and then pick the best from those. If
you try to get one phrase right at a time
you come out sounding cold.

"The most important thing is casting a
record - you have to know what feel you
want and what musicians have that feel.
For example, I used Bruce Smith from PiL
on 'What's the Colour of Money?', and the
moment I heard his snare go down I knew
he was right for it.

"I'm into technology because it makes
life easier, but only as long as it's sym-
pathetic to my needs - I don't want the
machines taking over. I'm getting to the
point now where I'm cutting down on my
equipment, because I want to get back to
the basics of writing a song. A good song
should translate with just a vocal and a
guitar - if you've done that you know
you've got a good song.

"I have a UMI system at home which is
great for working on my own. With a
band you can say 'OK, eight bars of this
then we'll switch to this', but with the
UMI I can chop my arrangements around
and listen to them instead of having to
imagine them. That's a very useful thing
for arrangements, but it's no good plugging
it in to write on and expecting it to do
something itself. The most important
factor in creativity is the exchange of
ideas.

"What I really like about UMI is the
sound library - it means I can have a large
selection of sounds available without
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having to have a huge amount of equip-
ment. I drag things in, I steal their sounds,
I put them on disk and that makes life a lot
easier from a writing point of view.
Different sounds evoke different emotions,
so the bigger your library, the greater
your choice of emotions."

THE SOFTWARE FORMS the basis
of Rogers' home writing and arrang-
ing suite, which also contains an
Ensoniq ESQI, Roland RD1000 elec-
tronic piano, Yamaha FB01 FM

expander, a Yamaha four -track recorder
and a drum machine whose identity
remains a closely guarded secret.

"I won't say what it is because I hate it.
It's not an SP12, because I've worked with
that and I'd like to get one soon, and it's
not a TR707 because I like that, too. I'm
not very good with drum machines, so the
display on the TR707 is great. When I'm
writing, I don't pay too much attention to
the start and end of the bars - I like to play
with the tap facility and try to get into the
feel of the rhythm I want. The trouble is
that if the pattern doesn't fall into a proper
bar in the machine, it can be difficult to
isolate the bit I want. With the 707 I can
read it from the display and reprogram it.
I'm not a drummer and I don't pretend to
understand a lot of rhythmic things from
a drummer's point of view so, to me, that
little screen is one of the most valuable
parts of the machine.

"I find the ESQI invaluable for writing
because it allows me to voice so many
different sequences. Then I can string
them together in songs, edit them and
mess with them. When I went to Jamaica
and New York I dreamed up this 'travelling
unit' with the ESQI, a drum machine and
the four -track machine all in one case. It
was a great idea until I picked the bloody
thing up..."

As a classically trained pianist, Rogers is
in no doubt about the RD1000.

"It's the only keyboard I've found that
comes close to a grand piano", he asserts.
"Synthesiser keyboards just don't have
that kind of weight. I use it for my writing
and as a MIDI controller for the FB01. I
like the FB01 but I've gone off that digital
sound -at the moment. I want to get back
to big fat analogue sounds. I feel synths
should sound like synths, not like other
instruments, so I'm toying with buying
a Moog - there's nothing like that sound
and that knob -twiddling search for
sounds."

But the sounds come as a secondary
consideration to the songs. A sneak
preview of If reveals a collection of
refreshing pop songs where a classical cello
may find itself alongside a koto and a
collection of vocal samples, but only where
the song demands it, not where it makes
the kind of production sense that boosts
record sales. The key lies in Rogers'
approach to writing. As often as not,
inspiration strikes when he's away from
what he refers to as his 'tools'.

"The ideas tend to come when I go
walking or something. I like making
rhythms with my feet and things like that.
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY MAY 1987

That's how I tend to write, not necessarily
when I'm near a piano. I'll be walking
down the street and I'll start whistling
something and that's an idea. Everybody
must have them, if only they'd put them
down. I tell people this and they say 'but I
can't play anything'. You don't have to be
able to play anything. There's this big
taboo about musicianship; if you appre-
ciate music, then I think you're musical.

"Right now I'm trying to brush up on
my technique because my piano playing is
disgusting. I'm losing a lot of electronic
gadgets in order to go back and learn my
basic playing technique. But that's not
because I need it for my writing, it's
because I need it for myself - it gives me
pleasure.

"When you have an idea, all you need is
the ability to get that idea over. I believe
everybody who loves music must be able
to create music. All you need is something
like this thing I'm talking into now to hum
your melody line into. There are enough
people out there that can play it for you -
it's the ideas that are the important thing.
People tend to forget that.

"I need another Walkman or a dicta -
phone myself at the moment. I need
something I can just scribble ideas onto
because I've been in situations where I've
got an idea in my head and I daren't talk to
anybody until I've got to a piano and got
the idea down. I'm not a hit merchant, I
can't sit down and say 'today I'm going to
write a hit'. How do you do that? You've
got to get a vibe from somewhere, but
then, I can't sit around waiting for one to
reach me. I need to capture the ideas when
they come."

0
NCE THE INSPIRATION stage
has been and gone, Rogers develops
his songs in different ways.

"I write mid -tempo and slow
songs on piano. If I want something

a little bit rocky then I'll go to a guitar. My
first instrument is the piano but I tend to
disappear up my own arse with it some-
times, so I limit myself with a guitar or
bass. If I have an idea in my mind of what I
want to say then the music comes very
easily. Songs like 'After Midnight', 'Crimes
of Passion' and 'What's the Colour of
Money?' took me literally only five minutes
to put together."

Once written and arranged, songs are
demoed onto four -track cassette. The
limitations of the four -track format give
Rogers a balance of freedom and discipline
that currently pleases him, though the
route to this enviable position hasn't been
easy.

"When I wrote some of the tracks on
this album I didn't have a multitrack
machine - I used to have to bounce across
between two stereo machines. But I got
my ideas down and that's all that's
important. When you get your hands on
some money you think yeah, let's go for it.
But if you're not careful, you get so much
into the equipment that you start to
forget about your songs. My job is to find
the ideas to put into the songs."

In this instance, "going for it" has left 

"A lot of music now has
no soul... Soul isn't a
category in a record
shop, it's someone
singing or playing from
the heart."
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"If a pattern doesn't fall
into a bar in the

machine it can be
difficult to isolate what

I want. But I can read it
from the TR707 display

and reprogram it."
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111,. Mark Rogers with a Fostex eight -track
machine he's never used.

"That's caused me nothing but bloody
trouble since I bought it - I don't mind
telling you that because I've already told
Fostex. I've had it for two years and it still
hasn't worked properly. They assure me
now that it's working, but it's going
because I don't need an eight -track any-
more. With the UMI and the ESQ1 I only
need four tracks: a drum track, a sync
track, a track for bass or guitar and a track
for my vocal, and that's all I need to
construct a song."

Songs written and recorded, the next
move is to take them out on the road,
where Rogers' flexible band enables him to
pick the right people for the occasion. But
this doesn't preclude the appearance of a
few regular Beyonders like guitarist Matt
Backer.

"Matt's a young American guitarist
who's like jack of all trades, master of all.
He's lived in a lot of places and taken his
guitar with him wherever he's gone, so
he's picked up a lot of styles and influences.
What I particularly like about him is that
he's open to ideas, he's not too muso.

"I only have three regular people that
I've used to date - the rest are a variety of
people who were available at the time I
needed them. Another thing I don't want
is bread -heads. I don't want someone who
will come in and do a job but keep looking
at his watch. If you look towards creating
something, then the money will follow. I
never work with anyone unless I love
them, and they have to feel the same way
about me. I want something a little extra
on top of my money's worth."

And what does Rogers want for his
money?

"A lot of people want to sound like
somebody else; I respect a lot of people but
I sure as hell don't want to sound like

them. Someone from Chrysalis once came
to see me play and said 'I like the music but
at the moment we're looking for another
Blondie'. I said 'Well that I ain't!'

"I want to do anything that's danceable
and interesting, anything as long as it's
not bland. Yes, I want hits, but I want
them to be good enough songs to be
singles, rather than songs that should be
in the charts because they've been released
as singles. I can't sit down and write a
single. Having written a song I can say
that's possibly a single, but I can't write
overt pop music. It's a formula that would
be very easy to follow, but I'd like to find
my own formula. Music itself is endless, so
there must be things we haven't dealt with
in pop yet. At the moment I think we
desperately need a new movement. England
is a very small, if prestigious, market -
perhaps it's time for people to start
thinking global...

"Unfortunately, you need to have suc-
cessful singles so that people know you're
out there and will buy your album. We
were discussing all the bands during the
'70s that never used to sell many singles
but had huge album sales. I can't think of
how people got to know about them. I
think it was because there was a much
bigger gig circuit then."

DEPLETED THOUGH THE current
live circuit may be, Hollywood
Beyond intend taking full advantage
of it, with an imminent tour and an
aggressive use of visuals that will

accompany it.
"We're not trying to blind everyone

visually to what's actually going on
musically", elaborates Rogers. "Everything
must be complementary. We're paying a
lot of attention to set design, lighting and
so on. It's a show. I can't expect everyone
to like what we do, but I want people to
enjoy watching us.

"I think gigs generally now are very
tired. I know there's a limited number of
things you can do live, but you have to
move on, there have to be new ideas to
keep up with the way other things are
going. I believe the longevity of a band is in
its live appeal. If you can't cut it live, I'm
not interested. People like U2 and Prince
have the ability to translate their recorded
work into live performance, and that's
part of what makes them good. I've done
things in the studio that I won't be able to
do live, but the essence of what I put down
I can still translate into a live performance."

Hollywood Beyond, then. A pop band
that care about their art, or a pop band
with artistic pretentions?

"There's this thing about art and
money... The music business is bullshit, it's
a contradiction. How can you have music
and business? They're opposite things.
One's art and one's money, but somehow
the two of them have to gel somewhere.
You can't be totally art -self because if it's
art it belongs to everybody. I never liked
the Tate Gallery because I couldn't go and
touch the bloody paintings."

Oddly enough, I found Mark Rogers'
`After Midnight' quite touched me.
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THE LOWEST UKRock Cit PRICE IS ONLY A
PHONE CALL AWAY

PHONE OUR HOTLINES - NEWCASTLE 091-232 4175 - SUNDERLAND 0783-655168

DO YOU WANT HP?
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pay,
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hirepurc(hvvasrei iPLUS tfirstail 3 months

SPECIALSTS IN MAIL ORDER

ATARIATARIATARI
FULL RANGE OF ATARI HARDWARE, SOFTWARE
AND ACCESSORIES NOW AVAILABLE AT LDW LOW
PRICES
A VAILAME NOW! THE NEW ATARI F2OST/FM
COMPUTER. Hall megabyte internal RAM, halt
megabyte built in disk drive, RF modulation
included LOW LOW PRICE
ATARI 1040 ST Computer (optional
monitors) SPECIAL PRICE
ATARI 520 ST Computer (optional
monitors) SPECIAL PRICE

STEINBERG SOFTWARE
Full range of this superlative software on demo!

lEOUEntial.
ASTONISHING NEW PROPHETS

PROPHET VS. Revolutionary new vector
synthesizer, 61 note touch sensitive,
programmatde, split, layering, 8 voices (4
oscillators), many many ether
functions LOW
PROPHET 2002.8 voices, hill sample editing,
auto looping, separate system and release
limps, responsive over MlOt with split layers,
built indisk drive LOW

PROPHET STUDIO 4411. 12 hit digital
sampler, 40,0410 note sequencer, real time
sample monitoring, drum
machine PRICES

PHONE FOR FURTHER DETAILS

EMAXEMAXEMAXEMAX
A most sophislicand sampling keyboard based
around the tabutous Emulator 2. Please phone for
details on this amazing machine.

MIXERS

All Roland equipment now at Rock City
ever prices! Available on no deposit HP!

ROLAND MCSODAIAKS7 PA
MCSOO Excellent new MIDI control station/sequencer,
lour tracks each with 16 track MIDI capability. (Up to
100 songs on ruse disk plus wierhydun track.
Complete with astoundingly user friendly editing
system! MAST. Super Quartet. This is the most
versatile 11001 expander, containing TR707, mono bass
synth, dimphonic melody synth and 4 note polysynth.
Ideal with MC500 NEW LOW LOW PRICE

NEW! DEPS DIGITAL RE VERB/DELAY/EQUALISER/
CHORUS.16 BIT AID/0/11 CONVERTER/99
MEMORIES/MIDI/STEREO SPECIAL. DEAL

NEW! CR1000 Amazing preset drum machine, 48
patterns plus hand raps, 16 PCM soon! sources £POA
NEW! liS80 praysynth (Juno 2 with built in
speakers) AMALING PRICE
NEW! EM101 strings/Mass expander BEST PRICE
NEW! GM70 MIDI guitar converter. Fits any guitar, fully
polyphonic 64 memories AMAZING ORAL
NEW! INKS70 Polyphonic synthesiser module (Rack
mount version of JX101 £POA
NEW! Dr PAD electronic percussion, 6 PM sounds per
pad, range controls, pitch decay, bigger, 3 versions/18
sounds MEGA LOW PRICE
NEW OR220A and TH1220E, acoustic and electronic
turn machines, 11 KM sounds, 64 rhythm patterns,
LCD display, eight songs £P0A
JX100oozes quality with a mix of analogue and digital
sounds SPECIAL PACKAGE DEAL
ALPHA JUNO I and ALPHA JUNO 2. Two of the most
popular OldeserWls of the year' £POA
TR605 The best value drum machine around, with 16
excellent rocklatin sounds around. Attuning
price SPECIAL PACKAGE DEAL
TR707 super percussion £POA
TRW super Latin percussion UNBELIEVABLE PRICE
(Moped AMAZING PRICE
HP 200 Digital Piano SPECIAL DEAL

THE POWER AND THE
GLORY OF ROLAND PIANOS

STIHROMASTER
STUOIONIASTER SERIES 11, super sophisticated
mixers which includes MIDI controlled
automated muting of input channels, aux returns,
plus many other unique
features WHORE FOR OUR LOW PRICE
SPITHOMASTER SERIES AND IV mixers also
available at very low prices
NEW STELA MIXERS, include 12 This
threatens to be the best value 8 track studio
mixer yet, for around £800
STIJOMMASTER STAGE MIXERS 6.-2, 12.-2,
16 ., 24 -2 a speciality.
All Studiomaster power amps available from
stock. We are one of the largest Studionaster
dealers in the All. Please plane for any advice.
Also full range of mixers by AHB (EMC 16/24
track computer assisted mixdown systems,
System 8, etc). Milt, BOSS, RSO, DYNAMIX, RAM,
SECK, SOUNOTRACS etc. ALL AT THE LOWEST
EVER PRICES!

The combination of Roland's unique SAS sound
synthesis and the quality of their keyboards
combine to produce the best range of idectronic
pianos available today. Five models to 'Moose
from: HP -2000, HP -3000, HP -45110, HP -5500,
HP -5600. All the tremolo and brilliance controls,
as welt as MIDI compatabitity. An available on 12
months interest live credit..., PHONE FOR DETAILS

RD1000 Dig Mee Piano 88 luny weighted wooden keys,
superb grand piano sounds and feels like the real
thing. 16 note pohiphonic MIDI SAS sound generation
SAS sound generation. Includes stand Phone to
limited offer LOW LOW PRICE
RD1000 Digital electronic piano. This inshm ;tent is
outsboubng, it must be the best electrimic piano to
arrive y OUR PRICE WILL MAKE YOU SMILE
IMMO. Nano module. Realistic fat piano sounds in
modOa form (Rack mood version of R1000) __VOA

S10 SIPER SAMPLING KEYBOARD, ALLOWING 4
SAM2LES OF 1,1 SECONDS EACH, TO BE SPLIT ACROSS
Pte KEYBOARD. THIS INSTRUMENT IS A MUST! EPOA
$50 16 VOICE, 15 SECONDS SAMPLING TIME AT 300 hz
OR 30 SECONDS AT 15Khz, 61 NOTE KEYBOARO SPOA
NEW ROLAND SOUND LIBRARY NOW AVAILABLE

*YAMAHA
NEW! NEW! NEW! NEW! NEW!

MEW DX7110. More powerful than two DX7s. Features include significant changes in FM,
stereo out, stereo pan, 64 internal and 32 performance memories, split dual multi trigger
LED, microtuning, program sliders/loot control LIST £1699 OUR PRICE IS LOWEST
NEWDX71IFD Floppy disk version, As DX7110 but with built in disk drive, providing an
enormous range of sounds and power. Disk drive can be used with 0X1
etc LIST £1899 OUR PRICE IS LOWEST
NEW Fantastic 0C2 head set breath controller £POA
NEW TX81Z 19" rack mount FM expander. Features include 8 note polyphonic, fully
programmable front, high resolution, voice data compatible with 0X21, DX100, DX27.32
RAM/128 R0W24 performance memories, built in FX, part, transpose, delay, simulated
reverb, chord set, FM beginning from sine wave. This is a must for any
musician LIST £49 OUR PRICE IS LOWEST
NEW RX17 drum machine, 26 sounds combining electronic, acoustic and latin, 100
patterns, 10 songs, program/tempo/volume/tempo change, variable accent per pattern,
program pan LIST £329 OUR PRICE IS LOWEST
NEWRX5 drum machine, 12 bit PCM sounds, electronic, acoustic and Jahn, DX
access/clarinet/bass guitar/human voice, 24 internal sounds. Every voice tenable, 100
patterns, 20 songs, 12 outs, 5 stage envelope, pitch bend, gate time, loop, polus so much
more LIST £999 OUR PRICE IS LOWEST
NEWEINIP7 digital mixer. AR digital automated mix, three built in effects, Le. three
REV7s/SPX90/digital Eq/compression, motorised faders, MIDI Control of scene change,
8. -2 expandable to 32 -.2 £2999
NEW MDSI MIDI data file quick storage medium for synthesizer/drums 2.8 quick disk,
ideal for 0X5, RX21, RX11 etc £POA

CITY, 10 MOSLEY STREET,'
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE NH I DE

23 091-232 4175

GUARANTEE
YOU MAIL ORDER FROM ROCK CITY,

AND ARE NOT comvarm SATISFIED
WILD YOUR PRODUCT, WE. WILL

EXCHANCt. IT FOR ANY arfirR PRODUCT
Of A SIMILAR VALUE AS LONG AS YOU

I RHURN IT TO US WITHIN 14 DAYS.

YOU CAN'T GO WRONG!

YAMAHA
All Yamaha equipment now at Rock City at the lowest
ever Wes! Available on no deposit HP!
NEW! MEP4. midi event processor, complete lumber'
control over our MIDI Devices/60 MIDI set ups CPCIA
0X21 ex demo £575
DX27 ex demo £445
OX100 ex demo 1289
0X21 Amazing MIDI sequencer. Two track., approx
7,000 notes rrksmory LOW LOW PRICE
COM Expands Your capacity to 20,000 outer, on eight
tracks! ULTRA AMAZING PRICE

CX5NIII 128K MUSIC COMPUTER WITH FOUR TIMES THE
MEMORY CAPACITY OF THE EARLIER MODEL. EASIER
TO USE THAN ITS PREDECESSOR - EASIER 10 USE
SOFT WARE, DISK CMAPATIBLE - MORE USER FRIENDLY
GET THE LOW DOWN MM., US £399.

MT2X A true four hack recorder/mixer with tape
sync and auxiliary send and returns, plus couch
more FP0A

P1701 PFidlilectrenic Pianos. Septet, weighted
keyboard, excellent sounds plus advanced MIDI
specification. Can also he used as a molter
keyboard EXTRA SPECIAL DEALS

SPX90 MIDI DIGITAL MULTI EFFECTS PROCESSOR. A
WHOLE RACK EFFECTS SYSTEM IN ONE 19" UNIT!
SPECIFICATION TOO BIG TO LIST EXTRA SPECIAL PRICE

NEW RN`. . ey ga ana ogue s des
ground! Amazing attack and realism from this new sy
one of the most devastating keyboards ever SUPER LOW PRICE

NEW ROLAND DEP3 Digital Effects Processor. A truly astonishing product.
Many unique features make this an absolute
must AT A PRICE YOU

NEW ROLAND PR100 Digital Sequencer. Offers a host of uni
features £PO

NEW ROLAND GP8 Rack mounting MIDI guitar programmer, gives min
blowing performance PHONE US

NEW ROLAND RRV10 Digital reverb. Each program totally controllable. -
Brilliant performance at an amazing price of £199
NEW ROLAND MP104 MIDI pad. Controls any instrument through MIDI
system RING US

NEW ROLAND PM11 Bass pad. unique floating head £POA
NEW ROLAND P021 Snare/tom. Unique floating head EPOA

NEW Roland PD31 Snare. Unique floating head EPOA

Simmons SPIN 8 ..2 MIDI controlled mixer, ultra ne
amazing spec, phone for details
Simmons SDS9 El
Simmons SOS1000
Simmons TMi
Simmons MTM £599
Simmons SDE £450
WE SPECIALISE IN THE WHOLE SIMMONS RANGE

AKAI SPECIAL
PACKAGE DEALS

NEW! 3700. Rack mounting 12 bit sampler, 6--
voices/a internal sound banks, edit Mitt in disk
drive £POA

NEW! 07000. 73 note touch sensitive keyboard-.£POA
AX73, 73 note polysyntti, 100 vinces/cassene
interface YOU WON'T BELIEVE THE PRICE
Ex Series digital delay SPECIAL PRICE
ES Series compressor £PDA
EX Series parametric Eq SUPER DEAL
EX Series acoustic enhancer SPECIAL PACKAGE

5900 Rack mounting sampler. At present this
model reigns supreme in its price bracket
Samples of almost CD quality are obtainable.
Individual outputs for eight voices and a host of
editing/looping facilities This compares with the
very best of samplers Low Low Price

11X73 Pnlysyrith. Excellent new Much sensitive mother
keyboard at a very realistic price £499
VX90 rack mount version of MX73 SPECIAL PRICE
MG614 New computer assisted personal multi,
gives an unprecedented number of options tor
cassette based recording system. With four
an extra hack for syts codes, six channel me
function ainotocate system, plus many other
features makes this the best portable studio
date Low
MG14D A compact SMPTE compatible 14
multihack recorder based around the MG121
gives a real option to recording studios for
professional multitrack

VESTA FIRE
VESTA FIRE MR30! Solana.' brother of the MR10

presents astounding value in an easy to me package.
This will be the biggest selling four track

ever! AROUND £199

VESTA FIRE MR10 The best ratite pOrtaStlidio around,
allowing up to tow tracks to be recorded and one

dubbed so that demos become a joy to make. Full E0
for routing signals adds even more flexibility SPECIAL
VESTAFIRE PACKAGE! MR10 package includes power

supply, headphones, microphone £339

SIGNAL PROCESSORS
Alesis Midges MIA
Alms Microvolt £POA
Rotamt DEPS £675
Cartsbro 0900 delay £179
Yamaha SPX90 £POA
Kong SD03300 triple delay £735
Korg S001200 dual delay £395
Krug DIN100 digital reverb £199
NEWRtdand RRVIO digital revolt unique' £199

'ROCK CITY, 5 STOCKTON ROAD,
SUNDERLAND, TYNE & WEAR SR1 3NR

23 0783 655168/78058

CASIO EXCITING RANGE OF
NEW MODELS

5K100 Sampling Keyboard ALL
SK200 Sampling Keyboard AT

SK21 Sampling Keyboard ASTONISHING
F21 Swithesizer PRICES,

025000
073080

1151.,.,nSr3r1.11o1
ESO1 NEW MULTI TIMBRAL POLYSYNTIV/WIT/1---
HOST OF FEATURES INCLUDING A VERY
SOPHISTICATED BUILD IN MIDI SEQUENCER £1115

. .
SDP1 ELECTRONIC GRAND PIANO THIS IS
THING - SUPERB WEIGHTED KEYBOARD WIT
ACOUSTIC/ELECTRIC PIANOS- OEVASTATI
MIRAGE SAMPLING KEYBOARD. EUROPES F1'
SAMPLING KEYBOARD INC £300 OF FREE DISKS
MIRAGE EXPANDER. RACK MOUNTED VERSION OF

NEW ENSONIO MODELS AVAILABLE SOON -
PHONE FOR DETAILS OF THESE DEVASTATING
NEW PRODUCTS

NEW STORE OPENING
SOON IN

MIDDLESBROUGH VISA



patchWORIK
MANY READERS ARE now supplementing their patch charts with a short demo cassette of the sounds in question, and this is really good news forour over -worked (and

generally hungover) editorial team. Don't worry too much about classic performances and impeccable recording quality; just present your sounds simply and concisely -

and convince us you're the best of the bunch. If you can't lay your hands on a cassette player, don't let that put you off submitting some patches - an interesting description

is a good substitute.

And if you're still waiting to see your particular synth featured in these pages, then why not be the first to submit some sounds?

Don't forget that if your patch gets published, you'll receive a free year's subscription to MUSIC TECHNOLOGY with our compliments. So send us your favourite

sounds on a photocopy of an owner's manual chart (coupled with a blank one for artwork purposes) accompanied, if possible, by a short demo -tape. Include a decent -

length description of your sound and its musical purpose in life, and write your full name and address on each chart. And remember, edited presets are all very well, but an

original masterpiece is always preferable. OK?

The address to send sounds to: Patchwork, MUSIC TECHNOLOGY, Alexander House, I Milton Road, Cambridge, CB4 I UY.

KORG DW8000
Rivendell

Paul Nagle, Preston, Lancs

11 8 21 8 31 30 41 7 51 4 61 0 71 5 81 1

12 10 22 11 32 2 42 31 52 31 62 19 72 6 82" 2

13 31 23 21 33 3 43 0 53 0 63 17 73 11 83 9

14 3 24 1 34 1 44 0 54 0 64 4 74 0 841-16

15 1 25 3 35 28 45 7 55 20 65 0 75 31 85 2

16 4 26 0 46 31 56 26 66 2 76 15 860-1

17 9 47 6 57 7 67 0 77 0 87

Key Assign: POLY 1

An extract from Paul's latest album, Wilderlands,

due out later in the year, has made its way into the

MT offices. One of the tracks, `Rivendell', features a

classy lead string sound which Paul describes as "a

good sound for melodic playing. It's nice as a layered

MIDI sound, say alongside a piano, and the touch -

sensitivity only cuts through with heavy fingering."

One free prescription on its way... 0

OP

YAMAHA DX7 0 6

0 5

Axe 0 4

I 7 TiR 40 35 0 OFF 11-
3

Robert Turnbull, Paisley, Scotland
o

2

o 1

ALGO- FEED. WAVE SPEED DELAY PMD AMD SYNC PITCH AMPLI.
TUDE

RITHM BACK LEO MOD. SENSITIVITY

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

POLY/
PITCH BEND PORTAMENTO

MONO RANGE STEP MODE GLISS-
ANDO TIME

OP
POLY 2 0 FOLLOW Orr 0

6 R i '7- co, 0 197060 6 95 99 94 0 F2 -L -L 0 21- 3 4-6 0
5 Ft I 00 -2 goal 5 5 95 1,581 0 A -I -L -L 0 0 I go 0
4 R I o 0 + Z 7514. 6019 90 0 0 A3 -L -L 0 60 b 83- 0
3 R

OFF
o0 0 99 0 09990960 F2 -L -L 0 II 3 89 0

'g. 3 re\ j- , - ' 01 ? i S LI.° tr9) CE AXE
2 g I o o -1 99 95 0 o99%%0 A -I -L -L 0 0 3 85 0

Li \

1 R I o o +2 9948 30999598 o A -I -L -L o o I 99 2
MODE/ FREQ. FRED.

DETUNE 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 BREAK L R L R K.BOARD OUTPUT VELOC- I 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 KEy
SYNC COARSE FINE RATE LEVEL POINT CURVE DEPTH RATE LEVEL ITV SENS. RATE LEVEL TRANS- VOICE

OSCILLATOR EG KEYBOARD LEVEL SCALING SCALING OPERATOR PITCH EG POSE
NAME

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 127 28 29 30 31 32

MODULATION WHEEL FOOT CONTROL BREATH CONTROL AFTER TOUCH

RANGE PITCH AMPLI-
TUDE EG BIAS RANGE PITCH

AMPLI-
TUDE EG BIAS RANGE PITCH AMPLI-

TUDE EG BIAS RANGE PITCH AMPLI-
TUDE EG BIAS

Robert's 'Axe' demo did such a good job at impersonating a screaming guitar, no-one at MT guessed it was generated by a DX7. 'Axe' couldbe just what you need for

playing raving guitar -like solos on your remote keyboard stage front, and proficient use of pitch -bend will attract even greater admiration (and probably afew phone

numbers, too). Don't be shy with this one... 
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ROLAND JUPITER 6
Ford's Fender

Ford Elliott, Folkestone, Kent

There's a definite accent on axes this month, and 'Ford's Fender' typifies the sound made famous by sixties

heroes the Shadows. Being one half of a duo comprising keyboards/bass, Ford finds it useful for impersonating a

non-existent guitarist. And if rock 'n' roll's your cup of tea, you'll get the beat going with this one.

CASIO CZ101
Night porter

S D Fletcher, Notts

PARAMETEF!

LINE SELECT

1+2'
(1.2.1  2'1  1')

Ll

'Nightporter' was programmed (surprise, surprise)

in an attempt to recreate the mood of the Satie-
influenced Japan song of the same name. If the sound

comes across rather too sweetly for your taste,
reduce the Fine Detune to around 09 for a more

piano -like sound. Some slow modulation delayed to

the tail -end of the sound adds a different dimension,

too. 

TONE NAME CARTRIDGE NO. TONE NO.

NIGHTPORTER

MODULATION
RING NOISE

OFF OFF

(ON/OFF)

DETUNE
.1 - OCTAVE NOTE FINE

0 00 12

(.1/-I (0-3) (0 - 11) (0 - 60)

DCO 1

WAVE FORM
FIRST SECOND

0

(1 - 8) (0 - 8)

E N V (PITCH)
STEP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

RATE 50

LEVEL 00
SUS/END END

DCW 1

KEY FOLLOW

9 (0 - 9)

E N V (WAVE)
STEP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

RATE 60 12

LEVEL 60 00
SUS/END END

DCA 1

KEY FOLLOW

0 (0 - 9)

E N V (AMP)
STEP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

RATE 95 30

LEVEL 99 00
SUS/END END

(0 - 99)

(0 - 99)

(0 - 99)

(0- 99)

(0 - 99)

(0 - 99)

VIBRATO
WAVE DELAY RATE DEPTH

0 50 0

OCTAVE
- RANGE

0

(1 - 4) (0 - 99) (0 - 99) (0 - 99) ( / - ) (0 - 1)

DCO 2

WAVE FORM
FIRST SECOND

2 0

(1-8) (0 - 8)

E N V (PITCH)
STEP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

RATE 50

LEVEL 00
SUS/END END

DCW 2

KEY FOLLOW

9 (0 - 9)

E N V (WAVE)
STEP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

RATE 77 12

LEVEL 50 00
SUS/END END

DCA 2

KEY FOLLOW

5 (0 - 9)

E N V (AMP)
STEP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

RATE 95 30

LEVEL 99 00
SUS/END END

(0 - 99)

(0 - 99)

(0 - 99)

(0 - 99)

(0 - 99

(0 - 99

LEO I

Rate 4

Delay 0

Wave /N./

VCO MOD
LEO 0

Env 1 0

VC01 & 2 Off

PWM
PW 5

PWM 11/2

LEO

CROSS MOD

Manual

Env I

VCO I
Range

Wave -

10

10

0

8'

FLU
VCO 2
Range 32'

Wave -

SYNC On

VCF

Mode BPF

Frequency 2V2

Resonance 0

Envelope -2
Env 4

LEO 0

Keyboard 4

VCA

Env 2 Level 10

LEO 0

ENV I r'N.
Attack 1

Decay 4

Sustain 51/2

Release 0

Keyboard Follow 2

ENV 2
Attack 0

Decay 4

Sustain 5

Release 61/2

Keyboard Follow 41/2

Glide Off

Arpeggio Off

ASSIGN

Unison Detune 21/2

Mode Unison

Key Mode Whole
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SAMPLING in STEREO
Your sampling keyboard may not have the stereo inputs, but using some

simple techniques, you can make your own stereo samples - and reap some
rich rewards. Text by Howard Massey.

THAT SAMPLING INSTRUMENTS are
growing increasingly popular these days is
indisputable. Whether this upswing is a
result of, or a cause of, their rapidly
dropping prices is open to conjecture, but
the fact remains that more and more

 "Recording two simultaneous
audio signals instead of one makes

for an audio experience far closer to
`reality' - after all, those of us not
named Van Gogh have two ears,

not one."

musicians are getting into using these
devices in order to augment their arsenal
of sounds.

Problems
THE AMOUNT OF available memory in
these instruments is largely a function of
their price, though as raw computer
memory gets cheaper, we shall undoubt-
edly start to see more and more powerful
samplers available for less and less cost.

 "We need to synchronise the two
sides so that the total stereo image

begins at the same time, even if one
channel starts a bit later than the

other. Let's use good old-fashioned
physical reality -tape."

Hugely expensive samplers like the Fair -
light Series III and Synclavier not only offer
higher -fidelity samples, but allow you to
sample literally minutes (if not hours) of
signal. Because their hefty price -tag implies
mammoth amounts of onboard memory,
you can not only sample monophonically in
these instruments, but you can actually
feed a stereo signal in and sample in stereo
- though this quite naturally halves the
total amount of sampling time available to
you.

Smaller, more affordable samplers like
the Emulator II, Emax, Prophet 2000, Akai
S900, Korg DSS I and Ensoniq Mirage have
much less available onboard memory
(generally well less than a minute of
sampling at any kind of decent fidelity), and
so don't offer such an option.

But recording engineers everywhere
know the value of working in stereo.
Recording two simultaneous audio signals
instead of one makes for an audio
experience that is far closer to "reality" -
after all, those of us not named Van Gogh
have two ears, not one. Synthesisers with
stereo outputs generally produce sounds
of a richer quality, largely because of the
inherent phase cancellations and reinforce-
ments caused by stereo spatiality.

Furthermore, virtually all final recordings
these days are stereophonic. Samplers are
today increasingly becoming an extension
of the audio tape recorder, as they allow
manipulation processes like looping, splicing,
and editing to be performed easily and
without the need for barbaric devices like
razor blades. (Shave and a haircut, please,
and while you're at it, can you edit in a new
chorus...?) One of the most common uses
for sampling in a recording situation is to
feed a word or phrase directly from the
multitrack recorder into the sampler and
to then "break, break, brbrbr breakbreak-
break" to your heart's content, in real time
to the final mix. More often than not,
however, vocals (particularly backing vocals)
as well as instrumental tracks have been
submixed into a stereo image. If you then
take that stereo image and sample it
monophonically, it's obviously going to
take a fair bit of tweaking to then lay it
back into the stereo mix with any kind of
continuity.

Solutions
SO WHAT DO you do? Hire in a Fairlight?
Fine, if you've got the dough. But if you
already own one of those less expensive
samplers, you can pocket your money,
because what I'm going to do here is tell
you how to obtain stereo samples and play
them from your existing machine.

This technique was perfected on an
Emulator II, which is the sampler I find
myself using most often, but there's no
reason why it won't work on many of the
other aforementioned samplers just as

well. The only real conditions are that: I )

your sampler must offer you the ability to
assign two voices to a single key; 2) it must
provide separate outputs for each voice
(this leaves out the Mirage, I know - sorry
about that); and 3) it must give you the
ability to truncate the beginning of the
sample.

It will also be useful, though not
mandatory, to have an adjustable audio
threshold setting in order to actually start
the sampling process.

First of all, of course, you'll need a
stereo source signal. This could be a
record, tape, or CD, or it could be a stereo
output from a single stereo synth, or it
could be a stereo submix from either a
tape or a MIDI system. Let's presume, for
this example, that our source signal will be
the stereo output from a submix of several
backing vocal tracks taken from a multi-
track master.

One problem that needs to be dealt
with is that the signal in the left channel
may not begin at precisely the same time as
that in the right channel - after all, in a
stereo submix you can place any part of
your total sound anywhere in an imaginary
180 -degree plane. Let's suppose, for
example, that the backing vocals are
singing the phrase "stick it in your ear" and
that the male backing singers are singing
right at the start while the female vocalists
just come in for the "in your ear" part. You
might want, for example, the male vocals
in the right channel and the female vocals in
the left. Or you might put all the vocals on
one side and a short digitally delayed
version on the other. You see what I'm
getting at, I hope - the point is, both
channels won't necessarily start at the
same time.

So we'll need to somehow synchronise
the two sides so that the total stereo
image begins at the same time, even if one
channel starts a bit later than the other.
Does this mean we need to resort to an
arsenal of expensive sync boxes? No way.
Let's get more basic than that, and use
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good old-fashioned physical reality instead.
Meaning - tape. Or cassette. Or (best of
all) a VCR tape medium for digital
recording. (like the Sony PCM systems). If
we dub our stereo source signal onto one
of these media and precede it slightly with
some kind of recognisable percussive
signal, then clearly, the distance between
the start of that percussive signal and the
start of our stereo source material (the
stuff we really want to sample) will remain
constant, so long as the tape or VCR speed
remains constant.

Therefore, do the following. Record
some kind of sharp, percussive sound onto
your tape, cassette, or VCR (if you're using
the PCM system), making sure that it is

recorded on both tracks at the same VU
level. A second or so later, record the
actual stereo sound you want to sample.
Try to keep the gap between the two as
short as possible, for reasons that will be
obvious in just a moment.

The real purpose of this percussive
"leader" is simply to trigger our sampler
into starting the sampling process -
assuming you're working with an instru-
ment that provides you with an audio
threshold control. If your particular sampler
doesn't have that feature, however, there's
a way around that problem, though one
which isn't quite as precise. Instead of
recording a single percussive sound, record
four of them in rhythm to act as a kind of
count -in. What you'll then need to do is
manually start your sampler sampling on
the fourth beat. If you've got any kind of
decent sense of rhythm, this should work
pretty well.

Obviously, since none of the samplers
we're discussing here has a stereo input,
we'll have to sample each channel separ-
ately. If your instrument has an adjustable
threshold control, be careful to keep it at
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exactly the same level for both samples. If
you're not, try to start the sampler
precisely on the fourth beat both times. If
you feel underqualified to do this accurately,
call up your sister's boyfriend who happens
to be a drummer and have him hit the
button for you. The trick, in either
instance, is to get the start of the sample
the same for both channels. This will
ensure synchronisation of the final signal.

The next step, after you've sampled
both the left and right channels (and saved
them to disk - you don't want anyone
tripping over the power cable after all this
hard work) is to edit out the percussive
trigger. Listen to both samples individually,
and determine by ear which one seems to
start earlier - this is the one to edit first. If
they both seem to start at the same time
relative to the percussive trigger, then you
can work with either one first. While
monitoring just the one sample you've
decided to edit first, use your instrument's
truncate feature to remove everything
from the percussive trigger, right up to the
start of the sound itself. Before you make
the truncation permanent, write down the
value of the new start point (in bytes or
seconds, whichever way your instrument
displays it). Now go to the other sample,
and without even listening to it, simply
truncate its start at exactly the same point.

Since we took great pains to ensure that
both samples started at precisely the same
instant (through either the threshold
control or your sister's boyfriend's phenom-
enal sense of rhythm), we can truncate
them both at the same starting point,
with confidence that they will remain
synchronised.

All you need do now is assign both
samples to the same key or series of keys
(up to a two -octave range on the Emulator
II, possibly more on other instruments),

and then utilise the individual outputs
offered by your instrument. Feed the
sends into your mixing desk, and pan them
hard left and hard right accordingly. On
the Emulator II, you can achieve as much as
four -voice polyphony of your stereo
sample by assigning the left sample to

 "Having taken great pains to
ensure that both samples started at
precisely the same instant, we can
truncate them at the same starting
point with confidence that they will
remain synchronised."

channels 1-4, and the right sample to
channels 5-8 - then simply pan channels I -

4 of your mixing desk to hard left and
channels 5-8 to hard right.

Results
THE SUBTLE BUT important phase dif-
ferences in a stereo image should im-
mediately yield huge benefits when you
listen back to your stereo sample - you'll
undoubtedly find that your sound is

immediately "bigger" and far less direc-
tional, which will in turn make it much
easier to mix in with your final stereo
signal. We've gone a long way since the
days of mono, after all.

There's no reason why your sampling
instrument should be providing only
monophonic sound sources if it has the
capabilities outlined above, most of which
are pretty standard these days, anyway.

Try it. You'll like it. 
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beating theSYSTEM

Seven piece
ensemble Man

Jumping have left
the "systems" tag
behind on a new

album for EG.
What problems

does their line-up
pose, and how
successful can

they be now that
their music can't

be pigeon -holed?

Interview by
Tim Goodyer.
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BSPORE MAN JUMPING made their
first album, they beat a path to
virtually every record company in
London. Almost unanimously, the
reaction they met with was: "This is

the best thing we've heard all year". The
material was then sent to each company's
marketing department, and came back
with the message: "We think it's great too,
but who do we sell it to?"

And there, in a nutshell, you have the
dilemma facing any modern musicians
who have enough courage to strike out in
a musical direction of their own. If your
music can't be categorised, you can't beat
the system.

Man Jumping are a seven -strong collec-
tive whose chosen musical direction con-
tinues to be a cause of concern to the music
industry establishment - and to journalists
given the task of reviewing their music.
Me? I'd call it jazz- with complications.

There's no doubt that Man Jumping's
influences are many and varied; jazz,
classical and systems musics meet latin,
funk, calypso and rock rhythms in an
invigorating fusion of rhythms and
melodies that is unlikely ever to make Top
of the Pops, but which moves the feet and
amazes the ear regardless. You can check it
out yourself on the above -mentioned
album, titled Jumpcut and eventually
released on Cocteau Records -if you can
still find a copy in the shops. If you can't,
try the second album, World Service,
freshly released on MJ's new label, EG.

"EG have a healthy policy of marketing
fairly whacky acts, but what goes on in the
heads of A&R men is a mystery. I don't
think anything goes through their heads,
it all goes through lunch."

The speaker is Glyn Perrin, one of Man
Jumping's four keyboard players, along
with Schaun Tozer, Charlie Seaward and

Orlando Gough. Perrin's the one currently
wearing a wry grin.

The remaining Men Jumping are saxo-
phonist extraordinaire Andy Blake, bass
player (and part-time keyboard player)
John Lunn, and drummer Simon Limbrick.
Almost all of them graduated through the
ranks of Lost Jockey (an ensemble that
specialised in a large, fluid membership
and a fusion of rock and systems music),
with Limbrick joining the line-up late,
missing out onJumpcut.

"It's certainly not systems music any
more", asserts Perrin, "let's get that
straight. And jazz is one of those words
that just seems to be convenient for a lot of
people at the moment. I don't think
there's very much we do that's in the true
jazz tradition, but there are a lot of people
here that listen to jazz."

While MJ are obviously moving away
from the systems style, there's still suf-
ficient structure in the music to prevent it
straying too far. Blake's sax, while power-
ful and emotive, never quite attains full
solo status; the textural ties are just too
strong to break.

ARGUMENTS ABOUT STYLE aside,
another major force in Man Jump-
ing's music is high technology.
That's not to say the music has
become an excuse for four keyboard

players to indulge themselves in technical
fantasies: all MJ's members are musically
trained to a frightening degree (if you get
my drift).

"Unless you're prepared to keep bringing
in other players, technology is the only
real way of incorporating tonal variation
into a small band", says Perrin.

"We've been a live band since the DX",
adds Blake. "It gave us our own horn
section without having to drag another
nine or ten people around with us. Almost
from the start, Schaun and Glyn have
been able to program sounds that blend in
with the sorts of sound I produce."

"Then there's another dimension in
tones that you can't produce with conven-
tional instruments anyway", interjects
Perrin. "Nobody in this band treats gear
as little black boxes. I've read so many
interviews where people have said: 'I'd
love to be able to program the DX but I
haven't got the time to sort it out'. If you
tot up the time it takes to get to the first
interesting stage of DX programming, it's
about 15 hours' hard work. Thereafter
you can fit it in as you go and you don't
need a vast amount of technical ability;
you just have to have a degree of
concentration."

In an age of DX preset madness, World
Service presents the listener with a refresh-
ing selection of DX sounds which, while
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radical: if there's anything in a track that
starts to smell of compromise it gets kicked
out, so what actually goes down is
something everybody's happy with. The
result tends to be something no one person
or subgroup within the hand could have
come up with.

"Everyone in this band has a really
committed interest to everyone else's
ideas, even if they don't agree with them
all the time. Everyone spends at least as
much time thinking about what every-
body else has produced as what they're
trying to do themselves. You sit there and
you worry at night: what is this part
supposed to be doing in the arrangement,
because I don't think it's working? So you
get on the phone to the guy that's written
it and spend the next two hours talking
about where the piece is going. And I
wouldn't sacrifice that process for the
world. Sometimes there are some real
crises and other times things will come
together that no-one could have foreseen.
You think: 'Wow, where did that come
from?'. And the answer is it came from all
seven of you working together. The
complete band is bigger than the seven
individuals that make it up."

The trouble with a line-up as big as this
one, though, is that it's impossible to talk
about anything without the subject be-
coming complicated. Take MIDI, for
example. This band uses a lot of syn-
thesisers, so the topic is bound to come up
in conversation sooner or later. I talk
MIDI, they talk classical arrangements...

"There seems to be a law of diminishing
returns where, if you MIDI too much
together, you lose the focus on thelo-

still FM -clear, are obviously not the result
of a quick five minutes spent messing with
one of the presets.

"I suppose that's where our trained
background comes in", muses Perrin. "It
gives us the ability to analyse what a sound
does and how it does it. When I was
learning to play the piano I had a couple of
years of great perplexity when my teachers
were trying to explain the thousands of
different shades of tonal gradation you
can produce on a piano. I was peering
inside the piano, watching a hammer hit a
string, and saying: 'I just don't understand
- either I'm kidding myself, you're kidding
yourself, or it's actually true'. And the fact
is that it is true: if you listen to any good
pianist from any style of music, there are
enormously different sounds to be had out
of the one instrument.

"So you learn what happens within a
sound, especially at the front of the sound
- that's the most important because that's
where all the information is - and when
you come to programming, that's one of
the first things you have to deal with. You
have to listen to what a 'real' instrument
does if you want to imitate a 'real'
instrument, and then apply that analysis
to the synth."

It's not only FM synthesis that's played
a part in the synthesised textures of Man
Jumping's music. World Service calls on
the services of wavetable synthesis in the
form of a PPG, analogue synthesis from an
Oberheim OBXa and a Roland JX8P, and
the sampling power of three Akai S900s.

"There are a couple of interesting
Iranian vocal sounds that we, er, lifted",
confesses Tozer, "and we've been making a
lot of our own vocal samples too. But
using the Akai isn't just a case of lifting
things and thinking they're nice. It's
trying not to get the sound of acoustic
instruments because the original instru-
ments will always do it better.

"Simon's got one 5900 fitted with
trigger inputs so he can fire it from an
Octapad. That's provided us with a lot of
interesting ideas: on one of the tracks
we've got eight different snare sounds
which are gated to eight different vocal
sounds. The aim is to get away from the
idea that the snare sound you first hear in
a piece is a fixed element. It's often very
bombastic and you tend to filter it out
after a while and ignore it. We exper-
imented a bit with it and ended up with
some incredible effects."

WRILE THE BAND themselves
may consider seven a perfectly
workable number of musicians to
accommodate within a group, it's
still beyond the levels of tolerance

for most, especially when it comes to
searching out a balance between every-
body's musical interests. On the other
hand, it does provide a larger than average
pool of ideas...

"I think having everybody creatively
involved in the project, rather than
having a heirarchy with generals dishing
out orders to the ranks, is a far more
exciting way to work", says Perrin.
"Musically the results tend to be far more
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY MAY 1987

"On one of the tracks
we've got eight
different snare
sounds... to get away
from the idea that the
snare you first hear in a
piece is fixed."

Photography Tam Goodyer



"There's a great
mystery surrounding

written music due to our
education system: it's

made it out to be some
esoteric art when it

isn't:'
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purpose of a sound", Perrin opines. "I can
understand that very well from conven-
tional classical orchestration: once you've
got a flute to carry a particular part, you
don't double it up with two other flutes
because they start to cancel each other
out."

Hmmm. Strange how rules centuries
old still hold good in the face of modern
technology. But what of the mysteries of
the stave? How do The Dots fit into the
scheme of things in 1987? Perrin takes up
the challenge.

"There's a great mystery surrounding
written music which I think is partly due
to our education system: it's made it out
to be some hyper -specialised, esoteric art
when actually it isn't. In the last 20 or 30
years it's become more of a lost art.

"All my older teachers could read and
`hear' things off the stave, and that was
because they didn't have access to gramo-
phone recordings when they were young,
and only to live concerts if they lived in
London and could afford to go to them.
Their solution was to go to the public
library and borrow a score. I have a
composer friend who is a great reader and
can imagine huge arrangements for those
very reasons. But now I'd say the vast
majority of music is made by ear."

So how valuable is the lost art to seven
modern, technology -obsessed musicians?

"Well, there are some pieces that we'd
written and performed live that we didn't
have a record of - apart from the dots -
before we got into the studio. Obviously
when you're playing inside a band you
have a very particular perspective of
what's going on. Sometimes it's only when
you sit down in the studio that you realise
how certain parts are supposed to go
together, or why something isn't working.
So the dots are quite useful - they let you
see in theory how something works.

"The trouble is, a lot of the time the dots
go down without a specific idea of what
they represent in sound. If you change the
sound of one of the parts, that can
significantly alter the perspective of the
piece. When you're recording, that might
mean that something else has to change or
even go altogether.

"The four keyboard players in the band
all play quite differently; they all have
different strengths and abilities. Some of
us have been brought up more on pianos
like me, while Charlie has always been a
synth player. There are certain ways he
gets around synths that it's going to take
me a good while to learn."

"When we record and arrange for live
work, who takes each part is determined
by each players strength", elaborates
Tozer. "But at the same time everybody is
stretching themselves. It's not the case
that there's one player who will always
play the rhythm parts."

"There are times when having too much
technique actively prevents you from
seeing things clearly", Perrin continues.
"When there are seven people out there
generating a lot of energy, it can be very
difficult to see the simpler side of things.
There's always the temptation to develop
an idea more and more.

"At the end of the process, you find
yourselves having to go back and strip
things down to something that's far more
manageable - that's where you have to
rein in your technique. Everybody here
knows they can play more notes per
second but that's not the point, and it
doesn't mean there aren't challenges. For
example, without a guitarist in the band
we have certain problems. There are
things that rhythm guitar players do that
contribute sound in a very specific way,
and we have to get round that in other
ways. On any keyboard that's very dif-
ficult. There are various different solu-
tions, but to get to the way a rhythm
guitarist would actually articulate is some-
thing that interests me a lot."

DENOUNCING THEIR SYSTEMS
background may be in keeping with
Man Jumping's musical policy, but
it's unlikely to help make the music
more easy to pigeon -hole - and

therefore sell. Which brings us back to
where we were at the beginning. How
much success can Perrin & Co, with their
rambling line-up and unclassifiable reper-
toire, reasonably expect to enjoy?

"We've actually got to sell quite a lot of
records to keep this band alive", Perrin
confirms. "Supporting seven musicians
equates to considerable commercial success,
but everybody has the aim that we could
generate enough work through albums,
filmscores, gigging, and whatever to bring
in enough money so that we don't have to
do half the other things we have to do at
the moment to stay solvent."

"Films are definitely an interesting
area", agrees Tozer. "In the last two or
three years the work we've done with
dance companies has proved quite popular.
We did some stuff for the London Con-
temporary Dance Theatre last summer
and we're starting on another piece for the
Second Stride company in April. It's a
whole area that's developing for us. We're
rather like a team where making albums,
gigging, film work and dance are all
important aspects."

Perrin: "There's obviously a lot more
happening down on the ground than ever
gets on to Radio 1 - hip hop, for example,
seems to be a far more dynamic scene than
pop music, certainly in its use of technology
and the lack of respect for the conven-
tional use of technology. You just carve it
up and see what it does.

"But then there's this view that every-
thing that flows out of Radio 1 is complete
pap, and I don't think that anything's ever
that bad. I think the listeners become a
particular kind of expert about the music
simply because of the amount of exposure
they've had to it. They may not be able to
sit down and articulate about it, but
they're experts in the same way people
that go to football matches are experts. If
you just construct music to a formula,
ultimately you're going to be crushed
under your own cynicism."

"It's very dangerous to underestimate
your audience in just how tough they
are", Tozer concludes. "The average punter
is a pretty tough cookie." 
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FATTEN UP YOUR DX7 WITH

MAx

How many DX7's have you got? One often sounds
too thin and harsh even with outboard effects to
fatten it up. The DX7 is a sixteen note polyphonic
synthesizer, you only have 10 fingers! Ever wondered
what happens to all those extra voices. The DX -MAX
gives three new polyphonic modes allowing 16 note*

£249
Inc VAT

1 voice, 8*2 and 4* 4 voice assign. You can create
chords or subtle chorus by detuning the stacked
voices, chromatic and fine detune +/- two octaves.
As well as 256 sound memories, 256 function
memories, full MIDI spec update, upper and lower
key limit, volume parameter, and all can be loaded on
to standard RAM Cartridges.

SOUNDS GOOD? SOUNDS LIKE FOUR DX7's
Exclusively distributed by Argents Keyboards - Tel: 01-379 6690 - Dealer Enquiries Welcome- From MRA Members

the °sear digital synt

NOW
ONLY
£345

Features:
 analogue and/or

digital voicing
 24 harmonic

waveform construction
 36 sound memory location

 fully programmable  powerful dual VCF
 monophonic/duophonic operation  versatile

performance controls  1500 event sequencing  12
sequences and 10 sequence chains  MIDI - In, Out and

Thru  MIDI channel assignment  tape dump & load
 NOW ONLY £345

CHROMATIX, 73 PRINCEDALE ROAD, HOLLAND PARK, LONDON W11 TEL: 01-229 2041/5139 E-MAIL 78: DGS 1609



STEINBERG COSMO
CZ Voice Editor for Commodore 64/128

Ofall the ranges
of voice -editing

computer
software
currently

available,
Steinberg's is one

of the biggest. We

put their Casio
CZ package to the

test. Review by
Ian Waugh.
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DIGITAL SYNTHS SHOULD carry a Government Health

Warning. I mean, you know where you are with an analogue

synth: the VCO's connected to the VCF, the VCF's
connected to the VCA, the VCA's connected to the amp.

And you can plug your LFO into just about any VC you
want. All jolly good, clean, straightforward stuff.

Not so the digital synth. All those numbers and not a
graph in sight. That's probably why many owners never get

around to programming their instrument. That's also
probably why a number of voice editors have appeared on

the market: the software companies saw a gap and
proceeded to plug it, Steinberg among them. In fact,

Steinberg have voice editors for Yamaha's FM synths,
Ensoniq's Mirage, Korg's DW8000 and Roland's Alpha Juno

synths. But today it's the turn of their editor for Casio's CZ

synths, cutely named Cosmo.

If you look at the manual - which all good software
reviewers should do at least once during a review-the first

thing which strikes you is the Germanic English and some

incompartible spellings. The second thing which strikes you

is just how few instructions there actually are. Whoopee!

The program is a doddle to use and the textual incongruities

don't seriously hamper the process, though I tend to think

that when you're paying this sort of money for something,

you're entitled to some comprehensive documentation.

Format
BUT ENOUGH WHINGEING - what of the program? The

main screen shows the two sets of Casio DCOs, DCWs and

DCAs both graphically and numerically. Down the centre of

the screen are the wholly numeric parameters such as key

follow, vibrato, ring modulation, noise and detune settings,

and so on. You move around the screen with the cursor

keys, and a text window at the bottom of the screen spells

out exactly which parameter has been selected. All very
neat and tidy.

The two sets of waveforms for the DCOs are displayed

graphically, and you can flip through them with the function

keys. F I selects the first waveform and F3 selects the
second, but to switch off the second one you must press F2

(which is F I plus Shift); I'd have thought F4 (F3 plus Shift) a

more logical choice.

You alter the parameters with the + and - keys, a
method similar to using the Casio's value buttons so
seasoned programmers should feel at home. The graphs are

re -drawn as you alter the parameters which helps

enormously, but you can't latch onto a section of graph and

pull it about.

The sustain point is shown by vertical lines cutting
through the graph at the appropriate places, which is a great

help when trying to visualise what the sound is actually
doing. I do have a gripe about the way the end points are

handled, though. If a node has a positive level value and you

decide to stick an end point there, the level naturally
enough reverts to O. On the synth, if you then shift the end

point you get your original value back, but in Cosmo it is
lost forever. There is a compare function, however, which

flips from the current sound to the original one, which is
very handy.

As soon as you boot the program, it grabs the contents of

the synth's internal presets and stores them in its own
internal edit bank. In order to keep these presets safe, you

must transfer them to one of the program's other eight
banks and preferably save them to disk. The program can

only access the synth's internal presets, so cartridge voices

have to pass through the internal bank.

All editing, loading and saving operations take place
within the internal edit bank. When you load a bank from

disk it automatically replaces the synth's internal voices -
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which is why you must be sure the originals are safe.

As you edit a voice, the changes are immediately
transferred to the synth so you can hear what it sounds like.

You can give the voices names, too, which is essential when

you come to organise your creations.

One of Cosmo's best features is the way it lets you

handle banks of voices. It uses a separate screen for this, and

lists the internal edit bank down the left and one of the eight

other banks down the right. A total of 128 voices are
provided on disk to start you off, and some aren't at all bad-

maybe I'll pinch a few. A voice is highlighted on each side of

the screen, and you can scroll through the sounds and
change banks with the function keys. The aim is to line up a

voice from one of the eight banks with one from the
internal edit bank. Having done that, you press Return and

the two sounds swap. It's simplicity itself to pull together
the voices you require to make your own sound banks, and

it's particularly useful being able to work with eight banks at

once. You can get a printout of any screen, too.

Verdict
IT SEEMS A CZ editor is certainly a good thing. Programs

like this are rife in the States, where almost anybody who

happens to run a software company seems to have
produced one. In the good old UK, however, there are not

so many around - but the most well-known ones will be
Joreth's (at f45) and Dr T's, from Take Note (at 65). The

burning question, therefore, has to be: how do they all
compare?

Joreth's CZ Editor (which works with the Steinberg
interface) got the once-over in our March '86 issue and
generally got the thumbs up. It has lots of extra editing
features such as copy and exchange envelopes, time scaling,

envelope reset to initial values and access to cartridge
memories. It also handles the end point in the same way as

the synths. Dr T's program has not yet come under our
eagle eye, but it also has rescaling features, envelope

copying, and so on. And both programs have a sequencer

OP' "The sustain point is shown by vertical lines cutting through
the graph at appropriate places -a help when trying to visualise
what the sound is doing."

option which will play a tune while you muck about with the

sounds.

Compared with these programs, Steinberg's Cosmo
seems a little short on frills, not to mention a little heavy on

the wallet - but this may have more to do with the value of

the pound against the Deutschmark, rather than the
intrinsic value Steinberg place upon their wares.

Cosmo does score heavily in the ease -of -use department:

you get 128 voices and I really like the way it handles banks

of sounds. In fact, I was really very happy with the program

and it is only in comparisons that it suffers.

If you are a committed Steinberg afficionado and voice

"Cosmo scores heavily in the ease -of -use department: you get
128 voices and I really like the way it handles banks of sounds."

organisation is top of your list of priorities, then stick with

the company you know. If you would like a few more
editing facilities and perhaps have an eye on your bank
account, it may be worthwhile checking out the others. 

Price Cosmo £80; M MI Interface £55; both including
VAT
More from Steinberg Research, The Spendlove Centre,
Charlbury, Oxford, 0 X7 3PQ. '2 (0608)811 325

.41\cikfliSbp.
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MUSIC
COMPANY

20 KINGS ROAD,

FLEET, HAMPSHIREHAMPSHIRE
GU13 9A D ENGLAND

TEL: FLEET (0252)
621210/621554

NEW ROLAND D50 SYNTH, PG1000 PROGRAMMER, PM16 MIDI
PAD SYSTEM AND GP8 PROGRAMMABLE EFFECTS RACK

ALL DUE MAY 87
Yamaha DX7I1 - new model £1499
Yamaha DX7 II FD new model with floppy disc

Yamaha RX5 super duper drum machine

£1699
Yamaha RAM 4 - 64 voice memories £49

£899
Yamaha TX81Z advanced FM expander £449
Yamaha MFC1 MIDI foot controller (Take your socks off first) £199
Yamaha YMM2 MIDI merge box £99
Yamaha MDF1 disc to MIDI for anything
Yamaha RX17 drum machine (RX21 and RX211 in one unit)

£299
£299

Yamaha PF80 pianos (brand new boxed full warranty) £699
PF80 semi flight cases £75
PF80 full flight cases £90
SP iRmOn IC oE SnSsOs Rp /mR A8C2K isALJ IND! Ti

mixer £599
Roland Dep 5 digital effects unit In Stock
Yamaha SPX90 In Stock
Ibanez SDR1000 stereo digital reverb £589
Korg DRV1000 digital reverb
Alesis Microverb

£299
£249

MTR DNG one dual gate £272
Vesta -Fire SL200 dual compressor limiter £240
Vesta -Fire dig 411 delay £210
Vesta -Fire dig 420 sampler delay £295
Yamaha GC2020 B compressor limiter £289
Yamaha GQ1031 -31 band EQ £199
Yamaha Q2031 - 31 band stereo EQ £425
Aces E15S 15 band stereo graphic £163
Aces PB16 patchbay £42
Cutec GE201010 band stereo graphic £108

MAIL ORDER SPECIALISTS

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD, AMEX,
DINERS, CHEQUES OR CASH

ROLAND GM70 + GK1 GUITAR SYNTH £950 - EXCELLENT
BOSS MICRORACK - ALL UNITS IN STOCK INCLUDING

NEW RRV10 DIGITAL REVERB. SPECIAL PURCHASE CPM120
(60W STEREO 8 CHANNEL POWERED MIXER) £375

HIRE PURCHASE Complete Roland stock IN NOW!
Complete Korg Stock IN NOW!
Steinberg Research packages IN STOCK AND ON DEMO

PART EXCHANGE
Technics DX pianos ALL MODELS ON SHOW

RAMS& MAIN DEALER MAIN DEALER'i, 0 k-tITYI ,:l -i
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SPRING CLEAN -OUT SALE
EX -DEMO STOCK CLEARANCE - SOLD BOXED IN PRISTINE CONDITION INC 12 MONTHS

WARRANTY CALL IN (OR PHONE) FOR PRICES WHICH ARE TOO LOW TO PUBLISH
UP TO 40% DISCOUNT ON RRP

*YAMAHA
HI -TECH
DEALER

DX21 SYNTHESISER
DX27 SYNTHESISER
(inc mains adapter)
DX100 SYNTHESISER
PF70 EL PIANO

DX7IID/FD
TX81Z EXPANDER
RX5 DRUM MACHINE
RX17 DRUM MACHINE
SPX901IEFFECTS

CX5MII COMPUTER
SPX90 MULTI EFFECTS
QX5 MEGA SEQUENCER
QX21 SEQUENCER
YPR9 ELECTRONIC PIANO (MIDI)
YPR7 ELECTRONIC PIANO
S250X SPEAKERS (250W)
S2OX SPEAKERS (150W)
P2075 POWER AMP (75W + 75W)
RB35B PATCH BAY (MT44)
EMX 200 POWERED MIXER

ensonica
ESQ1 SYNTHESISER multi timbral -
powerful sequencer MIRAGE RACK

DSK1 SAMPLER
ESQM RACKMOUNT SYNTH MODULE
SPM1 DIGITAL PIANO MODULE

DIGITAL PIANOS
LARGE SELECTION OF YAMAHA
CLAVINOVAS, ROLAND HP PIANOS
AND KAWAI P250

the
heyboa
0 YAMAHA lk 'Roland CASIOS oprld

icyi 76
ensonia AKAI KORG

I 'Roland
JUNO 1 SYNTHEZISER, JUNO 2 SYNTHESIZER,

TR707 DIGITAL DRUMS, TR505 DIGITAL DRUMS,

S10 SAMPLER

PCM + ANALOG + DIGITAL WAVEFORMS
DUAL, SPLIT, MULTI -GREAT SOUNDS

DEP5 MULTI EFFECTS
JX3P (S/H) SYNTHESIZER

76 note weighted SAS sounds
THE ULTIMATE GIGGING PIANO

RD1000 (SAS) PIANO

IMRE
DS8 SYNTHESISER
8 VOICE FRIENDLY FM DUAL, SPLIT,
MULTI TOUCH RESPONSIVE

DDD5 - DIGITAL DRUMS
DDD1 - DIGITAL DRUMS
DRV2000 - REVERB/MULTI-EFFECTS
POLY 800 (S/H) SYNTHESIZER

CASIO
CZ1000 - SYNTHESIZER, CZ5000 - SYNTHESISER
CZ1 - SYNTHESIZER, RZ1 - DIGITAL DRUMS

* LONDON'S BIGGEST SELECTION OF KEYBOARDS * PRO -AUDIO EQUIPMENT

135-136 SHEPHERDS BUSH CENTRE
ROCKLEY ROAD,

SHEPHERDS BUSH GREEN,
LONDON W12 (0 CENTRAL LINE)
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CASIO SK2100
Portable Sampling Keyboard

111111111111111111

Take the
ingredients of
today's MIDI

music system, put
them in one

instrument, and
you've got today's

portable
keyboard. Does
its appeal stretch

beyond the
home? Review by

Dan Goldstein.
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY MAY 1987

IF YOU WERE asked to name the main ingredients for a

small, modern MIDI -based music composition system, what

would your reply consist of? A synthesiser (maybe two,

maybe more). A sampler. A multitrack sequencer, whether

of the dedicated or computer -based kind. And a drum
machine, with the option of a few pads to play it from. Link

that little package of goodies to some recording equipment,

and you've got yourself the archetypal small electronic
studio of the late 1980s.

But there is an alternative. One that puts all the non -
recording ingredients mentioned above into a small box, is

easier to get to learn and use than any of them, and is also

cheaper than any of them are likely to be.

Ladies and gentlemen, I give you the Casio SK2100 -

flagship of the company's "SK" range of instruments
(keyboards that are aimed at the home market, but which

feature sampling as a major selling point), and by any

standard a very tidy piece of technological packaging
indeed.

It's a sampler, obviously. Actually, it's an eight -bit

polyphonic sampler with a sampling rate fixed at 10.1 I 3kHz,

and various editing functions - but we're not at the detailed

spec stage of this review yet. It's also a synthesiser, with a

49 -key splittable keyboard, 12 preset sounds for the upper

section, 10 for the lower, and a one -finger chord option to

make playing easier for the novice. And it's a drum machine,

with seven percussion sounds, 20 preset patterns (all with

their own fill-ins), and provision for programming your own

patterns in real time. And it's a sequencer, with capacity to
store two separate "channels" of information: the first can

hold 2000 notes, while the second can hold 1000, plus a

total of 159 chord changes.

There's even an amplifier, twin speakers (the SK2100
does everything in stereo), and a microphone for sampling -

so that, in Casio's own words, your keyboard is "built to
boogie, whenever and wherever you are".

Format
IT'S A PRE -REQUISITE for an instrument like this that the

options it offers, no matter how sophisticated, must be
quickly and easily accessible. Amateur musicians, dabbling at

a keyboard in their living -rooms because there is nothing

special on television (yet), are likely to be even less patient

and dilligent than their pro and semi -pro counterparts, so

things must happen fast on the SK2100 if the people most

likely to gain from using it are not to lose interest.

Thankfully, things happen very fast indeed. Selecting a 
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00' preset synth sound involves pressing only a single button.

Sampling involves pressing two.

Actually, there are quite a number of buttons on the
SK2100's front panel, which on the one hand makes the first

encounter perplexing, but on the other hand means that

very few switches are called upon to perform more than

one function. For weary programmers disillusioned with
the multi -function, multi -layered parameter access systems

used by many "pro" hi -tech instruments, this panel is a sight

for sore eyes.

From the left, we begin with the power switch, which
continues the Casio tradition of incorporating an automatic

cut-off circuit to save on battery wear when the keyboard is

not being used; leave the SK2I00 alone for a little over five

minutes, and it switches itself off - though your rhythm
patterns, your sequences, and (crucially) your samples
remain intact during the procedure.

Next come four slider controls for adjusting the relative

levels of the SK's bass, chord, rhythm, and sample sections,

plus a fifth for varying the overall output level. If you want to

 "Things happen very fast indeed. Selecting a synth sound
involves pressing only a single button; sampling involves

pressing two."

hear how your auto -chords and arpeggios are coming along

without the interference of the Casio's drum sounds, all you

do is steer the relevant slider down to zero.

A small but critical assortment of switches follows - small

because the switches are neatly and economically arranged,

critical because their position dictates which "mode" the

SK2I00 is in. For it's here that you select whether you want

to start up the drum box, adjust its tempo, or bring in one of

its fill-ins; and whether you want to split the keyboard, and

then play it manually or call upon Casio's auto -chord system

for assistance.

Next come four "pads" (really little more than big, non -

dynamically sensitive plastic switches) which you use to

trigger samples manually in time with the rhythm pattern -

or at whichever moment seems appropriate. You can also

use them as a means of inserting and deleting drum voices

to/from your own rhythm patterns in real time, if you don't

fancy playing those voices from the lower section of the
SK2100's keyboard.

The biggest and most complex array of switches comes

next, well away towards the top right of the instrument.
Essentially, these buttons are what you use to select
whether you're playing synthesised or sampled voices from

the Casio's keyboard, which rhythm pattern the drum

vow
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machine is playing, and whether you wish to start making

use of a number of auxiliary operations like sampling.

Finally, we come to an input level control for sampling

(this actually raises or lowers the threshold of the Casio's

auto -trigger system to match the level of the signal you're

sampling, and is allied to a five -LED ladder for level
indication), and a sweet little microphone that springs out

of the instrument's case on a looped cord - though I ought

to point out that this is one of the worst microphones I've

ever used for anything.

As I've intimated, there's a speaker at either end of the

SK2100's keyboard, though a pair of output jacks on the

rear panel allow you to use external amplification - the
results of this are certainly worthwhile. Other rear -panel
connections are few and far between: just a headphone

socket, a connection for a volume footpedal (optional), the

plug for the mains adaptor (9V DC, and also optional), and

two jack inputs for microphone and line signals to go to the

sampler. Then there's a master tune control (50 cents
either way) and that's that.

Sounds
THE DOCUMENTATION MAKES no mention of the
manner in which the SK2100 generates its synthesised

sounds. But after listening to them all thoroughly, I'd be
willing to bet that digital technology plays a large part in

their creation; there's brilliant, sparkling clarity, great
precision, and...the inevitable quantisation noise.

Like most digital systems (for in truth, this is something

that can be said for even the most sophisticated sampling

systems available), this one excels at reproducing acoustic

timbres that have a percussive attack and a comparatively

short decay time, but falters when it comes to longer,
sustained sounds because it is simply not "clever" enough to

recapture the sort of sonic movement that goes on when,

say, a string section is in full, sustaining flow.

Thus the best of the SK2100's sounds are the likes of the

vibraphone (richly resonant and, well, vibrant) and the
celesta (a truly glittering occasion), while the piano is also

usable if a little on the dull side. The solo violin is also nice, if

not especially violin -like - the basic envelope characteristics

are there, but some of the timbral details are not. With the

brass and organ sounds, things start to stray dangerously

into Toytown territory, and the less said about the
unimaginative "Synth Sound" and "Synth Ensemble"

programs, the better.

The SK2100's drum voices are PCM-sampled, but are

nothing like as bright as those of some other, similar
machines - including some of Casio's own. The bass drum is

little more than a soft, dull thud, the snare an insistent
crackle, the cymbals and hi -hats weak splashes, and the

handclaps a tinny, half-hearted crunch.

Unpromising though they may be in isolation, however,

these voices contrive to sound like a pretty credible little

ensemble when played together as part of the SK2100's

preset rhythm patterns. These patterns are modern (less

waltz, more rock), interesting and well thought-out, and it's

while playing along with them that you realise this is what

modern rock and dancefloor rhythms are all about. Steady,

metronomic pulses, filthy sounds, and neat fills that alter the

direction of the pattern subtly without shoving the all-
important groove off the rails.

The other main ingredient of today's rhythm is, of
course, the spice we know as samples. Those naggingly

infectious, ultra low -quality vocal snippets, orchestra hits

and reversed drum sounds that distinguish today's dance -

floor workout from those of the late '70s or early '80s.

Well, the Casio can do those, too. In fact, it comes with

four such samples onboard, safely protected from corruption
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in ROM so you'll never be free of them. There's a piano
with a truly excellent "plink" to it, a vibraphone that's a

pleasing if gritty contrast with the Casio's synthesised
version, a slightly muffled conga, and a French horn with an

identity crisis - though I'm not sure what it actually thinks it

is at all.

Sampling
IF YOU WANT to sample your own sounds, you can
choose whether you want to use all four of the RAM
locations, which'll give four samples each 0.81 seconds in

length, or whether you want to merge the locations
together to form two bigger ones, each 1.62 seconds long.

Whichever you decide on, however, the sampling rate

remains the same at 10.1 I 3kHz. This is a pity, since I'd have

thought an option to double the sample rate to give two

higher -quality, 0.8 I -second samples would have been handy

to have. There surely comes a time - even for domestic
keyboard dabblers - when sound quality matters more than

sound variety, but perhaps Casio's engineers reckoned an

additional "rate" parameter would confuse people more

than it would help them.

As with any other sampling system, the best way of
minimising noise problems with the SK is to sample at as

high a level as you can without encountering distortion (so

that the playback system doesn't have to impose its noise

characteristics on the sample in order for you to hear it),

and to use a line input wherever possible (so that

microphone noise doesn't have a chance to intrude, either).

I used all three input possibilities (built-in mic, external mic,

and line -level) during the test period, and can confirm that

the least noisy results - though not necessarily the highest -

quality ones-can be obtained using the last option.

Once you've taken your sample, you can play it back
polyphonically (maximum three voices) from the SK2100's

keyboard, use it as an instrument in a rhythm pattern
(preset or user -programmed), and do a number of other

things with it. However, since it's not possible to play more

than one sample back from the keyboard at any one time,

you can't use your four memory locations to record the
same instrument at four different pitches. In other words,

you can't "multi -sample" with the SK2I00. So, depending

on the signal you've sampled, the pitch range over which it

can be played while remaining realistic can be rather
narrow.

Of those "other things" mentioned above, the most
interesting fall into the category of sample manipulation,

rather than sample performance. You can loop your sample,

reverse it, mutate it so that it follows a choice of five
different envelope shapes, and transpose it by as much as

eight semitones down or seven semitones up.

The reversal and envelope procedures can be particularly

rewarding, and they're a cinch to use. There's no tricky
LCD of values or monitor -full of waveforms to deal with

here - just five drawings of different envelope shapes
matched to five of the keys in the lower half of the Casio's

keyboard; get into the right mode, press one of the keys,

and your sample suddenly has a new envelope imposed

upon it.

Looping on the SK2 I 00 is done automatically by internal

software, and though this means that it can be accomplished

just as quickly as any of the other editing options, it also

means that the finished product rarely complies with any

legal use of the term "glitch -free".

Sadly, Casio haven't made any provision for users to

dump their samples as digital data for retrieval at a later date

- even to humble cassette tape. They're retained in

memory during power -down, but as soon as you put
another sample into a certain location, the sound that
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY MAY 1987
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previously occupied it is erased. Home -keyboard users may

not want sound of the highest quality, graphic editing
packages, or velocity -sensitive keyboards, but they sure as

hell would like to build up a library of their favourite family

samples. Wouldn't you?

Verdict
YOU MAY HAVE wondered, from the outset, why this
magazine was even looking at a keyboard like the SK2100 in

the first place. I hope I've made our reasons fairly clear
during the course of the review, simply by outlining what

the instrument is capable of doing.

First, it represents a sensible choice for the amateur
musician who's keen to get into sampling, sequencing, drum

programming and so on, but can't hope to afford to do so

unless all those things are available within a single package.

Second, it is exactly the sort of instrument that domestic

"non -musicians" - people who at the present time do not

have any particular ambitions to play modern music, but

who may acquire them someday - to let their creativity
loose a little bit more than instruments in the E100 league

will allow them. Casio have sold over a million of the baby

SKI sampling keyboard, and they know that the SK2I00

players of today are the FZ1 programmers of tomorrow.

Third, it makes a fine addition to the arsenal of
instruments possessed by pro and semi -pro musicians. It can

be a practice keyboard for those last-minute, hotel room

O.- "There's no tricky LCD of values or monitor -full of
waveforms- just five drawings of different envelope shapes
matched to keys."

panics; it can be a handy tool for songwriters to map out
simple arrangements of new material; and it can be a cheap

and relatively painless way for, say, accomplished piano

players to find out for themselves whether sampling really

can be a musically useful technique.

Ultimately, the Casio SK2I00 is a toy. But it's also of

great educational value, and it has a number of other aspects

to its character that give it a broader appeal than most
home keyboards could have aspired to a couple of years

back. And I, for one, am glad that it's around.

Price £425 including VAT
More from Casio, Unit 6, 1000 North Circular Road,
London NW2 7JD. 12 01-4509131
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Steve Lipson is

the man whose
engineering skills

threw Trevor
Horn into

production
superstardom,

and whose
Synclavier

programming
launched Frankie

Goes To

Hollywood. But
success has

disillusioned him
to a frightening

degree. Interview
by Paul Tingen

the

PRICE
of

FAME

AS HE ENTERS the room, Steve
Lipson looks strikingly unfashion-
able. With his long hair, beard and
tatty old clothes, he comes closer to
the old hippie stereotype than any-

thing else. Not exactly the kind of person
one would expect to be closely associated
with the well -packaged, acutely -marketed
world of ZTT. We are in Sarm West in
West London, one of two studios part -
owned by Trevor Horn. The predominant
colour is a stylish blue, and there are '30s
Coca-Cola adverts on the walls, giving the
cafeteria a slight American feel. Yet the
breakfast menu pushes you abruptly back
to British reality: "sausages, bacon, eggs
and toast", all for £2.50.

Lipson pours us some tea, then guides us

with frightening speed through the three
studios before settling in the "programm-
ing room" where we are surrounded by
two digital Sony 24 -track recorders, a
Trident mixing desk, an IBM personal
computer, an Akai 5900 sampler and,
right in front of us, dominating the room,
a Synclavier.

Lipson - tall, loutish, sitting awkwardly
in his chair with his legs under his backside
- lights a cigarette. We talk about the
studio, his only prior experience with a
journalist ("I was immediately misquoted
- that's how the story that Frankie
couldn't play came into the world"), and
his production work with Frankie Goes To
Hollywood, Propaganda and, most re-
cently, the Tommy Chase Jazz Quartet.
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Suddenly he makes a wild gesture and
says: "The sort of conversation that we're
having is really a bit funny, because I don't
know what the fuck I do. When I'm
starting work on an album or a song, I
have no idea what's going to happen. I
haven't got a vision of how it's going to be.
I've got no vision at all. I find it suspect
when people claim they've got a vision in
this business, unless they've scored it all
out, like an arranger. Working in the
studio is like walking with a blindfold on,
and anyone who tells you differently is
blowing themselves up a bit.

"We're in a pop world here and we're
trying to move forward, but inevitably,
the only good things that happen are by
accident, by a freak of circumstance. I
mean, do you really think that people sit
down in the studio and go 'morning,
morning' and next they've got a great
sound? That's not at all what happens.
What happens is that people are desperate
and say: 'Fuck, what are we going to do?
This track sounds terrible.' And nobody's
got a clue. Then somebody thinks: 'Oh,
well, what happens if I press this button?',
and then utters in amazement: 'My God,
that's fantastic!' That's how it goes.

"The way I work in the studio is by
complete hit and miss, and I don't know
anyone who doesn't work like that. It's the
art: you keep going until you think it's
happening."

Lipson shifts his position in his chair,
then continues. "I know Trevor Horn
works like that. Grace Jones' Slave to the
Rhythm happened like that. Really, the
whole album is a collection of experiments
in which we were trying to create a good
single. The way that worked was that we
would have something which was OK, but
just not good enough to be a single. Trevor
would have a bit of doubt, and I'd say:
`Oh, yeah, great, I'll start again', because
it was no skin off my nose. So Trevor gave
me a week, and I recreated the song on the
Synclavier -I did nearly the whole album
on the Synclavier, by the way. After a
week Trevor would come back and say:
`Oh, yeah, that sounds good'. So we'd go
back into the studio, look at it, and then
suddenly he'd say: `No, no, no, not really.
How about if...?' And I'd work again on it
for another week.

"To this day we're still like that with
each other. If I'm thinking during a mix:
`Hmm, it's not quite there', then he picks
up on that immediately, and off we are
again into the land of nowfiere."

Yet the discoveries Horn and Lipson
have made in this "Land of Nowhere" are
among the most spectacular -sounding
and influential in the world of late -'80s
pop. Their collaboration dates from the
beginning of the decade, when Lipson got
a call from Horn, asking him to do a bit of
engineering work.

Lipson wasn't exactly pleased with
Horn's request. "I'd been engineering for
a while in London and France, and was
rather fed up with it. Engineering on its

own is a nothingness - you're not doing
anything. It's a terrible activity because
it's so boring. You're just sitting there
pushing up the faders while everyone
makes fools of themselves, and nobody's
having a musical idea.

"By the time Trevor phoned me I was
fading out of it. I was finding myself
projects to produce. They were just tin -pot
productions for which I hardly got any
money, but I preferred it to engineering.
So I went to Trevor feeling like I didn't
want to do it, that I was only going to
work there my way.

"And of course, that was exactly what
he wanted. He wanted somebody who
would just do his own thing, giving him
the opportunity to come in now and then
and give some comments. So I thought:
`This is good fun, because I can do
whatever I want with this guy', and
stayed. On top of that Trevor also liked
my guitar -playing a lot, so all of a sudden,
from being hired as an engineer, I was
doing everything that I wanted to do:
playing and producing. Trevor would
have the grand overview on the production
side, telling me to start a song again or
something, and I'd do everything. I
learned a lot from that because I didn't
have the responsibility: he took the rap
and I made the record."

"If you're working in
the studio, the fun is in
telling the keyboard
player to move up an
inversion rather than in
pushing a fader."

STEVE LIPSON STARTED his musi-
cal career playing guitar in a band in
the beginning of the '70s. "It was a
great band, we had a great concept
and a lot of interest from record

companies, but we didn't think that
anything they offered us was good enough.
Basically, we blew it."

Next the former hippie met someone
who wrote jingles, and who needed a
studio of his own. He employed Lipson to
build a studio, and once that was done,
asked him to engineer it.

"I said: `Me?' because I'd never set out to
become an engineer. But I did it. I got a bit
over -enthusiastic and put 30 microphones
in front of everything, to figure out what
they would do at a certain angle and
distance and so on. That served me well.
But even then, if you're working in the
studio the fun is in telling the keyboard
player to move up an inversion rather
than in pushing a fader.

"Also, by default, I learned why my
guitar never sounded good. It wasn't
because of the engineer or the equipment,
as I always thought, it was because I was a
naff player. The sound of an instrument
comes from the way it's played, not from
the equipment."

It was a way of looking at the recording
process which led Lipson to produce
several artists, amongst them Lindisfarne
and Sniff 'n' The Tears. He had a hit in the
USA with the latter with the song Driver's
Seat, and did an album with them, Fickle
Heart. Disagreement with the studio over
the distribution of that album's royalties 110 -
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"Initially I was very
dubious about doing the

new Frankie album. I
mean, who wouldn't
be, after that series of

number ones?"

"It's vital in production
to be willing to throw

away something that's
taken you a solid week

of work. If you can't do
that, you're nowhere."

101. led him into a career as a freelance
engineer which, as we saw above, he soon
began to loathe.

Yet the call from Trevor Horn kept him
in the engineering business, albeit in a
different way. Lipson became assistant
producer, guitarist and engineer on
Frankie Goes To Hollywood's Welcome to
the Pleasuredome and Grace Jones' Slave to
the Rhythm, and went on to produce
Propaganda's debut album A Secret Wish,
a yet unreleased album by The Tommy
Chase Jazz Quartet and, of course,
Frankie's latest album, Liverpool.

To start with that most recent and most
impressive -sounding venture, how come
Lipson, not Horn, ended up as producer?

"There are loads and loads of reasons
that I could give you, but primarily, I
suppose, if Trevor had done the album,
there wouldn't have been much room for
the lads. That's what it comes down to.
You know, when Trevor is involved in
something, he's not easily satisfied. He
likes to work with either the best musicians
or no musicians at all. The lads aren't
either. They're musicians, but not the
best. So Trevor would have gotten frus-
trated. He wouldn't have spent two weeks
trying to get the drum track for 'Rage
Hard' as I did. Even during the recording
of Pleasuredome there were moments
when he walked out of the studio in
frustration.

"On the other hand, the record company
had suddenly thrown Frankie in the deep
end and said: 'Right boys, you have to
behave like a normal band now and make a
record'. The album really had to sound like
a group album. We all felt, me inclusive,
that the group had to prove themselves.

"Initially I was very dubious about
doing the album. I mean, who wouldn't
be, after that series of number ones? There
was no way that, during the course of
events, they would have written the same
calibre of songs. I wasn't interested at all.
Then I heard the demo of 'Rage Hard', and
that convinced me to do it."

In the end, the album took nearly six
months to complete, and was largely
recorded - for tax reasons - at Wisseloord
Studios in Holland. The main thing the
band kept telling Lipson was that the
album had to sound "heavy". The demos
contained only the bare outlines of songs -
melody, some chords and a rhythm - with
which Lipson and the band started work
in the studio.

"They're not workaholics, you know.
Only one of them is, the drummer - he
goes bonkers. Still, it was important that it
went the way the band wanted it to go. I
wouldn't have done them justice otherwise.
And at the end of the day, we got a No. 4
hit here, and we've done very well in
Europe, which is good, because it could
have been a total failure."

As for the process of recording Liverpool,
Lipson admits to having used an unusual
and laborious method. You could also call
it a bit outrageous. Working with two 24 -

track digital Sony tape recorders, he could
make as many 24 -track copies of any song
as he wanted and play around with them,
always keeping the original...

"Let's say that the drummer goes out
and does eight takes of drums. With those
two machines I can piece together a really
good drum track, all Al quality. For
example, I can use the first verse from the
second take and combine it with the
second chorus from the fifth take. I did the
same with the vocals. Rather than sampling
a whole chorus and flying it in, which
makes records sound like clockwork, I can
make copies with the 24 -track and compose
a good vocal."

Working in this way, Lipson ended up
with over fifty 24 -track versions of 'Rage
Hard'. To keep track of all the multitrack
versions of various songs and what was on
them, the producer wrote his own database
program on the IBM computer.

"I run the whole session from this
computer. I mean, digital is the business
nowadays. Perhaps not so much the sound
quality, I can't be bothered too much
about that, but the convenience of being
able to make these copies is staggering.
You can be very bold with your erasures.
That's what made me realise that I needed
this program, because you can go on and
on."

Apart from listing all the different
multitrack versions of a song, Lipson's
database program lists and stores all the
different sequences he's used for various
songs, all his Synclavier and 5900 samples,
and all the two -track masters of songs in
his collection, whether PCM digital, 1/2"
analogue or 1/4" analogue.

"It's also a calculator", Lipson adds. "It
automatically works out the bar numbers
for me if I give it the time signature and
the tempo, and it makes SMPTE calcula-
tions. It calculates the offset between two
tape machines when I'm linking them up.
So synchronising is really easy."

Apart from his database program, Lipson
uses an Octave Plateau 64 -track MIDI
sequencing program, a Wordstar word
processing program ("for writing and
editing lyrics"), a DX editing program
called DX Design, and Patchmaster, which
stores all his MIDI synthesiser patches.

yET DESPITE THIS proliferation of
technological opportunities, Lipson
is well aware of the danger of not
seeing the wood for the trees, and of
holding onto work which should

really be discarded, but which took too
much blood, sweat and tears to make.

"It's a vital thing in production to be
willing to throw away something that's
taken you a solid week of work. If you
can't do that, you're nowhere. So I have
people coming into the studio to listen to
what we've done. A good producer should
listen to what everyone has to say. I get
angry with artists when they get angry
with people coming in and making corn -
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ments. It's a love and hate thing, really. I
really hate it, but I love it because it's
input, and the people might be right.

"Jill Sinclair (MD of ZTT and Sarni) is
very good at it. She comes in now and then
and makes those incredibly sweeping
remarks, like: 'Great, but I lose it some-
where, because there's something going
on which I don't like'. So I say 'What?' and
I think about it, and nine times out of ten
she's hit the nail on the head.

"It's back to the trial and error process.
That's why it always amazes me that some
producers never wanted to hear what I
had to say while I was still working as an
engineer. I could never understand that. I
remember one time when I was engineering
for Gerry Rafferty at Monserrat. They
were doing a track, and the guitar player
was playing something. I went up to him
and said: 'Hey, if you did this bit in that bit
it would sound amazing', and he agreed.
Suddenly Rafferty asked him: 'What was
that?', and the guitar player explained.
Then Rafferty looked round to me and
said: 'Look, you stick to engineering,
right?' I was perplexed. I couldn't under-
stand it."

We've touched briefly on some of
Lipson's association with the new music
technology, but there's one area which
hasn't yet come under scrutiny. Apart
from being one of the country's foremost
engineers and producers, and apart from
being a guitarist, a composer and, ap-
parently, a computer programmer, Lip-
son is also acclaimed as one of the world's
leading exponents in the use of the
Synclavier. It's the Synclavier which en-
ables Lipson to recreate any part played by
a musician - either because the musician
lacks proficiency on his instrument, or for
conceptual reasons, as on Slave to the
Rhythm. And it's the Synclavier which lies
at the root of his studio and arranging
work, and which has enabled him to
develop his own style of production.

It was maliciously suggested to us (by
reliable sources) that Lipson created Liver-
pool almost entirely on the Synclavier,
vocals included. Only the guitar parts
weren't played on the Synclavier, these
being played by Lipson himself... The
producer shrugs his shoulders when quiz-
zed about this, and doesn't want to talk
about it. Yet later, in a different context,
he says that all the bass and drum parts on
Liverpool were played by the band. Then
again, he explains his attraction to working
with bands with limited playing capabilities.

"When you work with a group that can
play, your work is cut out for you, you've
got nothing to do. It's all very straight-
forward, you know what the record is
gonna sound like from the start, and
you're hardly likely to make a record that
no one's ever heard before".

Clearly, then, Lipson has an ambition to
express his own musical ideas through (or
with) the band he's working with.

But leaving aside the issue of what
Lipson does and does not play on Frankie's

records, Grace Jones' Slave to the Rhythm
certainly was largely "performed" by
Lipson on the Synclavier. Despite that, it's
a remarkably human -sounding record,
showcasing Lipson's ability to endow a
machine with human characteristics. Every
track sounds as though it has a different
drummer at work. How does he do it?

"I've figured out how to program
personality into the Synclavier. I can
adjust one track to another within one
millisecond, and I can change the starting
time of one track as opposed to another.
Doing that shows me everything, it shows
me how feels are created. You know, if you
lay a snare drum a bit back, if you make it a
bit lazy, it becomes someone, and if you
make it a bit pushy, it becomes someone
else. That's what makes the sound, really.
The sound of something has to do with the
way it's played - whether it's a program or
a player - and of course the part. It's the
part and the attitude of the player that
makes the sound."

Lipson first got confronted with the
Synclavier during sessions for the Propa-
ganda single 'Dr Mabuse', when Dave
Whittaker rolled one in and Trevor Horn
bought it because he was impressed with
its sampling quality. The machine then
spent an eternity sitting unused in a
corner of the studio, simply because
nobody knew how to use it. Until, that is,
Lipson figured out how to write a bass
drum sequence into it. He used it for the
first time on Frankie's 'Two Tribes', as
part of a programming and recording 

"If you lay a snare drum
a bit back, if you make
it a bit lazy, it becomes
someone, and if you
make it a bit pushy, it
becomes someone else."
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"Pop music is in a cul-
de-sac at the moment. I
see a new group coming

along, and all I see is a
new haircut. It's

meaningless to me."

 endeavour which took an epic three
months to complete.

Lipson recalls: "At the time of 'Two
Tribes' the Synclavier was in its infancy.
To get a sequence working in it then, you
had to write the sequence by hand - you
physically wrote it in on the computer,
compiling it into computer language, and
then you played it on the thing while it
would spit out whatever it could spit out.
Then you had to run it again and write in
the notes which it hadn't managed. For a
bass drum you had to run it four times,
which gave you four tracks, so after
getting the level right you finally had a
bass drum track. Those three months were
mainly spent on programming. In the end,
we had a track which sounded remarkably
like Frankie's original demo."

NOWADAYS THINGS ARE, of
course, very different, with Lipson
having the full Synclavier system at
his disposal at Sarm West. "I prefer
it to the Fairlight, because the

sound quality is way better. Even Fairlight
III is no comparison, though neither is the
price, of course."

Lipson and Horn now each have their
own programming suite across the road
from Sarm West, which they use for
writing sequences, editing, and other
musical activities. Lipson's has his IBM
computer there, together with the Akai
S900, an Oberheim Matrix 12, Roland
TR707 and TR727 drum machines, a
Yamaha FB01 module, an Akai 12 -track
tape recorder, and a complete hi-fi system.

What does he think of the impact new
music technology has had on music?

"Well, Michelangelo used technology,
didn't he? For the statue of David he had
to use a lot of technology to get that bit of
rock where he wanted it. A lot of people in
the art world use technology. Really, it's
the mix of science and arts which is
important."

Suddenly his tone of voice changes.
"But recently, pop music has gone a
bit...science only. I think technology has
had a terrible influence on music. The

songs have gone. That's why there's a '60s
revival. I mean, what's in the charts now?
'60s and black dance music. That says it all
really, doesn't it? Nobody's interested
anymore in today's music. Ten years ago
you'd buy a record and it would mean
something to you, you would live to that
record. But things are different now. You
can now buy a Casio drumbox sampler for
£99. That means music is everywhere, you
can do it at home, and at the same time it's
nothing. I can see all those people sitting at
home with their little drumboxes, going
takka, takka, takka. And they say: 'Oh,
wow, great, let's release it', or 'I like that
bass sound'. But what's a bass sound got to
do with music, with a good song? That's
why pop music is in a cul-de-sac at the
moment. I see a new group coming along,
and all I see is a new haircut. It's
meaningless to me."

But hasn't Steve Lipson played a part in
bringing this state of affairs into being?
Doesn't he have any ambitions to make
some more meaningful music? The pro-
ducer looks genuinely surprised.

"Me? Change the world? No, thank you
very much. Basically I'm earning a living,
that's what it comes down to. I mean, I
know what I want to do. I would like to
write some film music, but further. And
I'm working, I get immersed in what I'm
doing, making the same rubbish as every-
one else - though one likes to think with a
little bit more class. In the end of it all,
technology is meaningless, and all that
really matters is the tune.

"Apart from that, in the grander scheme
of things, pop music is totally unimportant.
And that's what I love about it: the sort of
nothingness of it. The silly haircuts on
stage. I like the music and I like its
irrelevance. We're in a business that isn't
like designing a 700 -seater aircraft, or
being a politician. I mean, it's nothing
really, is it? It's just morons in these
rooms, doodling and making bits of
music."

For a man whose work has helped give
listening pleasure to millions, Steve Lipson
is not a very optimistic man - or a cheering
one. 

Don't miss .. . this month's
new look
Home and
Studio
Recording
ON SALE NOW!
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DPX-1 HAS THE LARGEST
LIBRARY OF SAMPLES

pc 25
00-

AND ALWAYS
WILL!
Why limit yourself to one samplers sound
library? The new Oberheim DPX-1 Digital
Sample Player puts all the sounds of the
three most widely used sampling keyboards
at your fingertips. As each of their libraries
grow, so can yours.

Oberheim's new advanced digital electronics
allow you to play samples for E-mu's
Emulator II*, Sequential's Prophet 2000*
and Ensoniq's Mirage* in full eight voice
polyphony. And like all Oberheim products,
the DPX-1 has a complete MIDI interface
including the ability to transfer samples
to and from other samplers via the new
MIDI Universal Dump Standard.

If you need sampled sound in your MIDI rig,
the DPX-1 offers immediate access to more
sounds than any one sampler with plenty of
room and power for upgrades.

Still can't decide which of these samplers
to buy?

Oberheim DPX-1.

so nd
mearsimmtilier

Sound Technology, plc., 6 Letchworth Business Centre, Avenue One, Letchworth, Herts. SG6 2HR. Fax: 0462 683999. Telex: 826967. Telephone: 0462 675675.
'Emulator is a registered trademark of E -mu Systems, Inc. Prophet 2000 is a trademark of Sequential. 'Mirage is a trademark of Ensoniq Corporation.



we can't go on

BEATING LIKE THIS

Samplers have been used for replacing drum sounds in recording studios for some time
now. In the second part of our series on creative drum programming, we look at how to

make your sampler behave more like the percussion instruments it simulates.
Text by Matt Isaacson and Chris Meyer.

WE SPENT QUITE some time in the last
issue slamming your typical drum machine
as a percussion playback device. Add to
this the primitive pattern programming on
most drum machines, compared to the
current generation of MIDI sequencers,
and the fact that more and more musicians
are using their "main" sequencer to
sequence their drum and percussion parts,
and it becomes obvious that we should
perhaps look elsewhere for the supplier of
our beat.

Let's see - where should we look? Well,
what were the problems we outlined with
drum machines? Hmmm... Lack of dynamics
(volume, pitch, and timbre), no dynamic
allocation of voices if we wanted it, length
and variety of sounds... Hey! Aren't these
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things that have come to be expected by
keyboard players?

You bet. And if we're truly using

another sequencer to play back drum and
percussion parts, a sample playback module
turns out to be about the best thing there
is for our sounds. Playback modules are
velocity -sensitive, have a wider variety of
sound -modification options (envelopes,
filters, and the like) than your typical drum
machine, have a wide and easily expandable
library of sounds (which can be modified at
will), and have a variety of playback modes
and voice allocation techniques for layer-
ing, velocity fading, velocity switching, and
so forth.

If you already have a drum machine, and
feel like keeping it around (or it already

contains your best work), bless the MIDI
jacks that are (we hope) on the back of it -
with their help, you can slave sample
playback modules off it to double up on or
replace its sounds, and eventually transfer
your patterns to a sequencer if you so
desire.

So, if we want to use a sampler for
playing back our drum and percussion
sounds, what kind of sampler do we look
for? Well, bad news first - the least
expensive MIDI'd sampler you're going to
find costs what an upmarket drum machine
would. Now the good news - the least
expensive sampler you can find will sound
better and be more expressive than all but
the most expensive drum machine. And
unless you plan to be playing keyboards as
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well, or will be using the keyboard to enter
your rhythms (a cost-cutting measure for
those who are keyboardists and not
percussionists at heart), you can do more
than just get by with a rack -mounting
sampler, which tend to cost slightly less
than their keyboard -equipped counter-
parts. The money you save will be better
spent on percussion -style controllers,
whether you're a drummer or not.

The criteria to use in choosing a sampler
for percussion work break down into four
categories: sound (quantity and quality),
price (an obvious one), features, and
hassle. "Hassle" encompasses how hard it
is to use the machine, how big the sound
library and support is for the sampler, and
the mystical problem of sampler delays.
"Features" are what you need to put into
practice the various programming tech-
niques that we'll be discussing for the bulk
of this instalment - pick out the ones you
think you'll be using, then pick out a
sampler that has those features on it.
Balance them out against "price" when it
comes time to purchase. And while you're
at it, go ahead and look at some of the
brand-new drum machines-they too have
caught on to the problems we discussed
last month, and are adding features
(including sampling) to give us a better
beat.

But for now, on to those promised
tricks (including how to avoid certain
pitfalls). We're going to divide these into
two areas - those that affect the way a
single sound is heard, and how different
sounds or restrikes of the same sound can
interact.

Velocity and Envelopes
VELOCITY REFERS TO how fast some-
thing (such as a drum stick, or your hand)
moves, which tends to correspond with
how hard you strike. One of the amazing
little quirks of nature is that the harder you
hit something -a drum, your kid brother,
whatever - the louder it sounds. It also
tends to change in tone and pitch (your
brother's voice may get higher and more
strained, for example). Our desire is to
translate, or as it were, properly interpret,
this quirk so as to have more realistic -
sounding drum and percussion voices at
our disposal.

Let's start with that "harder equals
louder" effect. Velocity modulation of the
amplifier (also known as the "VCA" level,
and virtually the only dynamic control
available on drum machines) is standard on
all but toy samplers. The sampler version
also happens to be more useful. Sampler
velocity resolution is greater, with up to
128 discrete levels resolved - most drum
boxes offer 16 or fewer levels, and some
have only a cumbersome two -level normal/
accent option.

Some samplers also allow subtle (or
blatant) modulation control by note,
dynamics. This is important, because it is

often preferable to apply different amounts
of velocity modulation to different sound
parameters. More on this later.

Real percussion instruments tend to
vary in timbre, as well as in volume, when
they are struck with different velocities, so
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY MAY 1987

it's useful to have dynamic control over a
sampler's timbre, too. Time, then, to look
at several common methods of achieving
this.

If your sampler offers dynamic filtering
(most do), velocity modulation of the filter
cutoff frequency is a good starting point.
When the sampler is programmed so that
a higher note velocity opens up the filter,
louder sounds also sound brighter, with
more edge to the attack and more meat
revealed in the rest of the sound. This is
usually presented as velocity modulation of
the filter envelope amount, since the filter
cutoff sets the lowest or average filter
frequency from which the filter envelope
shoots up. Samplers without envelopeable
filters, such as the Akai S900 and Roland
S50, tend to use velocity to modulate the
cutoff directly.

Let us not belittle the filter cutoff
frequency - in addition to providing a
simple control over timbre, it's helpful in
masking shortcomings of the sample play-
back mechanism. In particular, where it is
possible to have VCF cutoff track the
sound's pitch, you have a method for
covering up the clock noise which becomes
audible in most samplers when the pitch of
a sound is transposed down far enough.

Another shortcoming of samplers,
quantisation noise (that rising hiss as the
sound dies away), can be hidden with the
normal filter envelope by starting out high
for the attack and fading down towards the
end of the sound to mask the hiss. This is
especially helpful with toms - it allows
them to retain a fat roundness with all of
the grit of the attack, so long as the
controls are set right.

A warning. It often becomes a plate -
spinning act to prevent velocity from
uncovering all of the nasties you were
trying to hide by lowering the filter cutoff
and envelope amount. Samplers that route
velocity to the filter envelope amount
instead of to the filter cutoff are much
easier to control in this respect. But be
wary of samplers that do not have
controllable filters on their output stages:
while some will tell you (truthfully) that
the absence of such filters cuts down on
the noise in the output, we often need
them for improving the lot of our problem
samples.

In the same way that the filter envelope
can be used to mask noise at the end of a
sample, a sampler's VCA envelope can be
used to tidy up samples which cut off
before the original sound was able to die
out completely -a useful technique if you
find yourself running short of sampling
memory. We're only offering it as a cure
to an undesirable situation - remember
that one of our main complaints about
drum machines was the shortness of their
sounds. In general, you will find that the
longer the sample you can afford to take,
the more realistic it will sound.

Of course, envelopes do have purposes
in life other than fixing faults - they can be
used creatively. Sounds that are lacking in a
proper percussive envelope (such as

something that was over -compressed, or a
sound that was never intended for per-
cussion in the first place, like a steam blast)
can now have such an envelope imposed
upon them. A sound that was not gated can
now become gated - either trim its length,

or have an envelope cut it off.
Almost all envelope tricks deal with the

decay or release portion of a sound's
envelope. Samplers that allow routing
of velocity to decay or release times
(humorously the opposite of what key-
board players tend to want - they like to
have velocity affect the sound's attack
stage) are great at simulating another
unusual artefact of struck objects - namely
that hitting something harder tends to
make it ring out (or cry out, in the case of
our kid brother) longer.

This feature (as found on samplers like
the Prophet 2000 and Studio 440) is

particularly useful for processing long open
hi -hat samples by allowing them to vary
between an abrupt cutoff (simulating a
closed hi -hat) to extending out to their full
length, faking many of the nuances of live
hi -hat playing. If the sampler you're eyeing
does not have this feature, many of the
effects can be simulated if it has a "second
release" or "hold" function (allowing a
footswitch to select between a normal
release time and a second or "infinite"
time). Failing that, you can always control
the sustain stage of the envelope by playing
the samples from a keyboard; many drum
pad -to -MIDI converters do not allow
dynamic variance of the gate time.

More Tricks
TIME TO MOVE on to tricks (and
features) that are a bit more esoteric, but
certainly useful. Some samplers (like the
Prophet 2000, Studio 440, and forthcoming
Simmons SDX) provide a feature known as
velocity start -point modulation, in which
velocity is used to set the point at which
playback starts in the sample itself. This can
be extremely effective in breaking out of
the "same sound, different volume" syn-
drome, and works best with sounds such as
snare drums, which have a rapidly -decaying
attack transient.

Sample, or load from disk, a drum that
has been hit extremely hard. Next, set the
sound up so that lower velocities cause
playback to begin further into the sound.
When this happens, some of the attack
transient is skipped - we come in on the
sound at a point where it has already
settled down somewhat in both timbre
and volume, and this sounds remarkably
like a softer hit on the drum (velocity-to-
VCA or -VCF may, at this point, seem
superfluous). However, some restraint is
in order with respect to the amount of this
modulation, otherwise you may miss the
sound entirely on the softer hits by coming
in at the end.

Unfortunately, jumping into a sample at
random points like this can create pops and
clicks in the attack. These are most
noticeable on soft hits, where the attack
transient of the sample is not played and is
therefore not available to mask them.
Notching the VCA attack time up slightly
(ie. making it slower) from the usual
instantaneous setting used for drum sounds
will cover these noises up nicely, but will
destroy the hard edge of the attack on
hard hits. Unless, that is, the same sampler
allows routing of velocity to attack rate -
you can then set it so that higher velocities 110-
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MIDI CAN BE FUN

The Philip Rees 5X5 MIDI Switch is a simple, cost-effective MIDI
patch -bay, It has five INPUT SELECT rotary switches, one for each
output. Each switch can independently select any one of the five
inputs or the off position.
The unit is compact, the case is 1U high and half rack width, and an
expansion socket is provided.

Inn III II ICI II I

music
COMPUTER

DRUM
MACHINE 1 DRUM

MACHINE 2

MOTHER KEYBOARD

,I ill

(EXPANDED

In the installation above, the MIDI interconnections are cont oiled by a 5x 5. One of
the possible routing configurations is, for example - the mother keyboard drives
both the synth and expander module, while the music computer 'records' the
keyboard performance and provides syncs for both drum machines.

Then you can change the set-up in a convenient and logical way, just by turning
the knobs - so that, as another example, drum machine 1 runs off its own internal
syncs, and also provides syncs to drum machine 2 and the music computer, while
the music computer controls the synth and drum machine 2 plays the expander.

And so on, through 7,775 different routing configurations, the fabulous 5x5 puts
you in control, and lets you discover the potential of your MIDI gear.

The 5X5 is a reliable, high quality unit, which comes with a three year
parts and labour guarantee. We give good service because we aim to
succeed.

The 5X5 is great value for only £85.95 inclusive
See your dealer or order a 5X5 direct from the manufacturer. Fill in the
coupon below and send it off with a cheque. Allow 21 days for
delivery. Money back if not satisfied - just return the unit undamaged
in its original packing within seven days for a full refund.

Philip Rees
MODERN MUSIC TECHNOLOGY

Unit A, Park End Works, Croughton, BRACKLEY, Northants NN13 5LX
Et (0869) 810830

Name
Address

I wish to order 5X5 MIDI Switches and enclose my cheque
for £ (£85.95 per unit Incl. VAT and carriage)
El Please send me more info on the 5X5 MIDI Switch
Send to: Philip Rees (Modern Music Technology) - M5
Unit A, Park End Works, Croughton, BRACKLEY, Northants NN13 5LX
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a few of our latest arrivals...

47/IFF:FF

YAMAHA
RX 5
rhythm
£899 ROLAND

D 50
LINEAR
SYNTH
C1,350

CASIO
FZ 1
16 BIT
SAMPLER
E1,599

EMAX
RACK
£2,399

YAMAHA
MT2X
18kHz
much
tracker
C599

OBERHEIM SEOUENCIAL
DPX1 STUDIO 440
sample player E3.495
C1,598

YAMAHA SPX90mk11
£625if133®ffid-:

KORG DS8
1999

ESO
RACK
1875

CASIOE -MU Systems

REMARKABLE PRICES
WHILE STOCKS LAST
ALL BRAND NEW & BOXED
CZ 1000 Synthesizer RRP £445 £299
CZ 3000 Synthesizer RRP £555 £399
CZ 5000 Synth/Seq RRP £895 £599
an prices include postage & packing &
FREE ACCESSIT STEREO PARAMETRIC
EQUALISER & HEADPHONES.
TOGETHER WORTH £75.

We already consider ourselves expert.
See Nick Thomas.
We can arrange demonstrations outside
normal hours if you wish.

0 YAMAHA AKAI
SCOOP PRICE - i i
0: 7 .11: :UV':  ii

612/280 12 BIT
MIDI SAMPLER

*aim

12 BIT STUDIO QUALITY SAMPLING
TO 32KH: SAMP FRED 6 VOICE

AIVEL'ir UTSYERSESNPLTIINVGE :c8a,V_
HENSIVE EDITING  ENORMOUS LIBRARY

Copy our "'arethbr17
RRP E348

eluding productsg launched at Package
Frankfurt, there is nothing of
comparable spec under
E800 We have a limited £5quantity

 a

 UP
POLY

price

P&P

AMAZING
SPRING OFFERS
R811 RHYTHM RRPf799 Off
RX2IL RHYTHM R.RPf749 8185
08100 lUIPIE419 .1210
PF70 PIANO RRP L1041 {699
PERO PIANO RRIff.1135 8 799

CASIO SZ-1
4 Channel

MIDI,.......' Yielel.
,, erir.! .sege Sequencer

--.:::.% \ 60, i..-Iii-i-ok- RRP £295

_- - - -- £159
inapsu,r0+P

4 completely separate Midi
assignable tracks  3,600 notes

 Velocity sensitive  Cartridge port
 Comprehensive editing.

TASCAM Dealer
Porta-One Free Power supply, rem. 5 cas-
senes. headphones. multi -track primer. de
magnetise and phone cables E379inc P&P

FO ?X
Ma,n
Dealer

X.15 use Power Supply £265
COMPLETE FOSTER RANGE IN STOCK
SUPER KEEN 8 TRACK PACKAGES

At ESIS R.S.F
SAMPLING

DRUM
MACHINE

5999

DR.T
NEW STD
COMPOSER
PACK FOR
ATARI. ON

E.BoARD
400 HEMS
SPLITS a
LAYERING
FOR DX -7

MICROVERB IN STOCK £249
MICROVERB II in stock £429
MIDIFEX a few left £289

YAMAHA SP% new int PIP 1449
YAMAHA 10214 rrpe451 use
YAMAHA PF80 ex hire. .....PO4
YAMAHA RX15 new S265
YAMAHA SPX90 used ... S479
YAMAHA DX21 541.........._£479
YAMAHA 05100 MI (245
YAMAHA DX27 slh
CASIO CZ 1000 slh /259
CASIO RZ 1 s/h £295
82 STRUT Sealed Box ....t850
FLOYD ROSE TREM C139
ROCKMAN 100........._....£229
VESTA RV -3 met II3S
TASCAM 388 s/h £1989
ROLANO TR707 . Il)/

BARGAIN BASEMENT
YAMAHA QX5t. ..... 4949
POLAND AIKSZ dente.. 1/IS
KOLAND R01000 deem E18115

SYNSONICS DRUMS.... ..f59
VESTA 411 DELAY £195
YAMAHA RX21L saw £139
YAMAHA MCS2 DEM i'99
KORG DRV-1000 DEM 5249
KORG SDD 3000 Delay 0499
PORTA-ONE ex dem . 0339
KORG SDD 1200 Delay £299
KORG GR-1 GATE Rev MN
ROLAND TR727, used I/49
YAMAHA DX7 ex demo £935
MIRAGE KBD s/h £1,099
AKAI MG1212
AKAI MX73

CASIO CZ 2101 ITO
IiiKAGE RACK airs
AWN* 2X2Ius.4 12,3

TASCAM DX40 4ch DBX £239
TRACE 410, sin £565
TASCAM 5340 Cassette 079

AKAI 0590 Synth DEM 0345
ROLAND JC120 sloe. . ROA

MIDIFEX
BOSS ROCKER WAH .......£65

FRMNTI INF REVERS £55
KORG SOD -1 USED £399
ROLAND CR 1000 . £P0A
ENSONIO PIANO S/H ETA

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

cturiumt-N
Professional
studio packages
at affordable
prices
16 8 16 8 24 8 16
up and running
with Fostax E16

and AKAI
MING14D rack
mounting 14 -
track sync'd to
new C -LAB
64 track ATARI
Composer
software

Roland
G1470/GK-1
MIDI GUITAR
SYSTEM.
AT LAST A SYSTEM
THAT WORKS. TRY IT
YOU'LL BUY IT.

DEP-3
MULTI EFFECTS
PROCESSOR

SRP £475

GP -8
8 PROGRAMMABLE
GUITAR EFFECTS IN
19" FORMAT.

SRP £745

BOSS RRV-10
10Khz DIG REVERB
8 Presets MONO IN
STEREO OUT.

SRP £199

INTEREST
FREE

CREDIT
AVAILABLE ON

MANY OF
THESE

PRODUCTS.
PHONE - WRITE

for DETAILS.

CALLERS: 18A SOHO SQUARE, 1711 vfal.MLONDON W1V 5FB 01-434 1365

To: Soho Soundhouse Mail Order Freepost 38 London W1E 6QZ

I Name

Address

Tel

Please send me Model No(s)

I enclose cheque/postal order/bankers draft/cash in reg. envelope or
debit my Access/Visa account no

for f N B Personal cheques allow 21 days All other

NO STAMPS REQUIRED forms of payment 24 hours despatch MT 0587
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 cause the VCA to open more quickly.
This method provides an interesting

effect of "distance" modulation, precisely
because the softer hits have a less distinct,
more diffuse attack - qualities which our
ears associate with sounds arriving from a
distance away.

Another feature is that of pitch -bend
envelopes. Ever notice how atom tends to
drop in pitch from the initial strike? This is
because the drum head is stretched from
the impact of the blow, raising its pitch. As
things calm down, the head relaxes, and
the pitch settles back to "normal". The
harder you hit the head, the more it is

initially distorted, creating a higher initial
pitch and a deeper bend. While this effect
tends to be over -mimicked by electronic
drums, it's useful - or just plain interesting
- to impose it on other sounds. And as
you've no doubt guessed, the ability to
route velocity to the bend depth will more
closely mimic the real thing.

This is as good a place as any to mention
three other tricks that are possible on
virtually all samplers. The first is trans-
position - very few drum machines allow
you to tune their sounds, whereas oll
samplers allow this. A sampler's pitch
range also tends to be as wide as, or wider
than, a typical drum machine's. Now you
can fine-tune a conga or snare to match
what you really had in mind; play chromati-
cally along with the rest of the music;
create a set of octabans or a I 2 -tom kit
from a single sample; or just go for weird
effects.

Another trick is the ability to reverse a
sound - perhaps the perfect reverse
reverb, assuming you're not already sick of
that sound. Mating reverse playback with
gated release time allows precise timing of
where that sound ends.

The third trick is looping. To be honest,
looping does not work well with the vast
majority of percussion sounds - there's
just too much difference between how our
sounds start and how they finish up (toms
included). However, long crossfade loops
are useful for those sounds which do have a
steady-state period - such as ride cymbals,
gongs, and open hi -hats - in which case
memory can be saved, and unnaturally long
samples can be taken by crossfade-looping;
a sampling keyboard generates its longer
sounds in this manner. Remember to take a
longer sample than you plan to keep, so
you have some extra sound to fold back in
for the crossfade - you can throw that
extra bit away when you're done. And
some sort of filter envelope is usually
necessary - few things can be as eerie as
cymbals that refuse to die...

Multiple Voice Playback

HAVING COVERED THE setting -up of
individual sounds in isolation, it's time now
to deal with more than one sound going at
once. One of the advantages that samplers
have over the average drum machine
stems from the flexible manner in which
they allow samples to be played back.
Often referred to as "voice handlers",
these modes of operation are an area of
control which simply does not exist on
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY MAY 1987

most drum machines, but must be under-
stood in order to make them work for you
- and to understand and recognise subtle
feature differences between different
machines.

We'll now cover a sampling (sorry) of
issues and answers related to output
control, along with tips on how to exploit
some of the different voice handler
options and keyboard/playback modes.

Typically, you have eight voice channels
at your disposal. This is already more than
most drum machines have, with the added
option of polyphonic assignment. In plain
English, this means that a given sound can
be triggered many times, and each instance
of triggering will be given a different voice
channel to play back on, instead of all of
them stepping on each other in an attempt
to get out on the same channel. Use this
with any sound which is prone to being
retriggered before dying away (that is,

most of them), and amazingly enough,
cymbals fade smoothly into one another,
tom fills ring in fullness, and snare drum
rolls sound like snare drum rolls, by gum.

Wonderful. But there's a catch. Actually,
there are a few catches. In some cases, a
mass pile-up of voices on one sound is not
what you want. Ever noticed how, on your
drum box, the closed hi -hat faithfully cuts
off the open hi -hat if it's ringing? This is
because both sounds play through the
same voice channel. In sampler parlance,
this is known as fixed assignment (mono-
phonic playback and so on), and the hi -hat
example is one reason why it has been
carried over to samplers. A more basic
reason applies to machines in which each
voice channel appears at a separate output.
In order to make effective use of individual
audio outputs (for example, to process
sounds individually), it is necessary to
confine each sound to one of the outputs
(and probably also necessary to keep other
sounds out of that output).

Wait. We're not done. Not all samplers
provide individual voice outputs, and not
all of them provide a monophonic assign-
ment mode. For treating one or two
sounds differently from the rest, it's nice
to be able to use just one or two of the
voice channels in monophonic mode and
leave the others in dynamic assignment
mode. Some machines (like the Emax) will
let you do just that; others (like the Akai
S900) restrict you to setting the mode for
groups of four voices at once; while still
others (like the Prophet 2000 and Akai
X7000/S700) require all voices to be in the
same mode at any one time, limiting their
usefulness as total drum sound playback
units. The more flexibility your sampler
has in using monophonic and polyphonic
playback modes simultaneously, the better
off you'll be.

There's a hidden gremlin in polyphonic
assignment. Hitting one pad very fast, or
two pads with the same sound on them,
can mean that two identical sounds get
started so close together that they actually
flange. This can be avoided by having two
pads play the same sound at slightly
different tunings - say, a semitone apart.
This sounds more realistic, particularly
with snares, than hitting exactly the same
sound - on two-handed rolls, the drum-
mer's one hand is always stronger than the
other, or hits the head a little further away

from centre, causing the two -hand strokes
to sound different.

So much for assignment modes and
making sure we don't get burned. Time to
start mentioning the potential of some
"keyboard" modes samplers provide that
make our life more interesting. As we said
earlier, note which of these you think
you'd like to try, and look for them on the
sampler you're considering purchasing.

Perhaps the most common first - a
keyboard mode called "velocity switch".
What this means is that hits below a
certain level play back one sound, while
hits above that level play back a different
one. Obvious uses include switching
between normal- and hard-hit snares,
palmed and slapped congas, and so forth.
What may not be so obvious is using this
feature to switch between two similar but
subtly different sounds - such as two
different kicks, or two different strokes on
a rhythm guitar.

Remember, we're trying to imitate
humans, and humans can rarely do the
same thing in exactly the same way twice
in a row. Tricks like this go a long way
towards muting the cry, "I'm a machine".

Next come various ways of layering
sounds. A straight layer of two or more
samples allows you to build huge, unlikely
mixes of sounds -a trick studio engineers
use all the time (such as layering four kicks
to get one monster bass drum). Many
samplers allow velocity to crossfade
between two or more sounds -a very soft
hit gets one, a medium hit gets both, and a
very hard hit gets the second.

And although not quite as versatile,
positional crossfading (a low note plays
one sample, with higher notes playing a
mix including more and more of the
second and less of the first) is also good for
getting smooth mixes between two sounds
over pitch, such as from a high octaban
down to a low floor torn.

Other tricks, such as pressure or mod -
wheel crossfading between two sounds,
are great for keyboard players, but are of
little practical value to us - often, all we get
is a pitch and how hard it was hit. If you are
buying a sampler strictly for percussion,
don't let features like these lure you into
buying more than you'll need. On the
other hand, if you are planning on
becoming a drum sound demigod, look for
samplers that allow the above layering or
switching modes with more than two
samples. The Akai X7000, Roland S50, and
Casio FZ I are examples of such samplers.
Layering two samples is quite enough for
most of us, but taking the time to program
more is well worth the more realistic and
varied results.

Finishing Off
THAT'S OUR STUDY of the playback
stage. In the next few instalments, we
hope to be looking at initiating those
sounds. And in the spirit of the golf course
greenkeeper's motto - that you've got to
think like gopher to kill gopher - we'll be
taking the notion that you've got to swing
at things like a drummer or percussionist
to sound like one.

Until we "beat" again...
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videoTiAlKiES
The Art of Mixin

There's no doubt that the DJ plays a major role in
today's music world. So, ever mindful that Music
Technology should investigate as many avenues of
contemporary interest as possible, I trolled along to
this year's edition of the annual International DJ
Convention.

This turned out to be a two-day event that was
both a celebration of and a showcase for the world's
DJs, sponsored by Technics (who make the industry -

standard SL 1200 Mk11 turntable) and organised by
the Disco Mix Club (the UK -based DJ organisation
which has 22 branches worldwide and 5000 DJ
members).

While the DJ Day industry binge was held
appropriately enough at the glitzy Hippodrome
club in London's West End, the following day saw a
packed Royal Albert Hall transformed into the
biggest disco in town (complete with 40 Kilowatt
sound system and massive lightshow) as it played
host to the World Disco Mixing Championship
Finals - an opportunity to witness record mixing as
an artform.

Sixteen competitors representing such countries
as Finland, France, Germany, Britain, America,
Switzerland and Singapore took part, performing
in front of an I I -strong judging panel as well as the
sizeable audience. Each competitor had exactly
seven minutes to show what they could do, and
massive video screens on each side of the stage
ensured that everyone could clearly see what was
going on.

Maybe you thought your record deck was just for
playing records, but with two decks and a mixer
you have a powerful new instrument and a new
way of creating music. The art of mixing today
embraces a wide range of techniques: not only
mixing one record into another sequentially (itself
no mean feat when done properly), but syncing one
record on top of another, cutting rapidly between
two records, and of course scratching (the latest
variant of which is known as transformer scratching,
originated by US hip hop DJ Jazzy Jeff). Just as
importantly, successful mixing also requires a
profound understanding of how music in general
"fits together".

Showmanship has its part to play, too, but as the
contestant from Singapore discovered to his cost,
using shoes, feet and elbows to cue up records is of
little value if you only play three records in seven
minutes.

In contrast, last year's runner-up Chad Jackson
(from the UK) managed to combine showmanship

with a virtuoso technical and musical ability that
clinched the world title for him.

Which musicians and producers do the world's
DJs think the most of? Well, the DJ awards (polled
from DMC's 5000 members) yielded Loose Ends as
the best UK funk/disco group, Mel and Kim's
'Showing Out' as the best UK dance record, and
Stock, Aitken and Waterman as the best UK
producers. No prizes for guessing the top female

vinyl T.A.K°E°S
Erasure

Circus
Mute LP

While many musicians use pop music as a stepping

stone to establish themselves (and make a few
quid) before moving on to better respected areas of
music, Vince Clarke remains an unashamed pop
devotee. From Depeche Mode to Yazoo, then
through various short-lived collaborations

to Erasure, Clarke has untiringly explored and
exploited the four -minute, 4/4 format.

Circus is Erasure's second album, following the
underrated Wonderland released last year. It sees
Clarke's formula of strong rhythms, simple bass -
lines and interactive chord sequences overlaid with
the kind of catchy vocal melodies that have served
him well for years. Andy Bell's vocals mesh well
with Clarke's technology, and are finally dispelling
the illusion that he is Alison Moyet under a
pseudonym - if only by the lyrical content of the
songs.

vocalist and the best producers worldwide: Janet
Jackson and Jam & Lewis respectively. And it's a
measure of how important DJs are that all of these
wonderfully famous people were present to receive
their awards - the American contingent flying in
especially for the event.

As for this wonderfully unfamous person, I

discovered just how exciting - and innovative - the
DJ's art can be. II St

More than anything else, Circus is an analogue
album - and better for it. The synth textures are
unmistakably those of filtered oscillators doing
their best to drift out of tune the moment your
back is turned. What you assume to be vocoded
voices turn out to be clever manipulation of a filter
cutoff. And there is always more to the apparently
simplistic rhythms than you realise, even after
repeated listening.

For my money Circus doesn't quite measure up
to Wonderland, but makes more chart sense as 'It
Doesn't Have to Be' is currently proving.

0
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Mind you, if Clarke's track record is anything to
go by, the sound of success only indicates that it's
time for a change. On that basis, I wonder how
much longer Erasure have left to run...  Tg

Prince
Si n "0" The Times

Paisley Park Double LP

Four sides of vinyl, 16 songs, around 95 minutes of
music, and almost every note written, played,
produced and sung by Prince.

The title -track is the best single of '87 so far, no

question. That stop -dead, gated -dry drum machine,

manic guitar and from -the -heart vocal couldn't
have presented a more appealing oasis in today's
singles -chart desert.

The cut introduces the album, so you find
yourself expecting (no, demanding) more of the
same. You don't get it. Instead, you get a motley
collection of dancefloor workouts, disco -pap singa-
longs, and soulful ballads that are about as inspiring
as waiting for a bus on a rainy day in Milton Keynes.

There are moments of promise, like the George
Clinton -inspired raucousness of 'Housequake' and
the beguiling tranquility of 'If I Was Your Girlfriend'
which approaches 'Sign "0" The Times' in the
sparse -but -beautiful stakes.

And there are shorter (but more frequent)
moments of genius on almost every track: a neat
beatbox fill-in, a sizzling sample, an elegant synth
arrangement, a brilliantly written lyric.

But the quality control just isn't there, and 95
minutes of music is an awful lot to sift through
when all you're looking for is a bit of inspiration.
Dg

Various Artists
Sounds o Soweto

EMI LP

You don't have to look too far in music these days
to find yourself confronted with The Beat. Popular
music is becoming progressively more and more
involved with it - elaborately produced drum

dernoTiAlii
AN UNUSUAL PIECE of computer -generated music

opens this month's selection of readers' demos. It comes

from Andy Bridle who has also written this composition

program for his Acorn BBC + and Hybrid Technology
Music 5000 synthesiser. The program has utilised the

AMPLE Nucleus and BCE languages to generate controlled

random note generation and timbre variations from the

Music 5000 and a Roland Juno 6.

More specifically, the "random" generation of 'Life in

Zanzibar' is based on an eight -bar loop that is modified on

each pass. As the piece consists of a number of separate

parts, the options available to each "Player" are influenced

by the other Players to ensure a degree of musical

consistency.

Not content with all that, the program has been run

twice with both results laid down on a Tascam 244
Portastudio (with the addition of some recorded voices

and treatment from a DDL) effectively producing two
simultaneous, but unrelated, performances.

In most styles of music, there is a danger for the theory

to become far more interesting than the results. But, try as I

might to be sceptical about 'Life in Zanzibar', it remains a

convincing ambient piece with melodic and atonal passages

drifting through it. At one point there's even a charming

rhythmic passage - presumably, this too is a chance

occurrence. On hearing alone it would be easy to presume

that the whole piece had been scored - all the conventional

aspects of musical interplay are accounted for, and the

sympathy for the piece that human players would have

injected is apparently present. As music, 'Life in Zanzibar'

would be most effective in an art gallery or exhibition of

sculpture, and that's intended as anything but a criticism.

Only one question remains unanswered: was the piece

manually terminated, or did it commit suicide after deciding

it had fulfilled its musical purpose in life?

In stark contrast to Bridle's intellectual exercises,

Martin Straw's lone instrumental, 'Slow Growth to
Triumph', sounds as if it could do with more sunlight and

some regular doses of Baby Bio.

Two ARP Quadras and a Korg Trident are responsible

for the rich string and synth textures that could, and should,

have represented traditional analogue synthesis at its most

impressive. Instead, they are devalued by slowly -opening

filters that sound painfully trite in these days of attacking FM

voices and sampled drums. Rolling analogue bass patches

also belong to the synth sounds of yesteryear, leaving only a

handful of pretty bells to add atmosphere and retain their

self-respect.

Straw owns up to being a follower of Vangelis, but I can't

help feeling he's trying to avoid having an accusing finger

pointed in his direction than anything else. Perhaps the one

area in which he should heed his master's voice is that of

sequencing: I know part of the beauty of manually played

music lies in its inaccuracies, but the bass parts here are a

little too loose for comfort.
Moving on, Name have produced a demo of three

numbers that begin as jazz/rock and (d)evolve into more

ambient atmospheric abstractions.

From the moment you're faced with a name like Name,

you know you've got problems. The biggest one here is

inconsistency - maybe the imagination that obviously
wasn't lavished on the christening of the band has found

itself involved in devising the fiendish riff that opens 'Hey!

You!'. And fiendish it is: Simon Burham's guitar spars with

deliberately disjointed DDM 110 drum patterns while

Jonathan Foulkes' CZ101 and SH2 alternate between
antagonistic chord work and ethereal wind chines a la

Japan's 'Ghosts'. But there the magic stops, because 'Hey!

You!' lacks any real direction or structure. The concluding

vocal sample may be a neat touch, but it's not really worth

the wait.

'White Out', meanwhile, is a slow, abstracted number

that makes effective use of a reversed slide guitar. The

result is something akin to a (successful) collaboration

between Brian Eno and Ry Cooder which neatly leads into

'Piece Three'. Here, long vocal samples from a Boss DSD2

Sampler/Delay pedal form a base over which bass guitar and

assorted sound treatments build gently. Again, the

sounds and intricately programmed beatboxes are
on records of almost every conceivable genre, and
then there's hip hop with its total rhythmic
obsession to the exclusion of almost all else. What
started out as a reference for dance steps has
become an intimidating obligation to get to your
feet. And with so much attention currently being
placed on rhythm, people are looking further afield
for ideas and inspiration...

To places like South Africa, where we have
"township music", a sound indigenous to the native
black community that has now become a cry for
help. Sounds of Soweto is an album of songs (some of

which have already been banned in their homeland
for their political content) from some of South
Africa's biggest -selling acts. The four sides of music
here feature artists like Condry Ziqubu, Johnny
Clegg & Savuka and Brenda Fassie and the Big
Dudes, none of whom are household names here,
but all of whom have enjoyed success in South
Africa.

What better place than to listen in on the rhythm
of a nation and draw on it for inspiration?
Theoretically none, but you'll find Sounds of Soweto
laden with drum machines, sequencers and DX7s.
No doubt this represents exciting ground for the
musicians concerned, but it's cost them their
original identity. The spirit of South African music
is there, but it's expressed with the tools of white
western pop.

An enjoyable album, then, but more a fine
example of the way South African music has been
infiltrated by new technology than a fascinating
source of unlikely musical material. 11 Tg

influence of Eno is inescapable while the guitar work brings

Michael Brook to mind.

The one consistent factor throughout the three pieces is

the exhaustively creative use the ensemble have made of

what is undeniably a limited range of equipment - a lesson

we can all learn.

On the subject of equipment, Marble Arch inform me

they're intending to replace their DX7 and Oberheim OB8

with two Korg DSS1s. They claim it's in the interest of

creating "a more natural sound" and also to break away

from DX predictability. Now, I don't know how it'll work

out for them, but I do know I'd think twice about investing

that much cash in two machines that are going to do
essentially the same job, rather than two instruments with

complementary facilities (which is what they possess now).

And where the DX7 is concerned, they could do worse
than to take time out to learn to program it.

Purchasing decisions aside, it's the DX and the OB8 that

hold court on this demo, and a fairly good job they make of

it.

Apart from the synths, Marble Arch are a pretty
"acoustic" band - guitar solos, real drums, and a singer who

sounds like OMD's Andy McCluskey in his better moments.

Not that that's a bad thing either, or that they're poor

musicians, but the songs...

This is a demo of how not to write a pop song. Sorry

boys, but that's the way it is. It's all here: tired -out chord

sequences, listless melodies, mismatched verses and

choruses, you name it. Pop writing options are few, so you

need to make every note count. If what you're doing has all

been done before, you'll never convince your audience

they're hearing something new. I normally think twice

about saying this, but would a manager help?. illTg

Send your demos to: DemoTakes, Music
Technology, Alexander House, I Milton
Road, Cambridge CB4 I UY, enclosing - if
possible - a recent photograph, some line-
up/biographical info, and some technical
details about your recording
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ALPHA JUNO 1 Great New looks Great New Sounds
Roland's Cheapest Polysynth

ALPHA JUNO 2
Great new touch sensitive polysynth)

64 preset voices, 64 programmable + 64 on
optional cartridge, MIDI, the best ever

touch sensitive UNDER £800

MKS50 great new Juno synth in rack
format with a host of new features and an
unbelievably low suggested price of E560

SUPER JX10
The brand new Roland flagship. The ultimate

analogue machine, 76 keys, 12 note poly,
layered and split sounds, built in sequencer,

touch sensitive + MIDI of course EPOA

*MUSIC VILLAGE
BARNET

RD300 DIGITAL PIANO
The best sound and feel plus portability

£POA

MKS20 DIGITAL
PIANO MODULE

Exactly the same facilities as RD1000 without
the keyboard SPECIAL OFFER EPOA

S50 Sampling Keyboard fP0A

S10 Sampling Keyboard fP0A

MKS100

Rack mount version of S10 demo 0699
TR505

Fantastic new digital drum
machine, 16 PCM voices in
Latin sounds + MIDI with a

SUGGESTED PRICE OF
ONLY £279

inc. free power supply

* CAMBRIC,.

SOUTHEND

OMFO
CMADWELL R -

INDON HEATH *

MUSIC VILLAGE

MAIN DEALER -ALL BRANCHES

MC500 MICRO
41111011818r COMPOSER

40,000 notes internal memory +
100,000 notes on 3.5" disc + MIDI

£POA

MKS7 SUPER QUARTET

1 1

MKS7 synth voice and drum voice expander, consisting 01 TR707
voices and separate bass, chord and melody section. Beautiful
analogue Juno 2 sounds. The ideal companion for any sequencing
system but in particular the MC500. Separate outputs, velocity
sensitivity on both synth and drum sectors plus full MIDI
capability makes this an unbelievable offer SSP E1155

ONLY £699

D50 The moster of 87, this is undoubtedly
the most exciting keyboard product of the
last 3 years!

DEP5 DIGITAL MULTI EFFECTS
PROCESSOR Roland's answer to the

Midifex and theSPX90.
Amazing specifications! £POA

Boss DRP 1-2-3 Dr Drum Pad
Electronic percussion pad featuring 6

digital sound sources £99

Boss Dr Rhythm DR220A (acoustic version) +
DR220E (electronic version programmable digital

rhythm machine SSP £165

BOSS EFFECTS PEDALS
The complete range of these market leaders always

in stock at the very best prices!!

BOSS MICRO RACK SERIES
RRV10 digital reverb only £199
RPS 10 pitch shift delay PLEASE

RDD 10 Delay RING
RSD 10 Sampler/Delay (2 sec) FOR
Ra 10 comp/limiter FOR
RGE 10 graphic EQ NEW
RIO 10 Banger LOW
RPW/7 multi power supply PRICES
BMR5 rack

Linear arithmetic synthesis gives unparalleled
sound versatility, note split dual and separate
mode 16 voice poly, mono assign, sampled
sounds, on board digital reverb, EQ chorus, easy
to operate, user friendly digital synthesisers at
an UNBELIEVABLE LOW PRICE

Vgg?"
THAMES 10 HIGH ROAD, CHADWELL HEATH, (Near ROMFORD, ESSEX)

EATH MAIN LINE FROM LIVERPOOL STREET
ET NORTH LINE TUBE

Tel: 01-599 4228 01-598 9506

* NO DEPOSIT INSTANT CREDIT UP TO £1000 * ACCESS * VISA * AMEX * DINERS * MAIL

MORE
AMAZING NEW PRODUCTS JUST ARRIVED

DX8 great new FM synth only £999
SQ8 8 track MIDI multi sequencer only £199
DRV2000 24 bit multi effect programmable dual effects, multi, modulation control from any
instrument only £499
DRV3000 dual digital multi effect with sampling and remote control, a monster £POA
Special offers Poly 80011 was £649 Now Only £399
DW8000 was £1249 £799

ATARI - STEINBERG SYSTEMS
Software Available: Steinberg Pro24 - 5900- Soundworks -

Scorewriter- Dr T DX/Heaven - CZ Patch Editor - FB01/DX21/100
Editor and incredible 48 track keyboard controlled sequencer.

All software available.

(1:21n=i-1

MIRAGE SAMPLING KEYBOARD
Still the most cost effective sampling keyboard

around including advanced sampling guide and discs

SUGGESTED PRICE NOW ONLY £1195

MIRAGE MULTI SAMPLER EXPANDER
As above but without the keyboard, 8 voice, built in

sequencer, disc drive, touch sensitive, MIDI

SUGGESTED PRICE £1150
Demo Machine Available £949

ENSONIQ SAMPLED PIANO
6 octave fully weighted keys, real piano sounds,

touch sensitive, 10 voice + MIDI, ONLY

SUGGESTED PRICE £111

NEW
ENSONIQ

SYNTH/SEQUENCER
very powerful new synthesiser from Ensoniq, split

keyboard, layerable sounds, touch sensitive
sequencer, MIDI, 24 oscillators

SUGGESTED PRICE ONLY £1115

NEW MG614
PORTASTUDIO

A pro quality 5 track recorder with computerised auto
locator standard and double speed, 2 band parametric EQ

and two independent effects send EPOA

73

If 11 III II III II III II III II III II III

57000 73 note touch sensitive version of 5700 EPOA

S700 Sampler module - 12 bit sampling, b voices,
4 sound banks EPOA

, 11111111111111111 ii
VX 90 Rack version of AX' I £POA

111$III0111 111IIIIIIIIIIIIIli

MX73 brand new 6 octave mother keyboard touch AX73 brand new 6 octave poly synth touch sensitive
sensitive, 4 split only £549 MIDI split incredible value only £699

st 
NEW 5900 MIDI SAMPLER

tight voice, 12 bit velocity sensitive 3.5" disc drive,
6 octave range, multi sampling, maximum 48 seconds

sampling time SUGGESTED PRICE £POA

14 Track
completely
intergrated
recording

system
New Low

Price

CASIO.
1/2 PRICE SCOOP PURCHASE

CASIO CZ1000 8 VOICE POLY
SYNTH, MONO MODE, FULL SIZE

KEYS, MIDI, 0499 TO CLEAR
ONLY £225

(plus £9 delivery anywhere in UK)
CZ1 In Stock £POA
CZ3000 £399
AZ1 remote keyboard £POA

Plus all new models in stock
please ring
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*YAMAHA
DX7 IID/DX7 IIFD

£POA

TX81Z

Programmable MIDI expander E399

RX5
Incredible mega
drum machine £899

MT1X 4 TRACK CASSETTE
MV special package deal

PLEASE RING FOR DETAILS

AN\A.A.Al
EXTRA' SPECIAL OFFERS!!

PF70 76 NOTE PIANO PLUS MIDI £1049 NOW ONLY £669

PF80 88 NOTE FM PIANO PLUS MIDI £1155 NOW ONLY £699

MCS2 MIDI CONTROL STATION £305 NOW ONLY £199

PF80 PLUS MCS2 - ALL POWERFUL MOTHER KEYBOARD

PACKAGE £1460 £869

DX100 FM SYNTH £419 £279

RX11 DRUM MACHINE £799 £379

RX21L LATIN PERCUSSION £249 £124

RX21 DRUM MACHINE s/h £175

CX5II MUSIC COMPUTER £479 £389

YRM SOFTWARE FOR CX5 1/2 Price

TX216 19" RACK CONTAINING 2 DX7 MODULES £1899 £699

MT1X 4 TRACK CASSETTE PACKAGE £POA

RB20 + RB30 RACK AND PATCHBAY £89 £19

RX17 26 voice drum
machine only £299

DX27 192 voices, FM, MIDI,
polysynth, 61 full keys SSP £499

FB01 DX21 type expander plus stereo
outputs, built in chorus, and
8 mono mode on MIDI £299

QX5 8 track digital MIDI sequencer.
Amazing specification! £449

QX21 New powerful digital sequencer
£POA

PF70 and PF80 FM ELECTRONIC PIANOS £POA

76 or 88 notes, weighted action, 10

voices, editing, MIDI, stereo
tremelo and chorus. Full range of DX

related accessories always in stock,

pedals, RAMs, ROMs, etc.

41111111111111111111111111111M
SPX90 DIGITAL MULTI EFFECT PROCESSOR

Incredible product which gives you up to 100 seconds of digital reverb + delay,
modulation, auto pan, reverb & gate, pitch change, sampling, compression, MIDI,

etc. etc. EPOA

ink
1VV-,

eN\
4

WE GUARANTEE THE LOWEST PRICES!!
230 HIGH STREET, BARNET, HERTS. 8-9 BURLEIGH STREET, NEAR GRAFTON CAMBRIDGE

Tel: 01-440 3449 01-440 3440 Tel: 0223 316091/65093

ORDER ANYWHERE * SECURICOR DELIVERY * W RKSHOP WITH 2 ENGINEERS ON SITE * HIRE *

PORTA ONE IP*
Very special package deal

Please ring.

PORTA TWO
Very special package deal.

Please ring.

TASCAM 38 8 track 1/2" reel to reel, pluslo.
Seck 12>8>2 mixer. List price £3700.

t_imited pecial offer £2699

The best 4 track
cassette machine

around under £1000

ALESIS MI DIVERB II
incredible new multi

effects only £399

ALESIS MICROVERB
High quality digital reverb

New Low Price

'

Vestaoe

4 tracker
for

er
Quite

remarkab

only £1699

NS'
SIMMONS SDS

1000 KIT
3 sampled snare

sounds (excl.
hardware)

SUGGESTED RETAIL
PRICE £699

IN STOCK SPM 8:2 incrdible programmabk MIDI mixer
only £599
SOS9 complete with leads & stands E1199
SOS1 inc mounting kit, torn, snare & cassette £169
MTM MIDI interface, incredibly sophisticated £599
TMI MIDI interface £250
SDC 200 watt electronic drum combo £550
SIMMONS SDE percussion expander £499

X15 
THE BEST

PACKAGE DEAL
AROUND PLEASE RING

4 MODEL 80
NEW LOW

PRICE

MISCELLANEOUS SALE ITEMS
Roland CR1000 sample drum machine £249
Casio SZ1 MIDI Sequencer f139
Tascam model 5 8/4/2 desk E399
Fostex 350 desk plus meter bridge £399
Vesta Fire RV2 stereo reverb £149
Vesta Fire RV3 stereo reverb £149
Vesta Fire Dig 420 digital delay £149
Korg gated reverb £149
Korg SQD1 seq E469
Korg DRV1000 digital reverb demo E249
Carlsbro 09000 digital delay £149
Peavey digital delay £149
Fostex 3070 comp/limiter E245
JHS DX99 Digital delay £99
Aria rack analogue delay E99
Roland REZ01 space echo £199
Boss DR110 drum machine £89
Boss DRP digital drum pads ex demo E99

Yamaha R820 + RB30 patch bays E89 £19

450 MIXER

FOSTEX 160
£POA

MICS & HEADPHONES
AKG -SHURE- BEYER -

SENNHEISER
AUDIO TECHNICA

ALL AT THE BEST PRICES
MONITORS BY TANNOY,

YAMAMA, JBL ETC

MIXERS
MTR 6-2 ALL
MTR 12-2 AT
MTR 6-4-2 THE
MTR 12-8-2 BEST

DYNAMIX 6-2 UK
DYNAMIX 12-2 PRICES
TASCAM M216 16-4 E929 PLEASE RING

SECK 6-2 PLEASE RING
SECK 12-2 PLEASE RING
SECK 12-8-2 PLEASE RING
SECK 18-8-2 PLEASE RING
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KORGSQ8
Eight -track MIDI Sequencer

8 TRACK OLT! UENCER -8

BEAT

J=I20 Li/4
MEASURE

MIDI -CH
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OilIIlIIiII I
E. 5 10 29 44:1 00 F

1 *
2 *
3*
4 *
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7*
8

2/4 3/4 4/4
AT

5/4

TEMPO/BEAT

PLAY TRACK
REC TRACK

ERASE TRACK
STEP WRITE/OTHER

FUNCTION

6/4 7

ALL TR

REW FF
4. 44,

RESET

L STAND -43Y

STEP WPM

This dinky little
box of tricks

brings
stand-alone
eight -track

sequencing to a
new price level.

Have Korg cut
too many corners

to get it there?
Review by

Bob O'Donnell.
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DESPITE THE POPULARITY of many sequencing software

programs, dedicated hardware sequencers seem to be

making a comeback. Roland's MC500 is proving to be
incredibly popular, and with the recent introduction of the

company's less expensive MCI 00 and Yamaha's QX5, the

future of hardware sequencers is looking quite positive.
First-time sequencer buyers, in particular, seem to be

attracted to the easy portability and overall affordability of

stand-alone units. Even though many hardware units lack

the editing capabilities of software programs, many first-

time users prefer the simple operation of hardware
sequencers. Korg have apparently taken notice of this
phenomenon, and with the introduction of their inexpensive

SQ8 eight -track sequencer, they're addressing this growing

market in earnest.

Basics
THE GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS for the SQ8 include the

ability to record up to 6500 notes with velocity on eight
individual tracks, each of which can be set to its own MIDI

channel; the ability also to record pitch -bend, modulation,

program change and aftertouch data (which can also be

filtered out); and the possibility of being operated in either

real-time or step -time recording modes. Pretty basic,
perhaps. But I did forget to mention one small point: it does

all this in a package that measures a little over 7"x 3"x I",

and weighs less than two pounds.

Korg have added to the simplicity and convenience of

operating the SQ8 by thoughtfully incorporating a stand
into it. As a result, it can either be laid flat on top of a
keyboard or other nearby surface, or propped up for easier

viewing. Unfortunately, Korg haven't applied this conven-

ience principle to powering the unit. Despite the fact that it

requires a mere nine volts to operate, the SQ8 does not

offer the option of battery power. Korg do include an
external power supply with the SQ8, but having to use an

adaptor definitely decreases the unit's potential portability.

The SQ8's connections to the outside world are very

simple: a MIDI In port, a MIDI Out port and a mini
headphone jack for monitoring the unit's metronome
output. In one of Korg's many cost-cutting measures,
however, the SQ8 does not come with headphones. It

doesn't have an internal speaker either, so if you want to

listen to the metronome's click as you record, you'll have to

supply your own Walkman -type headphones. Thankfully,

the volume level of the click is adjustable, but that small

benefit doesn't excuse Korg from omitting what should
have been a standard accessory. To be fair, the unit does

have a blinking visual display of the tempo, but how many

people will really depend on that?

In addition to its compact size, one of the first things you

notice about the SQ8 is its well -organised, uncluttered

front panel. A row of multi -function keys runs along the
bottom and right-hand side of the unit, and an informative,

pre-printed LCD (much like those fitted to Roland's drum

machines) fills the upper left-hand portion. All relevant
information about tempo, time signature, measure number,

MIDI channel(s), track status, current function and

remaining memory can be displayed at once, making it very

easy to determine exactly where you are in the sequencing

process.

Operation
THE SQ8 OFFERS six basic functions, each of which has an

effect upon the sequencer's overall configuration or the

status of individual tracks. To access any of these functions,

you simply push the centrally -located Function key until the

arrow points to the function you wish to use.
Thanks to its battery backed -up memory, the SQ8

displays all the information stored from the last time it was

used as soon as you switch it on. The function cursor
defaults to the Tempo/Beat location and allows you to
reconfigure the basic recording and playback parameters

quite easily. The tempo is variable from 40- I 92bpm, and the

time signature (which Korg refer to as Beat) can be chosen

from one of five possibilities: 2/4, 3/4, 4/4, 5/4 and 6/4.
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Now, for 90% of the music you may want to record,
these time signatures will probably suffice; but if you want

to record that 7/8 groove that's been floating around your

head, you're going to need another sequencer. Another

limitation (pointed out in the very basic owner's manual) is

that once you've started to record or play back at a
particular tempo, you can't change it; the tempo remains

fixed until you stop. Admittedly these are not major faults,

but unfortunately, they are typical of the corner -cutting
measures that are found throughout the SQ8's operation.

A much larger problem stems from the SQ8's inability to

sync to the outside world. While it does output MIDI clock,

start, stop and continue commands, it does not respond to

any of those messages. Consequently, it must serve as the

master clock for any MIDI system it is being used in, and in

this context, its rigid tempo controls take on a greater
significance, too.

The next section accessed by the Function key is MIDI

Channel mode. This allows you to specify any of the 16 MIDI

channels for each individual track. To do this, you simply hit

the key assigned to the track you want to change the MIDI

channel for, and then use the up/down buttons to choose

the appropriate channel. The SQ8 only operates in the
Omni Off/Poly Mode (Mode 3), so transmission and

reception of MIDI data can only occur on the properly
selected channels.

The Play Track function comes next for some reason, but

I'll follow the example set by the manual and skip over that

to discuss the Record Track function first. Once you've
entered the record mode, all you have to do to begin
recording a sequence on the SQ8 is select the track you

wish to record on (you can only record on one at a time)
and push Start. The bar indicator counts down two
measures of whatever time signature you've chosen to
record in, and the SQ8 then begins recording automatically.

The letters "REC" initially appear blinking in the display
next to the track you are recording on, but as soon as the

unit begins to receive data, the display stops blinking. (This

subtle little feature prevents you from missing that

"incredible take" as a result of dodgy MIDI connections.)

To stop recording, you simply press the Start/Stop
button and the record display begins blinking once more.

You can then begin recording again from the point where

you had stopped, but be forewarned that the SQ8 only
works in complete measures. This means that if you
stopped in the middle of a measure, the recording starts at

the beginning of the next measure.
An odd feature which deserves mention is the SQ8's

ability to record in fast -forward. I'm not really sure what
purpose this serves, except perhaps to reduce the drudgery

of recording whole notes, but it's there if you want it.
When you've finished recording a track, some of the

more serious limitations of the SQ8 start to become
apparent. To hear what you've just recorded, the owner's

manual tells you to press the Reset key, which automatically

converts the recorded information into "play" information

(signified by a star next to the track number in the display).

What it doesn't tell you, however, is that once you do that

you've made it impossible to alter that track with the few

editing features that the sequencer offers. Believe it or not,

once you've converted recorded information into playable

information, the only way you can change it is by erasing and

re-recording the entire track. In other words, to hear if
there are any mistakes, you have to put the information into

a form that you can't alter anyway. Now, if this isn't a serious

Catch -22 situation I don't know what is.
If you are absolutely sure that you made a mistake,

however, the SQ8 has a nice feature which does allow for

some basic editing. Once you've stopped recording, you

can press the Rewind button and the sequencer outputs the

MIDI information in reverse (!), so that you can listen for the

point at which the mistake was made. Once you've found it,
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you can punch in (recording can only start at the beginning

of a measure, remember) and re-record the track to the

end. Punch -outs, unfortunately, are not possible. If you

made more than one mistake, make sure that you rewind to

the point where the first one occurred, otherwise you'll
have to record over your first punch -in.

One other small point that you need to be aware of (and

which, again, the owner's manual doesn't address) is that

the SQ8 erases as it rewinds in record mode, so if you

 "While it outputs MIDI clock, start, stop and continue
commands, the SQ8 doesn't respond to any of those messages, so
must serve as the master clock for any MIDI system it's used in."

rewind too far you'll have to re-record starting from the
point you rewound to. Hitting the Fast Forward button
won't do any good because it only starts to record in fast

forward. Needless to say, this is a frustrating and serious
drawback.

Returning now to the Play Track function, the SQ8
allows you to listen to or mute whichever tracks you want,

as long as the selections are made before playback is started.

This flexible setup allows you to record and store two or
more individual songs in the unit, even though it has no
special provision for this application. Making use of my
trusty CZ101, I was able to record one multi-timbral
sequence on tracks 1-4 and then, while muting the playback

on those tracks, record an entirely different sequence on

tracks 5-8. A glamorous application of technology it is not,

but given the SQ8's healthy 6500 -note memory, it does

represent a viable way of squeezing out as much

performance from the machine as possible.

Another nice feature available in Play mode is the

Measure Memory function. What this allows you to do is

locate a specific measure at which the SQ8 will

automatically stop. With a bit of intelligent planning, you
could also use this feature to record two independent
eight -track sequences, one on each side of the marker. (To

do so you'd have to record track I of song I, then track 1 of

song 2, then track 2 of song I , then track 2 of song 2, and so

on.) Fast forward and rewind are also available in Play mode,

but thankfully, they operate in normal tape transport
fashion, without destroying any information.

Erase Track is the fifth function which can be accessed by

the Function key, and it operates just as you would expect it 101.

2/4 3/4
'T EAT

4/4 5/4
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1110- to. You can either erase tracks individually or do all eight

collectively. The SQ8 also features a data protect switch,

which allows you to prevent accidental erasure of
important sequenced material.

The final function is the ominously titled Step Write/
Other. Like the rest of the machine's functions, the SQ8's

step -time mode is somewhat limited and can be a bit
frustrating to work with. The smallest increment that you

 "To hear if there are any mistakes, you have to put the
information into a form you can't alter anyway; if this isn't a

serious Catch -22 situation, I don't know what is."

can use is a 16th -note, and every note that you input has to

be divisible into 1 6ths, so triplets are not possible in step

time.

The actual inputting process requires you to hold down
the note that you want to enter, and then press the Up
button as many times as there would be 1 6ths during that

note's length. A half -note, for example, requires eight
button pushes, while an eighth -note requires only two. If

you don't hold the note down while you're pressing the Up

button, the SQ8 interprets these button pushes as rests.

I'm happy to report that you can enter the step write
mode from the real-time recording mode, but unfortunately,

you can't do things the other way round. Once you leave

the step write mode, you can only go to the unalterable play

mode.

The Step Write/Other function also allows you to turn
four general system parameters on and off. Key Transposi-

tion allows you to change the key of the sequenced data

based upon a MIDI note input, but only if the machine is

reset, stopped or repeating; Repeat On can be used for the

entire sequencer's memory, or, in conjunction with the
Memory Measure feature, for a small segment of a complete

sequence; Echo Back allows the incoming MIDI data to be

sent out of the SQ8's MIDI Out port, like a MIDI Thru
feature; and Aftertouch Off tells the sequencer to ignore
incoming (and memory -hungry) aftertouch data. For some

unexplained reason, the status of these functions cannot be

stored in memory, so they have to be reset each time the

power is turned on.

Verdict
AS A BASIC vanilla flavour, real-time recording sequencer

the SQ8 does a perfectly respectable job. It offers very
simple operation, a decent -sized note memory and, with
eight individual recording tracks, more flexibility in

recording than most of the competitors in its price range. It

seems one of the main reasons behind the introduction of

the SQ8 was to offer a machine which quickly and easily

displayed the multi-timbral capabilities of Korg's impressive

new DS8 synthesiser, and that it should do well enough.

So, if you're the type of musician who doesn't like to
mess around with editing and you're in the market for a

portable, inexpensive first sequencer, I suggest you take a

look at the SQ8.

If, on the other hand, you're looking for a sequencer with

a healthy selection of editing features and a bit of flexibility, I

suggest you look elsewhere. The SQ8 simply overlooks too

many insignificant (and significant - like the lack of an
external storage medium) details to justify its addition to

most sophisticated MIDI systems. In fact, the limitations it

places upon the user can turn what should be an enjoyable

experience into a tedious and frustrating one. 

Price £199 including VAT
More from Korg, 32 Gordon House Road,
London NW5 1NE. IV 01-267 5151

PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENT WITH A

CUSTOM CASEABILITY
FLIGHT CASE

Using 9mm birch
plywood which has a
rosewood coloured
exterior, our cases are
both hard wearing
and attractive looking.
Finished with
aluminium trim, heavy
duty corners and
location strip between
the lid and base to
provide a dust proof
fit, these cases can be
manufactured to hold
any article (within
reason) that may need protection.
A wide range of fittings are available to suit your specification, including
locking catches for extra security and heavy duty castors for ease of
mobility. Internally, foam may be added to give that extra protection.

SO WHATEVER YOUR NEEDS - WE HAVE A CASE FOR YOU!

For further details
contact:
Derek Tallent

A.C.T.
Unit 5
Trenchlock 3
Telford
Shropshire
Tel: 0952 54066

MUSIC IS BIG

BUSINESS
But the business of selling and marketing of music

products and systems can be a very confusing one if you
aren't involved. How do you get a start? If you're already in
the business, deciding on the next step in your career
creates its own problems. The business certainly can be a
jungle.

The way to get off the ground and into the trees is to
talk to MusicStaff. We're the first staff agency to focus on
the problems of the professional music sales and
marketing industry. Our clients want the best, and quickly.
Staff down -time mean sales going to someone else, so
MusicStaff aim to place the right applicant in the right job.
Fast.

If you're serious about music merchandizing as a career,
or feel that your skills are under -used in your present job,
write in the first instance to Jennifer Mitchell at MusicStaff,
P.O. Box 116, Bromley Kent BR1 3WP, telling us what
you've got to offer, or phone us on 01-464 6113.

THE SPECIALIST STAFF FINDERS

MUSICSTAFF
FOR THE PRO -MUSIC & PRO -AUDIO BUSINESS
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MARSHALL ROLAND CASIO YAMAHA AKAI KORG TASCAM

Percy Prior's Music Shop
31 Octagon Arcade, High Wycombe, Bucks. Tel. High Wycombe 28733

THIS MONTH AT THE COMPLETE MUSIC SHOP
AKAI

S900
AND OTHER SAMPLERS

SHADOW GTM6 GUITAR SYNTH - NEW CASIO HOME KEYBOARDS
CASIO CZ1 - YAMAHA DX21 - AKAI MX73

YAMAHA PF70 DIGITAL PIANO - CASIO RZ-1 - YAMAHA SPX90
GUITAR AND ELECTRICAL REPAIRS - SHEET MUSIC

BARGAIN CYMBAL SALE - REMO 5 PIECE KITS
CLARISSA AND OVATION CHEAPER AMPLIFIERS
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ZILDJIAN REMO WESTONE WASHBURN IBANEZ HOHNER CHARVEL ARIA MARINA

AT LAST! - THE RAMS
YOU'VE BEEN WAITING

FOR . . . THE NEW

SR51 2 and SR 320
Red Planet Instruments Corp.

 Elegant 'low profile' design allows
permanent installation in RAM port. (No
need to remove whilst DX7 in flight case).

 512 or 320 voice capacity memory will easily
satisfy all your sound storage needs. (No DX
mods. required).

 Attractive livery complements DX7's good
looks.

 Rugged anodised aluminium construction
for maximum protection & lasting good
looks

 Ultra reliable CMOS/lithium power/memory
system

 Battery 'low', indicator (LED)
 Automatic write protection circuitry (no

memory dumps)
 Ultra fast 1 second writing time (15 times

faster than original)
 Unlimited number of write/erase cycles (no

burn out)
 Battery life conservatively rated at 6 years

 Military spec. bank select switches
guarantee lifelong trouble -free operation

 SR512 features 16 channels of 32 voices
each (SR320-10), selected channel
indicated by easily visible red LED.

 Memory lock ensures no accidental memory
erase

 Red Planets unique write protection circuitry
constantly monitors DX7's power supply
sensing dangerous glitches & spikes,
automatically de -activating the RAM for
several milli -seconds, thus ensuring the
safety of your valued voice library

 Gold plated contacts for lifelone reliability
 All units come with a full complement of fine

sounds
 Built to highest specification and fully

guaranteed
 Suitable for Yamaha DX7, DX5, DX1 and

RX11

SR512 only £259 SR320 only £199
Prices include VAT and P&P SR64 only £85 MASTERCARDEUROCARD

Dealer enquiries welcome

Available from your local music store
or direct from:

SOUND
Audio Distributors
Orchard Cottage, Church Hill,
Ravensden, Beds MK44 2RL
Tel: Bedford (0234)771189
E-MAIL DGS1642

Please send: xSR512 (ii) £259
xSR320 Ci> £199

Name

Address

Tel. No
I enclose cheque/postal order/bankers
draft/cash in reg. envelope or debit my

AccessNisa Account No.

for £
N.B. Personal cheques allow 21 days.
All other forms of payment 24 hours despatch.
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faith ght'sfather

In the first half of an exclusive two-part interview,
Fairlight co-founder Kim Ryrie outlines the background
behind the CMI's invention, and gives a sneak preview of

what his company may be doing in the future.
Interview by Simon Trask.

yOU MAY HAVE heard the story of
the two Australians sitting by
Sydney harbour, eating their lunch
and arguing about what to call their
new company. The harbour hydro-

foil sped past while the two were in mid -
argument, and they both noticed the
name. Problem solved.

The two Australians were Kim Ryrie
72

and Peter Vogel, and the hydrofoil was
called "Fairlight". A star was born, but the
origins of the Computer Musical Instru-
ment have more to do with one man's
enthusiasm for music and electronics than
with water transport.

"In 1970 I started a magazine called
Electronics Today International. We tried to
come up with four DIY construction

projects each month -a new garage door
opener, things like that.

"After the Moog and Switched On Bach
came out, I decided to run a do-it-yourself
synthesiser construction project in the
magazine. The result was an analogue
synthesiser called the ETI4600. It was a bit
of a monstrous beast, but it was fun."

However, that fun soon turned to
dissatisfaction with what could be achieved
using analogue techniques. Ryrie called in
Peter Vogel, an old schoolfriend who also
happened to be a wizard electronics
designer. It was the start of a partnership
which is still going strong, with Ryrie now
managing director and Vogel head of R&D
at Fairlight.

"I said: 'How about we start a company
and build a new synthesiser? We could use
these new microprocessor things...' My
original plan was for a digitally -controlled
analogue synthesiser - something like the
Prophet 5 turned out to be. But around
1975 we met up with a computer
consultant called Tony Furse, who was
Motorola's consultant in Australia on the
6800 range of microprocessors, and who'd
previously worked on the design of
integrated circuits for Fairchild in the
States.

"Tony had been working for some years
on an all -digital waveform manipulation
system. This would generate by means of
additive synthesis a whole series of
complex waveform cycles and in effect
'animate' them. So we picked up on this
and worked on it for several years."

The prototype system consisted of
some 20 circuit boards and 4K of static
RAM (a large amount in those days), could
handle eight voices, and was about twice
the size and price of the current CMI - not
a very viable device, commercially. But
around 1977, the team turned their
attention to the new 16K dynamic RAM
chips that were starting to become
available, and that, according to Ryrie, was
the turning point.

"We got hold of some chips and
designed one channel onto one card -
memory access time wasn't fast enough to
allow us to put all eight channels on a single
card.

"Having designed this new system we
then thought: 'Gosh! We've got so much
memory - 16K for each channel - maybe
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we could actually sample a real sound and
play it back'. So it wasn't until we'd
designed the hardware that the thought
came to us to do that. It wasn't hard to
implement - you could buy eight -bit
ADCs which weren't outrageously expen-
sive because they were used in many other
applications. Sampling didn't require any-
thing particularly profound, technologically.
We were just using two 6800s talking out
of phase to the same waveform memory -
a single 6800 simply didn't have the power
to do what had to be done in real time.

"The first sampled sound ever came
from a dog which belonged to one of our
programmers. You could tell it to speak
and it would bark. We sampled that onto
the first prototype board, which had wires
trailing all over the place. That sample
ended up in the original Series I sound
library."

Years of R&D doesn't come cheap, of
course. Fairlight initially financed their
operations by producing an Electronic
Paintbox which converted a monochrome
signal into six colours, and which sold well
to local TV stations. Subsequently, the
company produced the hardware for a
business computer marketed by Remington
Office Machines.

"We didn't get rich doing that, but it
certainly made us enough money to keep
going. That lasted for about two years,
which was long enough for us to start
being able to sell the CMI I."

Ironically, it was Japan's entry into the
business computer market which prompted
Fairlight to phase themselves out of that
area, feeling it would no longer be

profitable for them.
The Series I CMI made its debut in 1979,

with sampling as the star of the show and
the original additive synthesis system
relegated to a supporting role on Page 4.
The Series II followed a few years later
with essentially the same architecture, but
offering improved fidelity, and replacing
the 6800s with dual 6809 processors.

TODAY, THE FAIRLIGHT has

achieved such fame that even non -
musicians are aware of what it does.
But what did musicians and pro-
ducers make of the CMI when it

was first launched?
"We had the CMI at an AES show in

New York in 1979, and the reaction was
universally 'Oh my God, that's amazing -
what would you use it for?', which was a bit
depressing. The software was rather basic,
but we were able to play sounds on the
keyboard, and some people immediately
thought it was wonderful - but as a whole
it took a while to get moving. In terms of
sales the response was enough to keep us
in business, but we weren't about to turn
into a multinational overnight."

But if the response from many people
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was initially one of non -comprehension,
the underlying ramifications of the system's
arrival were bound to set in before too
long. Here, after all, was a technique which
couldn't create any sound of its own, but
which could imitate the sound of any other
instrument. Was the initial idea behind the
CMI that it should be a "transparent"
instrument?

"I don't think we did necessarily feel
that a flute should sound like a flute. At the
back of everyone's mind, of course, that's
the ideal situation, but it was more a
matter of going for what you could - what
could we do? Many productions were done
with flutes not sounding like flutes, but it
seemed right for the piece of music. So we
really didn't get involved in those dis-
cussions; it wasn't really our department.

"Obviously one of the big questions
was: Aren't we going to put all these
acoustic players out of business? But that
was never the intention; rather, the
intention was just to be able to play any
sound - and traditional instruments just
happen to be a subset of that.

"We made the machine because we
wanted things to sound complex, not
necessarily like a classical instrument. I

personally love classical instruments, and I
love real orchestras. We're starting now
to be able to do that on the Series III, and
even then it's only quite reasonable. That
personally gets me terribly excited, because
I love the power of a real orchestra and I'd

never heard that reproduced on an
electronic instrument. So in a way I'm
thrilled that we can do it, but we weren't
disappointed when we couldn't."

While the CMI's sampling ability stole
the limelight, there was another aspect of
the Computer Musical Instrument which

 "The first sampled sound came from a
dog that belonged to one of the
programmers... We sampled it onto the
first prototype board, and it ended up in
the original sound library."

had a profound impact on the musicians
who actually used it: the famed Page R.
How did the rhythm page come about?

"While working on the sampling, we
were also working on a keyboard sequencer
which we called Page 9. It was an
overdubbing keyboard sequencer that
recorded key velocity, but which didn't
really have good editing facilities at all.

"I think it was at the 1980 AES show
that Roger Linn came along with his drum
machine. We let him share our booth, and
we gave demonstrations on the half-hour,
alternating demos with Roger. I honestly
thought that Roger was going to slash
wrists by the end of the show. Everyone
was coming in and playing with his drum
machine, and saying: 'That's amazing. What
would you use it for?'. He was so
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depressed...
"I was quite impressed by the organ-

IP' "We had the CM I at an AES show in
New York in 1979, and the reaction was

universally: 'Oh my God, that's
amazing - what would you use it for?',

which was a bit depressing."
isation of his drum sequencer, with
patterns and so on. I thought that approach

could work on the Fairlight with all our
sampled sounds. So I drew up a very simple
display page with blobs for the notes, and
we thought we could call it the Rhythm
Sequencer. Our programmer, Michael
Carlos, wrote Page R from that basic
specification, and although we intended it
to be rhythmically oriented, we found that
people were using it increasingly for more
general music composition.

"So we added more and more features
that we felt composers would want, and

DIGITAL SAMPLING KEYBOARD
In 1981 E -mu systems Inc introduced the
original Emulator digital sampling
keyboard and as a result established its
reputation as the leader in professional
sampling technology. Today E-mu's
Emulator II is universally accepted as the
standard professional sampling
keyboard. Now E -mu have introduced the
EMAX Digital Sampling Keyboard an
instrument that sets new standards of
quality and technological innovation in
very affordable sampling.
Like all E -mu products, the EMAX
sampler's most important feature is the
sound quality. Utilising a proprietary data
compression format it offers the resolution
and dynamic range of 12 bit linear
coding. Sampling time is 19 seconds at
the standard 28kHz rate. For maximum
flexibility and fidelity six different sampling
rates are available from 10kHz to 42kHz.
EMAX offers a powerful range of digital
processing functions. Samples may be
combined with other samples, parts of
different samples may be sliced together
to form entirely new sounds, and
probably most important to anyone who
has ever spent hours trying to find an
acceptable loop, the new Crossfade
Looping technique ensures glitch -free
loops for virtually any sound.
Another E -max innovation is its channel

configuration. In addition to a full
complement of analog processing
modules (VCF, VCA, LFO, 5 -stage
envelopes), each EMAX voice can consist
of two individual samples (think of them
as being equivalent to two VCOs on an
analogue synth). This makes possible a
whole new range of combined sounds as
well as allowing chorus and doubling
effects with no decrease in polyphony.
Like the Emulator II, EMAX uses an
extremely flexible sample assignment
scheme. Up to 122 individual samples can
be assigned to any point on the keyboard
at one time. Voices can be stacked with
crossfades controlled by key velocity, key
position, pressure, or any of a number of
real time controls (wheels, footpedals,
switches, etc). For ease of post
processing, the [MAX provides individual
channel outputs as well as stereo outputs
with true programmable panning.
Other EMAX features include a multi -track
MIDI sequencer, a full feature
arepggiator, an RS -422 computer port for
high speed data transfer, and all at a
remarkably low price.
Please contact CHROMATIX for a
comprehensive demonstration of this
remarkable new product, or run the
consequence of missing out on this year's
most astounding new product.

MAIN LONDON DEALER

73 Princedale Road, London W11 4NS
01 229 2041

Page R developed into a very interactive
sequencer because of the way the memory
is structured. It has a block of memory
with X number of bytes in it all the time,
whether they're used for notes or not. So
it's incredibly inefficient as a memory
storage system, but it's terribly interactive
because of that structure. That's why it's
only 16 monophonic channels - eight on
the Series II - and of necessity is quantised
to some degree.

"The new CAPS sequencer for the
Series III is the more traditional form of
sequencer, in that it records note-ons and
note -offs and so forth. The idea is that you
can use Page R to get the structure of your
song together, and once you've done that
you can transfer across to CAPS and move
on to the rest of the song."

As you may already know, CAPS is an
80 -track sequencer which integrates MIDI
into the Fairlight scheme of things. The
software is only just being made available
on the Series III, but Fairlight are already
planning dramatic new developments.

"We've just purchased the exclusive
rights to something called 'Clynes' micro-
structure', which we're intending to make
available in the second stage of CAPS.

"Dr Clynes is the head of the electronic
music department at the New South
Wales Conservatorium. He spent about
five or six years researching what he calls
the 'pulse' of composers. His claim is that
all of the classical composers, for example,
have an inherent 'pulse' - the way that
they play things. For instance, the third
microbeat in some part of music will
always be played slightly ahead of time by a
few milliseconds, and perhaps at a slightly
lower amplitude, and perhaps the note will
attack and decay in a slightly different way.
He spent an awful lot of time analysing all
this on his department's computers, and
he's come up with all these pulses for all
the classical composers.

"We'd been sitting on the sidelines
watching all this develop, because we were
a little bit sceptical. But the results are
absolutely startling. You could play in a
piece of Bach and it might not sound
particularly authentic. But you would then
run his software through the composition
- in this case the Bach algorithm - and the
music would actually come back sounding
like Bach.

"In fact the way that it's played seems to
make it sound more like Bach than the
notes themselves, because you could then
run the Beethoven algorithm on the same
piece of music and it would come back
sounding more like Beethoven than Bach,
even though it was Bach who had
composed the notes.

"So it's a fascinating concept, and one of
the reasons why it's quite involved is

because it does involve the way in which
notes attack and decay. We apply what are
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called Beta functions onto the attack and
decay slopes, and of course you can't get
that information through MIDI - there's
no way for it to handle that. So all this has
to happen within the CMI system, between
CAPS and the internal voice -generating
section of the machine. However, we can
send out key velocity and differences in
playing time over MIDI - that does give
you some of the effect, but the whole
effect requires control over the envelopes.
Where notes are played will define how
they're shaped.

"Now, Clynes' work relates to classical
music, and one of our big concerns was
whether or not this would be of interest
to popular musicians. So then he started
doing experiments in that area, and it
really does seem to make a difference. You
can also come up with your own algorithms
- put in any old thing and it comes up
sounding interesting.

"We don't know where it's heading, but
we feel confident that it's heading some-
where. There's still a fair amount of
research to be done in putting Clynes'
system on the Series III, but there may be a
release before the end of the year."

AS WE ALL know, technology
doesn't always keep pace with
human imagination. Did the Fairlight
team want to achieve more with
the early CMI than the technology

of the time allowed them to do?
"Oh, I think so. But we tended not to

think of that at the time, but just go for
whatever we could do with the available
technology rather than get depressed
about it. I don't think you get anything
done if you concern yourself with what
you can't do.

"If you're producing a piece of music
and you're always concerned about what
the hardware won't allow you to do, then
that's the end of your composition,
because suddenly your whole mind is

working in limitation mode rather than
getting -something -out -the -door mode.

"So it really wasn't much of an issue.
When something new came along we'd
start playing with it and seeing what we
could do with it. That's why we kept the
Series III in a very modular arrangement.
The first version of Series III had all of the
analogue outputs and inputs on a couple of
large circuit boards, but in the end we felt
that wasn't a very good idea because if
someone were to bring out a new startling
and amazing anti-aliasing filter, or a much
better A -to -D, or a better de-glitching
arrangement, we'd have to redesign the
whole thing and sell that.

"What we've done is come up with a
very modular arrangement of circuit
boards, with each channel's A -to -D on a
separate board. We do have an ongoing
hardware development program which
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY MAY 1987

will make new versions of some of the CMI
modules depending on how the technology
is moving. It's one of the advantages of a
modular system versus the approach of
everything on one card in one box."

Another reason for the CMI's success
has been its emphasis on user -friendliness.
As Kim Ryrie explains, there's a good
reason why that has always been a priority.

"Well, I hate computers. I've never
been able to sit down at a computer and
program it. I have an Apple II at home
which I use only when I absolutely have to.

"I know the way musicians feel about
computers. The hard thing is to get
programmers, who love typewriter key-
boards, enthusiastic about the idea that
some people like knobs and buttons and
seeing things on screens and not having to
type much - being able to poke at things
with pens rather than having to type at 300
words a minute.

"So user -friendliness was part of a very
early philosophy, and Peter was always in
agreement about that. And because we
had quite a number of musicians working
on the project, they also felt strongly
about that aspect of it. It became a bit of a
thing to see who could make the most
user-friendly display page.

"That wasn't too difficult with Series I
and II, but with Series III it became a big
problem. Whereas you could teach anyone
how to use the Series II in 10 minutes, the
III was a whole different ball -game. Instead
of having sounds that were always 16K in
length, you suddenly had I 4Mbytes of
RAM, variable sample lengths, 64 sub -
voices per voice, as many voices as you
liked in an instrument...

"It's been a real challenge getting the
Series III software as user-friendly as the
Series II was, because there's so much
more involved. Just to give you an

example, control parameters such as

vibrato rate and attack and decay rates can
be set for subvoices as well as voices- local
and global parameters - and that's quite
hard to orchestrate and make accessible to
the user."

WHILE THE JAPANESE music
industry concentrates on pro-
ducing ever more sophisticated
instruments at the budget end of
the market, Fairlight has remained

resolutely at the top end. But although
we're unlikely to see a £2000 instrument
from the company just yet, times are
changing.

"We work towards a system that will
allow what we consider to be state-of-the-
art production. If we could do it for £2000,
we would do it.

"In fact, we've had a lot of interest from
people who can't afford a Fairlight who
have asked us if we could do a smaller,
cheaper one. But the amount of R&D that
goes into the Fairlight is so enormous that

we feel we really just want to concentrate
on one design at a time. That's not to say
that we aren't working on the next
generation, which may allow a more
powerful system to be produced a little
more cheaply, but our mind is always on
what can be produced, rather than how
much it costs - though we do try to get the
cost as low as we can.

 "We added features we felt composers
would want, and Page R developed into
an interactive sequencer because of the
way it's structured. It's inefficient as a
memory storage system, but it's very
interactive."

"What we are doing is bringing out a
new configuration of the Series III which
will use 20Mbyte floppy disks rather than
hard disk. It'll use the Series III's hardware
and software - so, for instance, it'll have
CAPS - but a typical configuration will
probably be eight voices with 4Mbyte of
RAM. The advantage of that may be that
some people would be able to afford to

make it part of their production system,
and then add to it as money allows - it'll be
upgradable to the complete Series III

system.

 "We're working on the next
generation, which may allow a more
powerful system to be produced more
cheaply, but our mind is always on what
can be produced rather than how much it
costs."

"The eight-voice/four-meg configuration
allows you to play virtually any Series III
sound that is now around; most multi -
sampled sounds on the III take about
4Mbyte. So what it means is that people
who can't go for the full system will at least
be able to get those sounds that they can't
get using the cheaper sampling instru-
ments. That's something that we're hoping
to bring out quite soon...'
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Few instruments
cause as much stir

in the MT office

as this: a synth
that sounds

brilliant, looks
relatively easy to

program, and
doesn't cost a

fortune.
Superlatives are

not enough.

Review by
Simon Trask.
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ROLAND D50
Linear Arithmetic Synthesiser

"THE ROLAND D50 is very different from any other
synthesiser, past or present, and as such heralds the dawn of

a new era in synthesis."

Yes, it's 1987 and the synthesiser is alive and well (as, so it

seems, is the enthusiastic manual writer). The D50 is
Roland's first all -digital polyphonic synth (and their first 16 -

note polyphonic synth), and the company have come up
with a new name - and a new synthesis system - to delight

us all with: Linear Arithmetic Synthesis, which is imple-

mented on a new custom -designed chip known not
surprisingly as the LA Chip.

In fact, so new is the D50 that we've decided to spread

our review of it over two issues. We could say that this will

give you more time to get to grips with the D50, but in fact,

it's your Reviews Editor who needs more time, owing to

the fact that MT's review model arrived on the doorstep

just as the magazine was going to press. We couldn't pass up

the opportunity to tell you about the D50 as soon as
possible - but not at the expense of thoroughness. So this

first part will concentrate on providing an overview of the

instrument, while part 2 will look in more depth at just what

the D50 can and can't do.

Before we start considering the delights of Linear
Arithmetic Synthesis, consider the scene on a Wednesday

afternoon in MT's offices. One of only five D50s in the
country has just arrived courtesy of Securicor, and the staff

are stirred into something resembling activity. In a matter

of seconds, the D50 is up on the stand and plugged into a

passing keyboard amp. Fingers are laid to rest on keys, and

suddenly the office is filled with vibrant sounds which
instantly mark the D50 out as something a bit special.

Now, the MT staff are as capable of child -like excitement

and fascination as the next idiot musician, and the D50 is

certainly doing its best to bring out the best in us. Could
Roland's enthusiastic manual writer be right after all?

Well, put simply, the D50 retains all the richness of tone

that you typically associate with Roland's upmarket

analogue synths, and couples it with a "bite" and "sparkle"

that is more generally associated with digital sound -

generating systems. And the whole is definitely greater than

the sum of its parts.

Background
BUT WHAT IS this Linear Arithmetic Synthesis, and do you

need a PhD in Mathematics to understand it? Well, if you

were designing the D50 you probably would, but

fortunately, all you have to do is play it and program it.

The programming system which Roland have devised

isn't the easiest to understand initially, but if you stay cool,

most of it clicks into place without too much brain -ache.

And in true Roland fashion, there's an add-on programmer

which allows you to adjust all the D5O's sound parameters

using analogue sliders. The PG 1000 (for so it is called) is the

most sophisticated programmer that Roland have yet come

up with, which seems reasonable enough for what is really

the most sophisticated instrument they've yet come up
with.

Essentially, the D50 achieves its results by providing PCM

samples of the attack stage from a wide range of acoustic

instruments, which can be combined with sounds created in

the instrument's synth section. The idea behind this is that
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you get the realism and bite that comes from the attack of a

real sound (always an important element in the definition of

a sound) combined with the sonic flexibility of a synthesiser

section.

The D50 has 100 PCM samples onboard. Forty-seven of

these are one-shot and 29 are looped. The remaining 24 are

combined and looped versions of the other samples, for

some more unusual effects. Roland's attack samples include

all manner of percussion instruments together with piano,

harpsichord, organ, electric and acoustic guitar, electric and

upright bass, flute, clarinet, trumpet, trombone, violin and

cello (often with several versions of each instrument type).

These PCM samples provide one type of sound source

(the other being the synth section) for what is known as a

Partial. Don't get these confused with harmonic partials; a

D50 partial is really a complete sound in its own right.

Two partials together with various parameters that are

collectively known as a Common block (because they apply

to both partials - it's easy, really) make up what is known as

a Tone, which constitutes a single voice on the D50. As each

partial can be either a PCM sound or a synth sound, you can

of course decide to combine two of the former or two of

the latter. You can get some very effective sounds very
quickly by combining different PCM samples (a violin scrape

combined with a flute chiff gives a very convincing

impression of the shower scene music from Psycho).
Further flexibility is provided by the D50's ability to balance

the volume of your chosen two partials.

Structure
ROLAND HAVE PROVIDED seven Structures which
determine whether each partial is a PCM sound source or a

synthesiser sound source (this setting is one of the
Common parameters). These structures are printed in
graphic form on the D50's front panel - providing an
invaluable amount of feedback when you're trying to figure

out what the hell's going on. Essentially you can have sample

+ sample, sample + synth and synth + synth. But you can

also choose structures which bring in ring modulation

(digitally implemented, of course).

The synthesiser section allows you to choose between

sawtooth and square waveforms (the latter with adjustable

pulse width). The synthesiser sound generator has three

sections: WG (Waveform Generator), TVF (Time Variant

Filter) and TVA (Time Variant Amplifier), while the PCM
sound generator misses out the filter section. There are

also three LFOs and a five -stage pitch envelope which can

be applied to various parameters of each generator.

The "Time Variant" label is cleverspeak for envelope -

filter and amplitude respectively. As with the pitch

envelope, these are five -stage affairs, with level and time

settings. The filter envelope allows you to select the filter

cutoff point for a synthesiser sound dynamically - not that

common a feature. And remember that these envelopes

(which are adjustable in real-time) are digitally defined -
which makes the D50's filtering a great improvement on

the digital filtering found on, say, Roland's S I 0 sampler.

Carrying on up the hierarchy, two tones can be
combined into a single Patch, of which there are 64 onboard

the D50 (organised in Bank/Number format). A further 64

patches can be stored on one of Roland's new wafer-thin

memory cards (like credit cards, but cheaper in the long

run), giving instant access to 128 patches at any one time.

The D50 comes with a ROM card which duplicates the

factory set of internal patches (so you can overwrite the

latter without fear of losing them), but you'll also be able to

get RAM cards, and it seems likely Roland will be supporting

the D50 with a sound library.

The way the two tones (specified as Upper and Lower)

are placed on the keyboard is taken care of by the keyboard
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mode - essentially whole, split and dual. While whole mode

obviously gives you 16 -note polyphony and dual gives you

eight -note, split can be either 8+8, 8+ I or 1+8. You can

also set the instrument to whole solo and dual solo, while

separate and separate solo modes take you into the weird

and wonderful world of MIDI.

Dual mode actually allows you to layer up to four sounds

(2 x 2 partials), while you can adjust the volume balance of

the two tones in a patch - which means, in effect, that you

can balance all four partials. Volume balancing is accom-

plished using an onboard joystick (which can also be used for

coarse adjustment of all parameter values - inc/dec buttons

take care of fine adjustments). This shouldn't be confused

with the Prophet VS' joystick -based mixing of timbres.

Processing
INTEGRAL TO THE D50 are onboard programmable
digital reverb, chorus and EQ. As Roland are keen to point

out, all processing on the D50 takes place in the digital

domain. The reverb is patch -programmable, while chorus

and EQ may be programmed for each partial within a patch.

The D50 has four output modes (again represented
graphically on the synth's front panel) which determine
whether the programmed reverb effect is applied to a mix

of upper and lower tones, upper and lower tones
individually, the upper tone only or the lower tone only.

Output mode is programmable for each patch, as are the

balance of "dry" and reverb signal, and the choice of reverb

type - and that's about the extent of the control you have

over reverb on the D50. There are 32 reverb types,
providing rooms, halls, chapels, boxes, single delays and

cross delays, gates, caves, gated reverb, reverse gate,

slap back and twisted spacer).

Another patch -specific feature implemented in software

on the D50 is Chase Play. This replays notes that you have

just played to give a DDL-type effect according to level and

time settings. If you're familiar with the Roland JX 10 synth

(reviewed E&MM June '86), you'll no doubt be familiar with

Chase Play. It's a very effective feature, and a dedicated

front -panel button allows it to be switched in and out with

ease.

Coming Soon...
IF YOUR LOCAL music shop salesman starts talking about

the LA sound, you'll know now that he's not referring to

the latest American West Coast craze. But the D50 does
have a sound- and ultimately it will sit next to other synths

with other sounds. We racked it up with the DX711, and a

wonderful combination they made, too. As we said at the

start, the D50 excels at lending sparkle (thanks to the PCM

samples) to warm synth sounds that have plenty of
movement.

From the factory programs, those with the greatest
impact are "breathy" sounds, strings sounds, and special -

effects voices with complex envelope settings. But the
existing piano and brass sounds are not the D50's forte, and

there's nothing to compare with the best acoustic guitar

sound on the DX7II, for example.

But the D50 is an exceptionally impressive and intriguing

machine which looks capable, perhaps more than any
instrument since the original DX7, of bringing a new quality

to sound synthesis. Next month, we'll go in the deep end. 

Prices D50 £1445; PG1000 £320, both RRPs including
VAT
More from Roland UK, Great West Trading Estate,
983 Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex TW8 9DN.
IT 01-568 4578
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AS°T
talking

Larry Fast is
known both as an

electronic
composer in his

own right and as
the provider of
Peter Gabriel's
synth textures.

He's in love with
the synthesiser

and the orchestra,
but sampling is

another matter.
Interview by

Tim Goodyer.

UNLESS YOU'VE BEEN an ardent
follower of electronic music over
the last decade or so, the six -album
history of an act called Synergy is
unlikely to have made much of an

impression on your listening diet.
If, on the other hand, you follow the

fortunes of lesser -known "serious" elec-
tronic composers, you'll already know
that the man behind Synergy is Larry
Fast, an American composing and record-
ing artist who has spent the last 12 years
trying to create a credible fusion of
classical and popular music, and per-
forming the results on all manner of
electronic instruments.

Alternatively, you may recognise Fast's
name from numerous LP production
honours, not the least of which include all
but the most recent Peter Gabriel album.
(He recorded material for So, it has
remained "canned" for another day.) He's
enjoyed credit for synth playing and
programming, as well as contributing to
Gabriel's music both on vinyl and on
stage.

Fast's latest undertaking is co -producing
the forthcoming Dream Academy album,
with Hugh Padgham at London's Lillie
Yard studios. And so it is in Lillie Yard's
lavishly equipped programming suite that
I sit with Fast to talk about the life and
times of a young American composer.

Things do not begin well. There is a

misunderstanding with his American office,
and he is almost an hour late for the
interview. He is eager to make amends for
my wait with coffee and enthusiastic
answers to my questions.

But where to begin? A little background?
The relentless advance of technology? His
ten-year association with Peter Gabriel?
We settle for Synergy album number
seven, Metropolitan Suite, just on release in
the States after a six -year break due to
commitments to Gabriel.

"The music grew over a long period of
time", Fast recalls. "It's a product of my
fascination with historical periods as they
relate to music and architecture. In both,
technology has a big influence over how
people live and the form their lives takes,
so I thought that made a very nice area
from which to pull musical ideas.

"I've used musical styles from the early
part of the 20th Century and incorporated
them into a very late 20th Century playing
style. That's not unlike the way post-
modern architecture uses earlier styles of
building and earlier styles of embellish-
ment, but with new materials: it uses
composite plastics and high -efficiency
glasses in just the same way that I've used
electronics and digital recording technology
to express earlier harmonic structures."

An ambitious undertaking, but then
Fast is an ambitious composer. Synergy's
debut album bore the intimidating title
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Electronic Realizations for Rock Orchestra...
Well, it was 1975, but Fast bravely stands
by the title as a declaration of his
intentions.

"I wanted to blend what I knew of
composition and the classics with the more
driving approach of rock. I also knew I
wanted to use what were then very new
sounds."

THOSE EARLY DAYS saw Fast
working with a mixture of Moog and
home-grown synthesiser modules.
Since then equipment has come and
gone, but the orchestral influence is

as strong as ever. Now, on Metropolitan
Suite, there are undeniable shades of
George Gershwin.

"Gershwin started out as a pop writer in
the early years of the century, and
managed to evolve to the stage where his
pieces are now considered to be almost
part of the classical repertoire. I would like
to try to follow that pattern", Fast
concedes with a smile.

When the time was right to record
Metropolitan Suite, Sony offered Larry
Fast free use of their PCM 3324 24 -track
digital recorder and PCM Fl two -track
mastering machine. In fact, Fast's studio
turns out to be a good destination for such
technological experimenting, since the
Sony affair represents just another line on
a list that already includes development
work on the Polymoog and work with Bell
Laboratories' multi -million dollar main-
frame computer. How did this technical
adventure start?

"As well as my teenage obsession with
classical and rock music, I was fascinated
by electronics. At the point where my
electronic tinkering and my musical ob-
session converged, I thought there was a
way to make art out of technology. I was
still at college at the time and I managed to
use the music I was doing as a senior
composition project in 20th Century
composition. And that material became
the basis of the first Synergy album a
couple of years later.

"From that point I more or less followed
the popular history of synthesisers: the
modulars gave way to the MiniMoog, that
evolved into the first polyphonic syn-
thesiser, which then gave way to poly-
phonic synthesisers like the Prophet 5,
then came samplers...

"It was around 1976 that I got to do
some consulting work with Bell Labora-
tories on the earliest laboratory -based
digital synthesisers. These required main-
frame computers to run and they were
wonderful; they showed me then what
was going to be happening to synthesisers
in the future. We were able to run software
emulations of FM synthesis based on the
papers that were being published at
Stanford around that time. The early
versions of those were like the Yamaha FM
series of synthesisers is now, but with a lot
of additive synthesis which hasn't really
caught on yet. We even had a very
sophisticated sampling system which was
the first opportunity I'd had to grab a
sound, throw it into the computer and
play around with it. It was also my first

exposure to the C programming language
which has since become a standard - in fact
C was developed at Bell Labs.

"The system was a combination of the
in-house mainframe running a large series
of wire -wrapped boards which were per-
forming specific functions required by the
digital synthesiser, and a series of linking
programs in C. That way, the hardware
could be reconfigured to work in different
ways within the mainframe. You could
turn the system from an additive, 256 -
oscillator, variable -partial synthesiser to,

"Post-modern architecture uses composite plastics and high -
efficiency glasses in the same way that I've used electronics and
digital recording technology to express earlier harmonic
structures."
say, an 18 -operator FM synthesiser by
rewriting the linking programs. Fortu-
nately I didn't have to worry too much
about that because I had the help of a
brilliant young engineer called Greg Sims.

"Looking back, the thing that surprised
me more than anything else was the cost.
The mainframe was in the $2-3m range,
but by 1983 the DX7 had appeared costing
only $2000 - I remember thinking that
someday synthesisers with these facilities
would be available a lot more cheaply; I
just never envisaged it moving that
quickly. Now, with the MkII DX7 avail-
able, we're going to start seeing DXs for
under $1000. I'm sure that advances in
digital recording and other related digital
technologies will move even more quickly.
And there will be other surprises all along
the way- pleasant ones."

GIVEN FAST'S CONSIDERABLE
experience with synthesiser tech-
nology and his evident enthusiasm
for the subject, it would be easy to
think that technology could do no

wrong by him. Not so...
"I've always had mixed feelings about

sampling", he reveals. "I don't categorically
reject it - it can be a very useful tool - but I
have reservations about the wholesale
lifting of sounds. There's even a market in
trading sampled sounds now: how can
that give a composer an individual identity?
I'd rather retain the control over sounds
that pure synthesis gives you so you can
tailor them to fit your music; that's very
hard to do with straight sampling."

A quick listen to Metropolitan Suite
confirms the absence of any obvious
samples, but Fast's reservations go beyond
the odd stolen cello or snare drum.

"Grabbing a whole four -bar section off
somebody else's record or co-opting some-
body else's drum sound is as bad. I think it
devalues what they've done and what
you're doing, it takes some of your
individual creativity away. It has good
points as well as bad points, but I think
sampling is fraught with dangers for the
uncreative mind."

Fast's smile returns with the mention of
resynthesis, a process that involves the 0.
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 sampling and subsequent recreation of the
sampled sound.

"A sample is taken in by the sampling
part of the instrument and analysed,
rather than just spat out again as a sound
that gets more Mickey Mouse -sounding as
it gets higher and Gregorian as it gets
lower. A sophisticated computer then sets
the dials on the synthesiser part of the
instrument so that it's as close to the
original patch as possible. Once it's in
there you can work on any element as if it
were the original sound.

"It's only a starting point, but the
hardest part of duplicating a sound is if

"I don't categorically reject sampling, but I have reservations
about the wholesale lifting of sounds. There's a market in
trading sampled sounds: how can that give a composer an

individual identity?"

you're dealing with 256 or 512 oscillators
working as harmonic partials. Then you're
talking weeks of manual work to create
something you may not want quite like
that anyway, so it's a good jumping-off
point. That's where I see the future of
sampling.

"When I deal with sampling myself I
tend to use it as a waystation to resynthesis.
If I want a string section I won't lift it
wholesale, what I'll do is try to isolate the
bow -scrape from the front of a sample and
synthesise the remainder. I could do it all
on a synthesiser but it'd take me a long
time, so I look at a snippet of a sample as
being the way to getting a complex
waveform, and then use that in conjunction
with other synthesised elements to create
my sound.

"I don't deny there's a laziness factor
involved, but sometimes it's more impor-
tant to be working on a composition than
spending three days on a little bow -scrape
at the start of a sound."

Fast's involvement with technology has
taken him through several generations of
synthesisers. Some, like the Bell computer,
he never actually owned, but many others
involved the investment of his hard-won
cash. And if you've ever wondered what
happens to the gear that keyboard
"wizards" put on the backs of their LP
sleeves...

"I do have a lot of obsolete equipment,
little Micromoogs and string synthesisers
and so on. A lot of them aren't up to much
any more: they're not very flexible, they
don't integrate into the MIDI system, or
they're very noisy - so they end up in
storage because they're not really worth
anything any more.

"But I'm lucky in that it's my business,
so my accountant can write off the tax
depreciation on them. Other things, like
some parts of old modular systems, still
sound good and I still use them now. They
can't have much of a resale value any
more, but that doesn't really enter into the
equation because they're still a good way
of getting an idea onto tape.

"If an older instrument has proved its
musical value, then it can become a
fabulous secondhand bargain. On the
other hand, if it's, say, a two -generation
old sampler and sampling isn't even what
the composer's goal is, then its musical and
monetary value might as well be zero.

"The point is that the flashiest new
blinking -light equipment isn't important
unless it justifies itself as a musical tool.
I've always subscribed to the view that the
composer should view instruments as
tools to achieve his ideas. I've always been
completely opposed to instruments driving
compositions.

"The trouble is there's always been an
element of the sports car collector in
electronic music, just like there is with
guitars. If there's a fabulous blues player
whose '57 Strat with a maple neck makes a
difference to him then more power to him,
or even to a pure collector who doesn't
pretend to have a musical interest in the
things he's collecting - I can respect that.
It's thinking that the equipment makes
the music that's a fallacy - musicians make
the music. Good music is hard to kill, it
may sound 15% better on the latest
equipment, but the music is what ultimately
counts - as you can tell from the charts at
the moment."

AND WITH THE top of the pop
charts dominated by re-released
"classics" and cover versions of old
songs, it would be easy to agree. But
couldn't it simply be acute nostalgia

that's got everyone wearing Levi's and
playing Ben E King's 'Stand By Me'?

"I think 'Stand by Me' and When a Man
Loves a Woman' are now so old that the
majority of the record -buying public are
too young to remember them from the
first time around.

"I'm more inclined to look at the
American model which is: whatever the
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media push at any given time, whether it's
commercials or movie scores or whatever,
that is what's foremost in the public eye.
Of course, good records are good records
so they tend to be a bit timeless, but
something has to push them back into
circulation. 'Stand by Me' was a hit in the
States a while back because of the Levi's ad
- just like here, but not to quite the same
extent.

"The power that film and TV have in
mass -marketing is so much stronger than
what's traditionally been available to the
radio and record promotion markets, that
anything getting into that film and TV
pipeline tends to overwhelm the conven-
tional marketing that exists for records
released through the usual channels.
When MTV arrived in the States it
provided a single national forum for music
videos, and it immediately became the
prime dictator of what was going to
become a hit and what wasn't going to
become a hit. It completely overwhelmed
20 years of album -oriented rock FM radio
overnight. It's tapered off a little bit now
because competition has comc in from
other cable video sources, and I suppose a
little bit of boredom has set in anyway. But
I'm a firm believer in the power of the
visual image as a marketing tool.

"There's a whole tradition of film and
TV marketing, and the marketing pen-
etration of the music video is closer to the
way other consumer items are brought
into the living room and sold. It worked

for toasters, candy, food, cigarettes, and
now it's working for music. Radio might
have seemed pretty heavy-handed over
the last 25-30 years of rock 'n' roll, but it's
still mild in comparison to anything with a
visual push, and especially now that
Hollywood has linked filmscores to any
kind of pop record that can be piggy-
backed onto them. It's almost got to the

"The marketing penetration of the music video is closer to the
way other consumer items are brought into the living room and
sold. It worked for toasters, candy, food, cigarettes, and now it's
working for music."

stage where there has to be something that
can be pulled from a film as a music video,
whether it's appropriate to the film or not.
And that's led to some ridiculous juxta-
positions of music and images in films that
never really needed it."

Very true. Our conversation draws to a
close when the call comes for Fast to
return to pre -production duties with the
Dream Academy.

"We've got the greatest drum sound
going down there at the moment", he
enthuses, "but it'll be a while before the
serious electronic treatments begin".

And with a last smile, Larry Fast is gone.
He seems to have enjoyed our conversation,
but I think he'll enjoy the remainder of the
day in the studio a lot more. 

COMPUTER
CENTRE

ATARI ST SPECIALISTS

Buy the best MIDI computer on
the market from the experts.

Full range of Music Software inc:
Steinberg, Hybrid Arts,

Dr.T etc. etc.
We buy, sell and part exchange
all popular computer systems

Phone for low, low prices!

CHIPS

COMPUTER CENTRE Phone:
53 Rugby Road, (0903)

Worthing, 40509
Sussex BN11 5NB (24 hrs)

THE PERFECT BEAT
NEW
60 MIN RHYTHMIX
CASSETTE
TAPES

£7.99
INC P&P

ADD £2.00
FOR OVERSEAS

ORDERS
Each tape contains no less than 16 modern drum rhythms, ranging

from ballad to rock, from funk to disco. Each track with its own count -
in, musically arranged by eight bar phrases and fills (for verses and

choruses) and track listing describing beat and duration.
Ideal for songwriting/composing, for practising or simply

backing/accompaniment. RHYTHMIX tapes are designed for all active
musicians also a must for the studio.

RHYTHMIX tapes have been specifically produced for MUSIC MAKER
PUBLICATIONS and feature a leading professional session drummer.

RHYTHMIX tapes will be produced as an ongoing series. Volume 1
available now - send cheque/postal order made payable to:

MUSIC MAKER PUBLICATIONS LTD.. ALEXANDER HOUSE,
1 MILTON ROAD, CAMBRIDGE CB4 lUY

or use credit card Hotline (0223) 313722
ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD
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BRIXTON EXCHANGE
MART

(INCORPORATING BRIXTON SOUNDS)
SENSATIONAL NEW CASIO FZ1 SAMPLER

RATE BANDWIDTH TIME WITH RAM

36kHz 18kHz 14.5 sec 29 sec

18kHz 9kHz 29 sec 58 sec

9kHz 4kHz 58.2 sec 116.5 sec

8 voice sep. outputs. One meg. memory. Upgrade to 2 meg. 6 bit analysis. 64 multi -samples. Sophisticated on board
wave form editing with screen and cursor pads (same on software!) 8 stage enveloping and multi -looping. First shipment
expected May. Order now to avoid disappointment. Phone for best price.

NEW EQUIPMENT
Brilliant Elka EK44 poly timbrel analogue synth (EM4 Frontline Rackrnount spring reverb £95
expander) Phone for price Ex -demo Hohner headless bass E159
PD8 82 pro mixing console PRP £475 Our price .. .. £299 Ex -demo Hohner headless fretless bass £159
PD12 12:2 pro mixing console RRP £575 Our price .....£399 CASIO
(spec r, info on above on request) CZ1 E745
Teczon 4 track Portastudio RRP £459...... Phone for Price CZ1000 £275
DX99 digitec delay RRP £159 Phone for Price SX1 sampling keyboard £75
PVD 3000 Pro digitec delay £215 New SK100 sampling keyboard C195
IFIS Mark III Rockbox Phone for Price New SK200 sampling keyboard £245
JHS Bassbox Phone for Price RZ1 sampling drum machine E369
Frontline Rackmneet delay sampler £149 SZ1 sequencer C175
Frontline Rackrnount 8 channel mixer ........................£115 Phone for any Casio or Roland prices
Roland DEPS Phone for Price

ELKA EK44 (EM4 EXPANDER) DIGITAL SYNTHS
Brilliant new ply timbre! synth with velocity and after touch, 8 -way multi -split on keyboard, plus MIDI mode 4. 18 voices
with dynamic assignment of polyphony in multi -split mode, 160r 8 oscillators per voice, each with individual envelope,
Digital chorus (v. warm). 144 very flexible oscillators, plus v. high MIDI spec! Dem. available by appointment 2Phone

SECONDHAND EQUIPMENT
Yamaha 010 27 pro equalizer C295 Tascam Portal £245
Roland PG 200 programmer C125 Roland CSO 600 sequencer £85
Roland Saturn keyboard £149 Teac M09 4 channel mixer £119
Fartsa compact organ 0195 Boss DX600 6 channel mixer C99
Hammond organ with leslie £325 Chilton Mark 11112/4 studio mixer £495
Moog Prodigy synth £99 MTR 6/4/2 mixer C159
Sorg Poly 800 (flight case) £295 Korg KPR 7 drum machine £99
Sequential Pro 1 synth £149 Kola DDM10 drum machine £99
CasioloneCT430 2139 Roland TR606 drumatix £80
Casiotone 10001 2175 Roland GR300 202 gutter synth £350
Yamaha MT44D. 4 track £275 Roland GR3,313 bass guitar synth £399
Yamaha MT44. 4 track cass. recorder -1- MM30 studio Fender Squier Precision bass C175
mixer E249 Aria Pro 2 semi acoustic (with case) E225
Tascam 244 Portastudio 2450 Real time spectrum analyser C125

We will take your unwanted
goods in part -exchange for new
or secondhand equipment, or

will purchase for cash

We also purchase or part -exchange
Hi-Fi, Video, Cameras, Recording

Equipment, Disco, PA & any
musical instrument

395 & 396 COLDHARBOUR LANE, BRIXTON, LONDON SW9
Telephone: 01-733 6821 or 01-733 5791

We are open 9.30-6.30, 6 days a week. Please call in or phone
MAIL ORDER FACILITIES AVAILABLE

Sound Creation
29 Kingscote Road, London W4 5LJ

Tel: 01-994 6138 (24 hrs)
0836 202412

Hardware and Software for the Macintosh

Opcode
Studio Plus interface £200.00
2 Midi in/6 Midi out for Mac Plus
01-1/TH Ed/Lib £175.00
Editor/Librarian 0[11/TH7/TH816
Sequencer 2.5 £200.00
Real/Step time MIDI sequencer

Intelligent Music
"M" £95.00
Intelligent composing tool
Jam Factory £90.00
Interactiue improvising

Also digidesign, Southworth, Elec Arts etc.
Demonstration area available

Write or call for details

Prices include VAT Mail Order Only

KEYBOARDS SYNTHESISERS  HI -TECH  RECORDING  GUITARS  ACCESSORIES

YAMAHA
NOW IN STOCK
NEW DX7 II synth
NEW RX5 r/unit
NEW TX81Z expander

YAMAHA
DX100 synth
DX27 synth
DX27S synth
DX21 synth
FB01 expander
PF70 piano
PF80 piano
CP7OM piano
All modules in
stock including:
MEP4, MJC8,
MCS2, YMC10.
MUSIC
COMPUTERS AND
SOFTWARE. ALL
AMPS &
MIXERS. EVERY
PORTABLE
KEYBOARD IN
STOCK

V/SA

Ikr 'Roland
RD300 £POA
RD1000 ex demo £1990
TR707 ex demo £375
S50 sampler £POA
S10 sampler £POA
Juno 1 synth £POA
Juno 2 synth £POA
JX1OP synth £POA
MKB200 mother
keyboard £POA
MKS100 rack sampler £POA
MKS20 rack piano £POA
MKS7 super quartet £795
MC500 sequencer £POA
CR1000 r/unit (demo) £295
TR505 r/unit £POA
DR220A/E r/unit £POA
Dep5 demo unit £595
Boss DRP 1/2/3 £99
All Boss products in stock
Including Boss micro rack.
CALL FOR THE BEST DEAL

KORE
MAIN KEY CENTRE
All products in stock
DW8000 - DSS1 - DDD1
Poly 800 II - DRV1000
SDD1000
THE BEST DEAL

Technics PIANOS
PX1 - PX5 - PX7 - PX9
PR40 - PA60
All in stock. Try Us!

CASIO
All new models.
Also
CZ1000 - CZ1
AZ1 - SZ1
Recording Packages
Tell us what you need
elfIL513110
The whole range available

GUITARS
Fender
Tokai
Gibson
Westone
Marlin
Ovation
Takamine
Plus many more -
New & Used

AMPLIFICATION
CARLSBRO EV
main South East Agent
VOX whole range
including AC30
Fender-All models
Ramsa - plus many more.
New & used

INSTANT CREDIT
INSTANT DELIVERY (UK)
BEST PART EXCHANGES
REPAIR WORKSHOP
MAIL ORDER
VISA
ACCESS
IF IT'S MUSICAL TALK TO US

INTEREST FREE CREDIT AVAIALBLE
Selected items or best cash price

36 LOWFIELD ST. DARTFORD, KENT
TEL: 0322 29520/74423
43 Orsett Road, Grays, Essex

Tel: 0375 382182/372620
117 South Street, Romford, Essex.

Tel: 0708 25848/60008
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KAWAI R100
Programmable Digital Drum Machine

From one of the

largest musical
instrument

makers of all

comes the R100, a

well -specified
machine in a

competitive
market. Is it

individual
enough to

succeed? Review

by Simon Trask.

KAWAI'S FIRST DRUM machine, yes? Well, yes and no.

The R100 is certainly the Japanese company's first

"serious", professionally -oriented, dedicated beat -box. But

it isn't the first time Kawai have dabbled in electronic
rhythm - they've been building preset drum machines into

their home organs and "multikeyboards" for years.

Luckily, the R100 bears no traces of this ancestry. As they

did with their K3 synth (and, it seems, with the new K5),
Kawai have managed to come up with an instrument that

rarely suggests it is their first effort in its field.

While the R100 isn't a sampling instrument, Kawai have

managed to include on it just about everything else you

might want on a drum machine nowadays. This includes 24

sounds onboard, eight velocity -sensitive pads, eight indi-

vidual outputs, programmable tuning and panning for each

sound, and a thorough MIDI implementation.

Sounds
THE R 100'S VOICES (or "instruments" as Kawai call them)

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY MAY 1987

have all been sampled in 12 -bit PCM format at a sample rate

of 32kHz. For your money you get three bass and three
snare drums; hi, mid and lo toms (separate samples, unlike

on some drum machines where they are the same sample

tuned to different pitches); open and closed hi -hats; one
china, two ride and two crash cymbals; and cowbell, claps,

agogo shaker, tambourine, conga, timbale and claves. A

sensible collection, and the good news is that you can add

further sets of sounds- but more on that later.

The Instant Appeal award goes to bass drum and snare

drum 2. These have both been given the gated cavern
treatment - in other words, they're massive. Bass and snare

I make a good representation of "standard" acoustic kit

sounds; snare 3 is in fact a rimshot, while bass drum 3 is the

one weak sound in this particular area of the kit. The
remaining sounds are bright and clear, though you won't

find the longer sounds decaying for their full duration - a

fact which suggests sampling memory has been kept at a

premium. Most of the R I 00's sounds have been recorded

dry, presumably so that you can take full advantage of the

machine's individual outputs during recording - this tends

to lend them an upfront, immediate character.
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II" When the voices of a drum machine are tunable, as these

are, it becomes difficult (and to a certain extent,

meaningless) to talk about a single set of sounds -
percussive sounds often take on a completely new
character when retuned. In fact, tuning can be used to good

advantage on the R I 00, so if you're keen to experiment

with the sounds that make up your rhythm parts, you'll get

on fine with this machine. It's possible to get some metallic,

contemporary sounds in this way - and once you start

"Most of the sounds have been recorded dry so you can take
advantage of individual outputs during recording - this lends

them an upfront, immediate character."

making use of the variety of sounds you can get from a
tunable machine you'll wonder how you got by without
them.

The R1OO's 24 sounds are organised in three groups of

eight (clearly labelled in rows on the machine's front panel),

with one group at a time being accessible from the eight

pads. A button to the left of the pads allows you to cycle

through the three groups at any time while you're in
pattern mode, with small red LEDs indicating the currently -

selected group. What this means in effect is that all 24
sounds are equally accessible from the pads during pattern

recording and playback.

Programming
KAWAI HAVE GIVEN their drum machine 100 patterns,

100 songs and 10 chains. Each pattern can be anything from

1-99 bars long, while a song can link together up to 999

patterns, and a chain can link together up to 999 songs.

Large numbers indeed, but at least you shouldn't feel
constrained.

This three -tiered organisation of pattern/song/chain
deserves some further mention. Kawai's labelling suggests

one obvious way of using it, but equally, you could use the

song level as a means of grouping patterns into song
sections, with a chain then becoming a song.

Useful features for organising your rhythm parts in

memory are pattern, song and chain copy and pattern
exchange. Pattern copy allows you to copy up to two
patterns into a single new pattern. On the face of it a simple

feature, but in practice tremendously useful, as it allows you

to start off with relatively short rhythmic phrases (four
bars, say) for some instruments and then add much longer

phrases (perhaps eight or 16 bars) on other instruments. If

you find yourself running short of patterns, you can always

combine two or more patterns that you know you want to

use together (though you can't do the opposite and split
patterns up).

But it's worth bearing in mind that the RIOO's memory

isn't unlimited (3700 notes, apparently), and depending on

the length of your patterns and how busy they are, you're

more likely to run out of memory before you run out of
patterns.

Pattern recording can of course be in real or step time.

Kawai have provided just about all you're likely to need in

 "Memory isn't unlimited, and depending on the length of
your patterns and how busy they are, you're more likely to run

out of memory before you run out of patterns."

the way of time signatures: each pattern can be from 1-99/4,

1-99/8 or 1-99/16. Quantisation for real-time recording can

be set between 1/4 and I /I92nd note, including triplet
values like 1/24. The R100 has an inbuilt metronome, with

level adjustable from a dedicated front -panel knob, which is

transmitted over the stereo and headphone outputs; this

can be set from 1/4 to I /32nd note resolution.

Each of the 24 instruments has four parameters which are

accessed on the front panel from the Multi button. These

are: level, sensitivity, tune and pan. The latter two can be

defined for each note in a pattern, in both real and step time

recording. All four can be set on a scale of plus or minus

eight.

The R I 00's two-line LED display is put to good use,
providing bar -meter displays for each of the current eight

voices; values are adjusted up and down with the eight

Command Select keys positioned above the instrument

pads. Involved though all this may appear on the printed

page, Kawai's system is actually incredibly interactive - so

much so that you can almost alter values in real-time.

Erasing notes follows the time-honoured practice of
pressing an Erase button together with the appropriate
instrument pad at the appropriate time while you're in real-

time record. Other options allow you to erase whole
instrument parts from a pattern, and to erase entire
patterns. You can also go the whole hog if you want to start

with a clean slate, by erasing the entire memory (a
procedure which, rather fortunately, necessitates pressing

quite a few buttons).

Step -time recording allows you to select a single

instrument at a time, with the eight instrument pads then

being used for inputting note and rest durations for that
instrument ( I /4-I/16th values, straight and triplets). The
pads remain touch -sensitive, so step -time notes are
recorded complete with dynamics.

There's also a flam feature: hold down the appropriate

button while striking one of the pads, and you end up with

two notes in the time of one, with the second note slightly

louder. If you take some care in getting the dynamics right,

this can be a very effective feature.

Kawai have provided a bar punch-in/out feature at the

pattern level for real-time editing. This comes in handy
when you want to edit patterns longer than four bars. You

predefine both the punch -in and punch -out points and a play

start point (so you can have a lead-in to the section you
want to edit). Unfortunately, the R100 doesn't cycle
around a punch-in/out section; when it reaches the punch -

out point, it returns to the very beginning of the pattern. To

get round this you have to press the stop/continue pad,
which takes the R100 back to the punch -in point.

The R100 includes two further pattern editing features:

reframe and swing. The former allows you to change the

quantisation on an existing pattern or on an individual
instrument in a pattern, while the latter allows you to
introduce a "shuffle" feeling by introducing delays on the

even notes in a pattern (again, this can be applied to all
instruments or individual instruments).

Master tempo is variable from 40-250bpm in single-bpm

steps. The value is reset to 120 bpm each time the drum

machine is switched on - something that can soon become

annoying.

Song and chain creation and editing on the R100 allow

you to insert and delete steps and to introduce both tempo

and level changes between patterns (in songs) and between

songs (in chains).

Undoubtedly useful, but there's something awry with the

tempo changes. For a start, all changes are specified as +/-

values relative to the master tempo. Then there are more

difficulties owing to the fact that the current song tempo

becomes the new master tempo - surely an error. Basically,

this makes life difficult where it needn't be.

More encouraging are the repeat and jump commands,

which give you greater control over your song and chain

sequences. You can use up to 10 repeats and jumps in each

song or chain, and each one can repeat once, 99 times, or

anything in between.

While repeat allows you to repeat any section of a song

or chain, jump allows you to jump backwards or forwards to
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any position in a song or chain (in both cases to pattern or

song resolution respectively). The purpose of these
commands is to allow you to introduce the sort of repeat,

dal segno and coda structures that are found in music
without having to program them out in a linear fashion. It's a

nice idea, even if too much jumping about can tie you up in

knots, if you see what I mean.

Ever keen to provide the user with programming
flexibility, Kawai have come up with a rather interesting
feature which they've labelled overdub. This allows you to

record a single instrument part (which can be any one of the

24 instruments) in real-time over a song or chain, complete

with dynamics. All eight pads play the same instrument, but

usefully, the tune and pan values assigned to each pad are

recorded as part of the overdub.

The intention behind this feature is obviously to free you

from the constraints of pattern -based recording, allowing

you to record the sort of spontaneous extended percussion

workout that the pattern -based approach of drum
machines tends to preclude, while still building up the

underlying rhythm using that very approach.

You'll need to make sure that you've finalised the
relevant song or chain, as any changes in order will erase the

overdub part. And, as the manual honestly points out,
overdubbing uses twice as much memory as ordinary
recording. It's worth bearing in mind, also, that the R I 00's

pattern copy facility, coupled with a maximum 99 -bar
pattern length, can allow you to achieve a similar sort of

thing with more instruments and less memory.

Interfacing
AS MENTIONED EARLIER, the R100 has eight individual

audio outputs as well as stereo outputs. Each instrument

can be assigned to either stereo or individual out, or to
both. Assignment of instruments to individual outputs is

preset: the first sounds in each group of eight are sent
through output I , the second sounds through output 2, and

so on. This means that each voice channel shares three

instruments, only one of which can be played at a time. A

new instrument replaces or cuts short any instrument in

that group which is already sounding -a feature which can

sometimes be put to good use.

While Kawai have obviously attempted to group
mutually exclusive instruments together (three bass drums

on voice channel I, three snares on voice channel 2, for

instance) it's clearly impossible to do this for all 24

instruments-which can sometimes prove irritating.

Keeping to the R 100's rear panel, there's a start/stop jack

which allows you to control both recording and playback
from a footswitch, while the enigmatically -named HH jack

allows you to switch rapidly between open and closed hi -
hat while playing the instruments of either group I or group

2 - something you can't achieve from the R100's front panel

alone. Also to be found on the rear panel are a metronome

out jack and a trigger out jack, the latter allowing you to
trigger an external source in the rhythm of any of the 24

instruments.

Kawai have put plenty of thought into the RIOO's MIDI

implementation, most notably on the input side of things.

For example, you can take full advantage of the machine's

tuning facilities because in addition to being able to assign

any one of the 24 instruments to any note within the MIDI

range, you can also assign a tune and a pan value to each

note. This is particularly useful when you want to play

several tunings of an instrument within a single pattern - it

certainly beats cycling round a pattern and dropping in

retuned notes each time.

Further good news is that you can record patterns into

the R100 from a MIDI source (which could be a set of
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY MAY 1987

MIDI'd pads or a MIDI keyboard - preferably velocity -
sensitive), taking advantage of all the above -mentioned

features.

While all MIDI input is limited to a single MIDI channel,

for MIDI output each instrument can be individually

assigned to any one MIDI channel (1-16). However, each

instrument can only be assigned to a single key number, so

there's no way of indicating tune and pan values. In addition

to key information, the R100 can also send and receive

velocity and program -number data and receive volume
data.

In addition to its usual bulk data transfer function, the

R I 00's System Exclusive section allows you to remotely

edit instrument level, sensitivity, tune and pan, and to
change MIDI In key number assignments. An American
software house called CompuMates are offering an R100

editing package for the Atari ST which takes advantage of

 "You can assign a tune and a pan value to each note, which is
useful when you want to play several tunings of an instrument
within a single pattern."

these options, and which boasts some exciting -looking
colour graphics. But there's no UK distributor yet.

MIDI synchronisation (the machine has MIDI In, Out and

Thru) provides for the usual start/stop/continue commands,

while MIDI song pointer information can be received but
not sent. The R100 also features DIN sync, clock sync and

tape sync in/out. Clock in can be set to a 24, 48 or 96
timebase, but its usefulness is limited by the fact that clock

and tape in share the same socket.

Kawai have also given the R100 a timing adjust feature,

which allows you to adjust the drum machine's timing
relative to an external device (MIDI, DIN, tape or clock), in

24th -note steps on a scale of + /- 9.

Verdict
THE ONLY MAJOR disappointment on the R100 concerns

the expandability of its sound library. Not that Kawai aren't

making further sounds available (they are), but you have to

open up the R100 and slot in a new 24 -instrument ROM to

get them. While this shouldn't be too tricky (ROMs are
inserted into a ZIF socket), the chief disappointment lies
with the fact that you either have one set of sounds or
another. This compares unfavourably with Korg's DDD1 or

Yamaha's RX5, which seem to have sonic expandability as

one of their priorities.
Still, variety is the spice of life, and a list of sounds for

Kawai's first addition to their ROM library (which

unfortunately wasn't available in time for this review)
reveals that the R100 will be able to branch out into the
realms of "non -percussion" sounds such as bass guitars and

orchestral and brass hits, alongside the more familiar array

of electronic and acoustic kit sounds. It's just a pity you
won't be able to use them in conjunction with the sounds

already in the machine.

Without question, though, the R100 is one of the most

sophisticated drum machines currently available. It's

cheaper than the RX5, yet incorporates several of the
features of that "state-of-the-art" machine, plus a few
more.

Well -designed and flexible, the R100 is also accessible

enough to be genuinely interactive with the people using it.

And it has a sonic character all its own.

Prices £595; RAM cartridge £45; ROM chips £50
approx; all including VAT
More from Kawai UK, Windebank House, 2 Durley
Road, Bournemouth BH2 5JJ. ft (0202) 296629
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SELL IT FOR NOTHING
with a free classified ad in Music Technology

Keyboards
AKAI AX80. big brother AX73, touch -seas,
graphic editing, [450 ono, or swap Canon T90
or similar camera. 2 (024 04) 3089.
BIT ONE, £360. 2 01-800 2779, or 01-809
4526.

BIT 99 splits, doubles, loads of extra sounds,
exceptionally good cond, E425. 2 051-342
6198.

CASIO CT6000 5-oct, vel sens, aftertouch,
pitch -bend, MIDI, 20 rhythms, 20 voices, ideal
mother kbd, £345.25 (0903) 32174.
CASIO CZI000, SZI sequencer new: swap
for MemoryMoog, Korg Trident Mkt, JX3P +
programmer, WHY. Terry 2 01-388 2206,
after 6pm.
CASIO CZ101, L150. Korg EX800 [100.
Many other items, ring for details. Dave 2
Hitchin (0462) 895791.
CASIO CZ101 + RAM pack. L150. Roland
PG200 programmer (for JX3P), L85. Mike 2
Cardiff (0222) 488400. before I pm weekdays.
CASIO CZ3000, [365. CZI01. psu. cartridge,
C200. Both mint. YKIO, large kbd for CXSM,
£50.2 01-977 9531.
CASIO CZ3000 as new, p/x Yamaha DX7
(old type) with cash your way. John 2 (0737)
72045, eves.

CASIO CZ3000 exc cond, ungigged, boxed,
with manuals, C325 ono. Simon 2 Buckingham
(0280) 813758.
CASIO CZ3000, 6300 or swap MC4B +
MTR I 00 + OP8M, Teac 144 Portastudio. vgc,
£270 ono. a (0257) 452303.

CASIO CZ5000 polysynth/sequencer, immac
cond, E460. or swap, p/x touch -seas MIDI
synth, ie. DW8000. Dean 2 (0234) 750416
(Bedfordshire).
CASIO CZ5000 exc cond, home use only,
boxed with manuals. £500 oro. Mike 2 01-560
7085.

CASIO MT 100, psu, 20 sounds, 12 rhythms,
5 -band graphic eq, £60 ono. 2 (0952) 48229
(Shropshire).
CRUMAR TRILOGY polysynth with string,
organ sections. big analogue sound, case,

pedals, E2 I 5 ono. 2 Cannock (054 35) 78742.
DIGISOUND 80 modular synth, 23 modules
plus Roland 100M 4 -voice kbd, £349 ono. Free
delivery! Chris e (0204) 35796.
FENDER RHODES 88 -note, with amp. £340
ono. Albert 2 01-688 6235, eves (Croydon).
FENDER RHODES Stage 73, Mkl, wooden
keys, nice player, exc cond, £350 ono. 2 061-
941 3490.

FENDER RHODES EK I 0 electric piano,

good cond, case, legs, sustain, classic Rhodes
sound, £300. Dave Et 01-6504223.
KORG CX3 single keyboard, incredible
Hammond drawbar sounds, exc cond, home
use only, £295.25 (0226) 287733 (S Yorks).
KORG DELTA polysynth, immac, boxed,
[185. Wanted: Juno 60; also Roland SH5
manual photocopy. e (0726) 65661, work.
KORG DW6000, £360. Casio CZ I 0 I £150.

OSCar (MIDI) + f/case, [330. MSQ 100, E200.
Home use only. 25 01-385 0189 (Fulham).

KORG DW8000 mint, boxed, C725. Roland
cube 60K amp, CI 50. 2 Southampton (0703)
738980.

KORG DW8000 mint, swap or p/x JX8P,
CZ I , expanders MKS50, MKS70, MKS80,
TX2I6, Matrix 6R etc. 2 01-267 5861, eves.
KORG MONO/POLY 4VCOs, vgc, f/case,
£225. Vox 2 -manual organ, legs, Sharma rotary

cab, [195. Will split. Geof e (0903) 763759.
KORG MONO/POLY and MS20, LI 50 each.
Swap either for MR I 6 drums or OSCar.
Richard 2 0 1-9 37 3004.

KORG MONO/POLY, £200 to a good
home. ET (0705) 753176.

KORG MS20 monosynth with MS02 modu-
lation pedal, L180 ono. Adam 2 Southampton
227814, eves/weekends.
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KORG POLYSIX polysynth, home use,
boxed, exc cond, £290 ono. Boxed Korg
DDMII0 drum m/c, C90. Rikki 2 01-731
7812.

KORG POLY 61, £295, non -MIDI, home use
only, still in box, exc cond. 2 (0226) 287733.
KORG POLY 61 stand, home use only, [335.
DDMII0 psu, [90. Et Wakefield (0924)

379657, anytime.
KORG POLY 61 synch, £360 ono. 2 Wigan
56293, anytime.
KORG POLY 800 white on black keys, [240
or p/x digital drums. Paul 2 01-889 5975.
KORG POLY 800, C270. SCI Pro One, [160.
Alligator 120W kbd/bass guitar combo, [150.
All vgc, onos. Et 0 1-89 2 7938.

KORG POLY 800 Midi boxed, L345. Two-
tier kbd stand, £38. 25 Carterton (nr Oxford)
(0993) 841586.
KORG VOCODER VC 10 hardly used, L250
ono. 2 Wigan (0942) 211493.
MOOG PRODIGY good cond, £100. Korg
DDMII0 digital drums, psu, vgc, E I 10 (offers).
Mike 2 Cambridge (0223) 312482.
MOOG PRODIGY exc cond, still boxed,
great lead synth! [125 ono. 2 (0977) 82408
(West Yorkshire).
MOOG SOURCE monosynth, unboxed,
E170 ono. Casio SKI sampling kbd, unboxed,
L80 ono. Glen 2 01-595 6245.
MOOG SOURCE programmable mega-

monosynth, sequencer, arpeggio etc, cost over
[900, bargain at E200. 2 Portsmouth (0705)
753176.

MOOG SOURCE monosynth, manual, case,
4325 ono. Roland SH09, manual, case, £130
ono. Stephen 2 (0904) 25365.
OSCAR monosynth, 4mths old, hardly used,
boxed, manuals, etc, offers? David 2 Worthing
(0903) 33036, after 4pm.

ROLAND ALPHA JUNO I polysynth, L525
ono. Roland SHO9 £90 ono. SH 101 vgc, psu,

L 150 ono. Glen 2 01-595 6245.
ROLAND ALPHA JUNO 2 good cond,
quick sale wanted, £550 or p/x DX7. 2 (045
74) 64649.
ROLAND EPO9 piano/harpsichord, super
sound, home use only, built-in speaker, with
manual, boxed, E145. 2 (0602) 395338.
ROLAND HP70 piano, 76 -note touch sens, 4
voices, stereo chorus, sustain pedal, music
stand, £295.25 Dorking 889913.
ROLAND JUNO 106 perfect cond, hand-
book, voice library, £400.25 01-864 2129.
ROLAND JUNO 106 MIDI, £425. OSCar
MIDI £295. Roland MSQ100 sequencer [175.
Roland TR505 £225. All immac. 2 (0342)
23094.

ROLAND JUNO 106 plus f/case, £460. Mike
2 Reading (0734) 664044.
ROLAND JUNO 106 plus speakers (HS60).
[400, immac. boxed. Casio M70 £50. Eddy IT
Guildford 225110, eves.

ROLAND JUNO 106 home use only, perfect
cond, must sell. £320. Canvey Island (0268)
683164, eves.

ROLAND JUPITER 6 mint cond, home use
only, boxed, operational & service manuals,
fantastic analogue sounds, E800 ono. Andy e
(0706) 876116.

ROLAND JUPITER 8 vgc, £899 or p/x
sampler. Marc 2 Plymouth (0752) 550401.
ROLAND JX3P mint, home use only, any
swaps considered, boxed, E450. P/x ESQ I,
TX8 I Z, DW8000, Matrix 6R. 2 (0395)
263179.

ROLAND MP600 touch-sens piano, weighted
kbd, 64 -note, C250. James 2 Bristol (0272)
732925.

ROLAND RS09 organ/strings, super voices,
home use only, with manual, boxed, L155. ES
(0602) 395338.

ROLAND SH 101 mains h/case, C 135. Torque
100W 4-ch amp head £70. Schaller volume
pedal 1 O. Phaser C15. 2 (0203) 310808.

ROLAND SHIO I with f/case, manuals, £90
ono. 2 Cwmbran (063 33) 65758 (S Wales).

ROLAND SH2 great monosynth, inc f/case,
6 125. Ian Boddy 2 (0207) 544439.
ROLAND VK09 organ w/case, C200. Roland
MC202 MicroComposer, boxed, 680. 2 01-
223 1857.

SCI PRO ONE perfect cond, still boxed,
never gigged, need cash urgently, getting
married! [75. Piers 2 (0202) 423769.
SCI PRO ONE + MC202 MicroComposer,
only LI 40 for both. Firstman Sequencer synth,
L25. Mark ES (0663) 43388.
SCI PRO ONE monosynth, immac, home use,
manual, £140 oro. May consider swaps. Dave

Middlesbro (0642) 311727.
SCI PRO ONE ungigged, unboxed but exc
cond, + manual and X -stand, [120 ono. Phil 2
Sheffield (0909) 563564.
SCI PROPHET T8 with f/case, MIDI,
weighted keys, vgc, swap for kbds, etc, or
E1500. 2 01-778 9984 or 0 I -272 795 I .

SI EL MONOSYNTH exc cond, hardly used,
need cash for new gear so quick sale essential,
£70 ono. Tim 23 Wakefield (0924) 8627 I 0.
SIEL ORCHESTRA (ARP Quartet) poly-
phonic ensemble, good cond, useful. 690.

offers? Autoharp L20. Sony RT100 tape,

boxed, L45. 2 (0785) 211462.
SI EL PXjr electronic piano, touch seas, 6-oct,
5 sounds, good cond, LI45 ono. Mev 2 061-
431 0916 (Stockport).
SWAP DX2I and case for Roland HS60.
Stewart 2 (0295) 50561, after 6pm.
SWAP SH101 plus Powertran Vocoder for
Casio CZI01. S P Lyon, 10 Edna Road, Leigh,
Lanes WN7 5ES.

SWAP YAMAHA FB01 plus Cheetah MIDI
kbd for Sequential Multitraks or WHY. Can
deliver. Tim 2 Medway 717919.
TECHNICS SX-K200 full-size kbd, PCM
rhythms, exc cond, two memory packs, £175.
Martin 2 01-948 3811 (keep trying).
TECHNICS K450 keyboard, 5-oct. full MIDI
implementation, latest model, as new, £425. 2
(07842) 57254, eves.

TEISCO SX400 heavy duty f/case on wheels,
£25, buyer collects. 2 Southampton (0703)
771833, after 6.30pm.
YAMAHA CLAVINOVA CVP3, amazing
piano, plus 16 other voices, weighted keys,
MIDI, stand, cost 61300, immac, only £750. 25
01-3375950.
YAMAHA CS60, L195 ono. Yamaha CS70M,
E375 ono. Paul Todd or Ian Watson Et
Scarboro' (0723) 370540/2.

YAMAHA CS7OM polysynth, 32 memories,
layering, sequencer, exc cond, genuine reason
for sale, [400 ono. Phil 2 (0225) 852108, eves.
YAMAHA DX 100 boxed, 2mths old, mint
cond. P/x for DX27 and cash, or L300. Mark 2
(0754) 5084.
YAMAHA DX2I FM digital programmable,
algorithm synth, vgc, £500. 2 Camberley
33802, eves.

YAMAHA DX2I perfect, £490. Casio CZ101,
£190. Steinberg Prol6, CBM64, d/drive, £350.
CB M clr monitor, printer, C90 each. 2 01-876
0599.

YAMAHA DX2I mint cond, with over 100
sounds, complete with manual, L495. Home
use only. 2 Portsmouth (0705) 375163.
YAMAHA DX2I as new cond, boxed with
leads. manuals, L475. Swap for Juno 106 with
cash. ES Cheltenham (0242) 87204.

YAMAHA DX2I, L450 ono. Roland TR707,
C325 ono. Roland Cube 40 combo, [100. All
home use. 2 Leeds (0532) 646 856, after
6.30pm.

YAMAHA DX2I virtually unused, manuals/
instructions, boxed, 0550. Also Arp Axxe
analogue synth, only £85. IT Guildford (0483)
234224.

YAMAHA DX27 + f/case, Lab series L3
60W amp, home use only, £425 ono. 2
Worcester (0905) 354065.
YAMAHA DX7 f/case, volume and sustain
pedals, RAM I cartridges, L850. Bill Martin 2
01-8506765.

YAMAHA DX7 and QX7 plus Roland
MC202. All as new, £900.25 (0252) 724414.
YAMAHA DX7, £800 ono, or swap, p/x for
sampler or quality analogue synth, ESQ I etc. 2
01-291 1001.

YAMAHA DX9 mint cond, £375 or swap for
Korg DW6000 or similar synth. Matthew Et`
Buckley 542924.
YAMAHA DX9 actually more versatile than
DX2I/27! Exc cond, over 1000 pre-pro-
grammed voices! [450 ono. John 2 01-699
4979.

YAMAHA DX9 FM synth, home use only,
mint cond, manual, data tape, L295. 2
Liverpool 051-526 2178.
YAMAHA FB01 multi-timbral expander, as
new, boxed, manual + guarantee, £240. Paul
2 0 1-75 1 0280. after 6pm.
YAMAHA FB01 (two), as new, [235 each.
Richard 2 Basildon 403514, work; or Romford
28426, home.
YAMAHA MKI00, iI40, f/case, synth section,
programmable drums & bass, tune memory,
perfect cond. 25 Princes Risborough (084 44)
3855.

YAMAHA PSR70 stand, expression pedal,
adaptor, custom everything, sequencer, many
sounds, exc cond, boxed, manuals, £500. 25 W
Sussex (0243) 552297.
YAMAHA PSR70 boxed, superb cond, MIDI,
PCM drums, sequencer, FM voices, stereo,
tape save/load, f 550.25 (0404) 44585.
YAMAHA PSS560 + psu, L140. Casio SKI
+ sampling cassette + book, 650. Both original
packaging and manuals. 2 (0442) 49825, eves.

Sampling
AKAI 5612 sampler MD280 d/drive, SixTrak
programmable synth, 100 sounds, bargain,

L700. Ian 25 Glenboig 87-2153.
AKAI 5612 + disk drive, mint, £395. Yamaha
DX100, mint, £250.25 091-266 3433.
AKAI X7000 sampling keyboard, 2wks old,
boxed as new, E850. Andrew 2 (0325)
46 I 460.

APPLE II PLUS two drives, monitor,
Greengate DS:3, MIDI, looping, digital delay,
many samples, L650.25 01-237 0837.

BOSS MICRORACK sampler/delay (RSD I 0),
3mths old. psu, L120 ono, or swap for Casio
SZI . Andy 2 (0705) 665179.
ELECTRO HARMONIX Super Replay, 12 -
bit, 4 -second, CV control plus drum trigger,
superb machine, E195. 2 (025 76) 2609
(Lanes).

ELECTRO HARMONIX digital sampler,
plus trigger unit and Roland SH101 (used as
controller), all immac, only £280. 2 01-581
0257.

ENSONIQ MIRAGE 8mths old, little used,
mint cond, MASOS etc, 10 disks, like new,
£925.25 (0306) 885968 (Surrey).
PROPHET 2002 brand new, complete with
ten blank disks, £1395 ono. 2 (0703) 787122,
days.

SCI PROPHET 2000 immac, home use only.
boxed, manual, + 30 disk library, E1300. 25
Liverpool 051-526 2178.
5612 SAMPLES: have chorus ensemble and
rhythm section, swap for other library sets.
MTR Patchbay, E25.25 (0442) 217715.

YAMAHA VSS100 still under guarantee,
L100. Spectrum Plus software, 650. Both f 140.
Jay 25 Chertsey (093 28) 67431, days.

Sequencers
CASIO SZI 4-tr sequencer, boxed, manual,
psu, vgc, 6145. Neil 25 Durham (0385) 700142,
after 6pm.

CASIO SZI sequencer, 3mths old, as new,
L150. (0303) 41880.
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CASIO SZI MIDI sequencer, psu, MIDI leads,
exc cond, only {99 for quick sale. (055 385)
497

CASIO SZI + two RAM packs, C 150. Roland
MC202 L85. Mike 23 Cardiff (0222) 488400,
before I pm weekdays.
KORG SQD I MIDI sequencer, disks, fantastic
editing & overdubbing facilities, £345 ono. 2
(0222) 611463.
POWERTRAN 1024 memory for CV/Gate
synth. home use only, manual, boxed, £75. 25
(0602) 395338.
ROLAND JSQ60 sequencer, boxed with
manual, £85 to include carriage. Alan 2 (0229)
24480, after 6pm.

ROLAND MC202, C75. Jen SXI000 mono -
synth, £50. Boss KM400, 4:1 mixer L30. Aces
spring reverb L50.25 (040 24) 44792.
ROLAND MC202 boxed, manuals, L75.

Hagstrom Swede guitar, hardcase, E125. 25
Walsall 643255.
ROLAND MC202 vgc, bargain E79. Bass
speaker 1 x 18", £30. Carlsbro Hanger £15. e
Andover (0264) 790371.
ROLAND MC202 and SH09 with manuals,
exc sequencing combination, E190 ono. 2
Bridgwater (0278) 423495, eves.
ROLAND MC202, E80. Adam 2 South-
ampton 227814, eves/weekends.
ROLAND TB303 Bassline, Powertran Vo-
coder, £185 ono. Will split. Brian 23 (0703)
442886.

SWAP CASIO SZI boxed, guarantee, for
Roland TR505. Gary, 2 Gellatly Road, New
Cross Gate, London SE14.
YAMAHA QX2I boxed, I mth old, home
use, £220 ono. 2 (0267) 230800 (S Wales),
eves.

YAMAHA QX2I MIDI sequencer, boxed.
TR505, boxed. Carlsbro Cobra 90W kbd
combo, superb cond. L225 each. John e 0 I -

858 1214.

YAMAHA QX2I 5mths old, under guarantee,
home use only, £200. 25 Didcot (0235)
814544.

Drums
BOSS DRI 10 as new, boxed, £50. Mike 2
Swindon (0793) 763548, eves.
BOSS DR220/A perfect cond, still boxed and
cased, fantastic sounds, quick sale, hence E 130

ono. Julian 23 (0773) 765061.
CASIO RZI sampling drum m/c, large library
of samples (inc DDD I , RX15 etc), £330 ono.
Ian 2 06 1-4 32 5705.

CASIO RZI sampling drum m/c, vgc, £350
ono. Boss DRI 10, L80 ono. CSQ600 sequencer
E80 ono. Glen eo 1-595 6245.
KORG DDM220, £60. Cheetah SpecDrum
LI5. The Kit E 15. E&MM Syndrom module + 7
EPROMS + ZIF socket, C40 ovno. 2 01-299
0867.
KORG DDM220 good cond, boxed, C80.
Adrian 2 (0303) 39284.
KORG KPR77 softcase, psu, C100 ono. Jas, 30

Maple Road, Bristol 7.
ROLAND CR78: if no phone strike this time
try ringing Jon IN So'ton 559353. (PS. its £80.)
ROLAND TR505 brand new, £235, boxed.
2 01-684 9571, eves.
ROLAND TR505, 2mths old, £200. ungigged,
mint cond. 2 Rochdale (0706) 47474, X3I4,
or 4 I 305, after 5pm.
ROLAND TR606 Drumatix, psu, exc cond,
only E75. Hernals flute, good cond, E75. 2 0 I -
668 6977, after 6pm.
ROLAND TR606 Drumatix, exc cond, soft
carrycase. Prelude digital sound module +

snare chip sound sample. E130 complete. ES
(0908) 674932.

ROLAND TR909, £240. Korg DDM220 £60.
Roland SH101 £100. Electro Harmonix 4 -sec
sampler, £120. All vgc. Stef 25 01-581 0257.
SCI DRUMTRAKS, £425. Roland MSQ700,
0350. Both vgc. Dave 23 01-743 3055.
SCI DRUMTRAKS, £450. Roland MSQ700
E350. Both studio use only, near offers
considered. Dave 2 01-743 3055.
SCI DRUMTRAKS immac, boxed, manuals,
L400. '8' (068 46) 2181.
SIMMONS SDS8 electronic drumkit and
carrying trunk, vgc, E375 ono. Shaun 2x (0272)
779049, eves.

YAMAHA RX I I, C400. Mike e Cardiff
(0222) 488400, before Ipm weekdays.

YAMAHA RX I 5 immac with box and
manuals, £275 ono. Darren 21 01-885 4111,
days.

YAMAHA RX 15 perfect, L240, p/x con-
sidered. Remote for Tascam 38 wanted: £30
paid. 23 (0952) 883756.

YAMAHA FtX2I, £175. Korg KPR77 £110.
Mattel Synsonics £45. All in exc cond. Mike e
01-6426397.
YAMAHA FIX2I as new, E150. Aria analogue
delay pedal, stereo, £60 ono. 23 (0203) 56060.
YAMAHA FIX2 I as new, boxed, £100. e
061-998 3494.

Computing
AMSTRAD 464, green screen. modulator for
TV, inc RAM Music Machine, 120 games, etc,
E198. Simon 2 01-300 0644.
APPLE II EUROPLUS for Greengate, E320.
Accessit reverb E55. 2 01-935 6611 X2334,
or 01-328 0244.
ATARI 520ST plus Steinberg Pro24 superior
sequencing and MIDI control, L575. Bill 2x 01-
634 3316.

ATARI ST OWNER must contact Steinberg
Pro24 or Hybrid Arcs 60 -track user. 63

Shumack Street, Weetangera, Australia 2614.
ATARI ST PLUS music software. Mike
Jervis, 19 Portree Drive, Rise Park, Nottingham
NG5 5DT.
BBC EMR software. Chris from Bristol please
phone Robin asap. Lost your number! 222

Lincoln (0522) 752458.
COMMODORE 64 c/w data cassette, joy-
stick games, etc, E I 10. Albert 2 01-688 6235
(Croydon), eves.
COMMODORE 64 FM expander, disk soft-
ware complete with 144 new voice, £65 ono.

Penketh 8775, after 6pm.
COMMODORE 64 with data cassette and
extra's, L I 10. SCI C64 MIDI interface, £80.
Duncan 2 01-989 8528.
COMMODORE 64 with data cassette, joy-
stick, at least L500 worth of games, accept

150.25 Rochdale (0706) 41305, after 5pm.
COMMODORE 64 and JMS MIDI interface
with C -LAB 16 -track sequencer plus DX7
voice editor software, E I 10. 2 (063 33) 65758
(S Wales).
COMMODORE SX64 computer, monitor,
d/drive, Steinberg 16 -track sequencer, MIDI
interface, DX, Mirage editors, etc. 23 (0273)
556034.

CX5M large keyboard, L55. SEGO] £45. Make
your own CX5? (plus carriage) 1it (0437)
66991, after 6pm.
DX7 EDITOR/LIBRARY disk (Opus dis-
covery), L30. Multiface one £29. SpecDrum
L20. 128K Spectrum/Discovery, offers? 2
Woking 67384.

EMR MIDI interface for Amstrad CPC464
plus Performer £80. Yamaha PSS360 f 100. N
Lambern (0291) 425542, 9-5.30, weekdays.
SPECTRUM computer with RAM sampling
Music Machine, Cheetah drum m/c, + kits.
Offers or swap for anything? Ian 2 061-432
5705.

STEINBERG PRO -16, plus tape sync, as

new, L 150. Rick 2 Potters Bar (0707) 5527.4.
SWAP SPECTRUM, joysticks, £320, good
software, digital drum m/c, + extra kits for
CZ101, Yamaha RX2 I . Paul 25 Telford 595161.

SYSTEM 10 MIDI sync interface/software for
Spectrum 48K, L145 Spectrum, data record,
L60. 2a Liverpool 051-526 2178.
UNITRON (Apple 11 lookalike), drive, monitor,
MIDI, software, £300. Spectrum + drive,
Micon, software, L200. EMS Synthia, £250. 25
(0239) 711032.

XRI MICON Spectrum MIDI interface with
4/8 track sequencer packages, £50. 2 Bath
21723.

XRI MIDI interface/sequencer program for
Spectrum, L50. DX7 library L 10. Yamaha

MIDI/tape sync £50.25 (0272) 49243.
YAMAHA CX5M, large keyboard, voicing,
DX7, composing, DMS I , bit, filing, programs,
good cond, L300, no offers. Steve 'a Waltham
Cross 20886.

YAMAHA CX5M, large keyboard, Y RM 101
sequencer, perfect cond, unwanted gift, £200
for quick sale. 2 (0277) 822377.
YAMAHA CX5M, large keyboard, DMS
sequencer, FM voicing, data recorder, many
games & magazines, £250 ono. Andrew 2
(0634) 243 I 70.
YAMAHA CX5M Mk11 128K, music com-
puter, d/drive, YRM301 sequencer, games,
MSX books. guaranteed, splittable, total E550.
2 (0827) 899064.

Recording
AKAI 400DS open -reel, SOS, exc cond,
hardly used, L75. Chorus/Hanger L30 ono.
Steve ES (0782) 262286.
AKG Accessit, Boss, Electro-harmonix,
Fostex, MPC, Roland, and lots more s/h

equipment in Ireland. John 2 094-81353.
BOSS RSD 10 DDL/sampler, new, boxed,
guaranteed, unwanted gift, bargain, E99. 25
(0895) 635171 (Ruislip).
DYNAMIX 12:2 mixer, two effect send/
returns, full EQ, psu, vgc. £200. Dean
Bournemouth (0202) 517538.
EVANS 810SE Super Echo, multiple reverb
and echo, as new, home use only, C180. 2
(0420) 88302, anytime.
FERROGRAPH Series Seven stereo master
recorder, professional m/c, little used, £145.
Robert 2 01-761 5187.
FOSTEX XI5 4 -track tape, recorder, power
supply, boxed, mint, E190. Boss Hanger HF2,
unused, £50.25 051-342 3632.
FOSTEX XIS as new, hardly used, boxed
with power supply and manuals, £190. e
Manchester 061-485 2243.
FOSTEX XI5, MNI5 mini -mixer. compressor,
psu, case, remote, all perfect, little used, CI 90.
Dave 23 01-3468138.
JBL L86 monitors, lovely sound, 200W rms,
Walnut finished, as new, still boxed, £250 ono.
e (0202) 747191.
PROMARK MX3 8:4:2 mixer and MTR 32 -
way patchbay, £275. 2 Hemel Hempstead
(0442) 217715.
RESPONCE BM104 16-ch mixer, 3 -band
EQ, foldback etc, £225 or swap for Yamaha
comp. IT S Devon (0803) 554716.

ROLAND Handclap, L20. Yamaha MM30
mixer plus patchbay, C150. Akai 4000DS tape
deck, C75. 2 (0782) 262286.
ROLAND RE501 chorus/echo, C250. Stereo
10 -band EQ, £50. Anion chorus pedal, £35.
Ibanez Musician (fretless) bass, £200. Mark 2
(0924) 474798.

SECK 18:8:2, 16 -track mixer, home use only,
perfect order, £925. Paul e (068 45) 61397.
SCULLY I" 8 -track plus connecting cables,
believed working order but requires servicing,
£400. Mike 2 Reading (0734) 664044.
SHURE SM58 Audio Technica ATM40, L160
ono the pair, will not split. e 01-272 7236.
SONY TCD5-PRO, broadcast quality cassette
recorder, 2yrs old, current model, £250 ono
with AKG mic. 2 Bristol (0272) 427638.
STUDIOMASTER STUDIO 4 6:4 pro-
fessional portastudio, parametric, EQ, balanced,

XLRs, etc. Flexible, rugged, superb S/N and
transport, £500.23 01-671 9501.
TANTEK Comp -Lim, kit built, unused but
untested, £30. Aria Pro II bass, £1 20. Fane

speaker, £50. Vyv 25 01-888 I 976.
TASCAM 244 Portastudio, exc cond, hardly
used, Kent £495. 2 (0304) 36811 I .

TASCAM 38 mint, hardly used, plus Bel noise
reduction, E1500. Pete 2 01-675 1816.
TORQUE REVERB unit, as new, £60. Altai
analogue delay EC500, as new, C75. a (0877)
30528.

VESTAFIRE MRI 0 4-tr recorder, good
cond, psu, C250. Dave 23 (0386) 860574.
VESTAFIRE MFt30, C200. 2 x 2 -tier stands,
{50. 15W amp, E40 ovno. Gen 2 01-595 6245.
YAMAHA MMIO mixer with patchbay, exc
cond, cost £280, accept £150 or swap for MIDI
sequencer. 2 (0782) 262286.
YAMAHA MTIX mint, £350 or swap for
Casio CZ3000. Mark Young, Stables Cottage,
Preston. Chathill, Northumberland. 2 Chathill
253.

YAMAHA SPX90 as new, £450. Yamaha
PFI5 piano, £475. Both home use only. IT
Harpenden (Hertz) 5549.

Personnel
DRUMMER seeks work, into electronic
drums. Lessons also given. 2 Stafford 48069.
EXPERIENCED music graduate seeks paid
work writing and performing keyboards. sax.
vocals. Cambridge/London area. Mark ES

(0279) 506701.
LEAD GUITARIST wanted for commercial
band (recording soon). Ambition/dedication
essential. Original material, London based. 2
0 I -388 9265, eves.

LONE SONGWRITER seeks partner in

Portsmouth area, influenced by all popular
music. Interested? Ian 25 Waterlooville 252140.
GOSPEL MUSICIAN seeks pen friends:
interests multikeyboard synths. Job Moses,
154/21 Lotus Colony, Madras 600/02, India.
PROSPECTIVE STUDIO engineer needs a
break. School of Audio, and Gateway Education.

Trevor 2 0 I -348 4782.
SESSION KEYBOARD player available for
studio work, experienced, many styles, com-
petitive rates, Northwest area, own transport.
Stuart 23 051-728 9579.
STUDENT SEEKS summer studio exper-
ience before entering sound engineering
course, preferably London. Gareth Gault, 28
Hillview Road, Enniskillen, Co Fermanagh, N.
Ireland.
SYNTHESIST, 20, into Erasure, Pet Shop
Boys, and Depeche Mode, looking for similar
people to form group. Paul 2 Dean (0594)
43319.

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY FREE CLASSIFIED ORDER FORM
Fill in the form to a maximum of 18 words (one in each box), and send it
to: MUSIC TECHNOLOGY Free Ads, Music Maker Publications, Alexander
House, I Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 I UY. Please print clearly in
BLOCK CAPITALS. The ad must reach us on or before Friday, 8 May
for inclusion in the June '87 issue of MUSIC TECHNOLOGY - late
arrivals will be printed in the next available issue.

Please include this ad in the section.
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City
Music

kalif

Save your hard earned cash at
City Music! Hot prices on all

Yamaha and Roland gear plus
expert advice and help - we're
at the other end of your phone!

Le YAMAHA

HOT NEW LINES
DX7 II D synth £1499
DX7 II DF synth £1699
TX81Z Rack synth £399
RX17 Rhythm £299
RX5 Rhythm £899
MDF1 disk drive £299
Plus all popular current
lines in stock

u__Roland
Juno 1 Synth £599
Juno 2 Synth £890
S-10 Sampler £999
TR-505 Rhythm £279
TR-707 Rhythm £560
D50 Synth £1350

HOTLINES
GEORGE ON 01-863 1841

Pinner Road, N. Harrow
SIMON ON 0752 673166
Campbell Court, Plymouth

CHRIS ON 0803 25488
65 Market St., Torquay
TONY ON 0872 71359

16 Pydar St., Truro

64 HARD DX7/TX7 VOICES
On Datacassettre for C20 or send 32/64 voices
DX7 RAM cartridge for 12/C22 return postage

included; or 64 DX7 voices sheets for C20
specifying mchine and data format required.

TR707 or TR909 a fine collection of 192 modern
dance beats measures on Data Cassette

including documentation for £16 send
cheque/international money order to.

DEGREE ZERO
PO BOX 909, London SE22 8DL

Rates for I987: Lineage 35p per word (min 12 words);
Box No. 80p extra. Display: LI 5.00 per single cm. column.
All prices are subject to VAT at 15%. All lineage
advertisements must be pre -paid. Closing date: 6 weeks
preceding cover date. Advertisements are accepted subject to the
terms and conditions printed on the advertisement rate card (available
on request).

CX5 OWNERS
DON'T READ THAT!

READ THIS!
This is the Heavy Monster Ad! 144 great sounds

for your Yamaha CX5! Say goodbye to soppy
synth sounds with our excellent BASS,

PERCUSSION & KEYBOARD voice Data
Cassette. Well Hard Sounds for only
C4.99 (Inc P&P) WHY PAY MORE?

Sound on Vision (Dept MT),
113 Bonchurch Road, Brighton,

Sussex BN2 3PS. Tel: 0273 687059

EATON HALL

1)411t,
SUMMER SCHOOL
19-31 JULY 1987
One week residential/
non residential courses
pleasantly situated in
rural Nottinghamshire:

ELECTRONIC MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS

* USING COMPUTERS *
PHOTOGRAPHY * FLORAL ART *

DRAWING AND PAINTING *
CANDLE MAKING * CALLIGRAPHY

* TAPESTRY WEAVING *
HANDMADE PAPER MAKING *

MACHINE KNITTING * INTENSIVE
FRENCH AND GERMAN * MACHINE

EMBROIDERY * WRITERS OF
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE * HANDMADE

PAPER MAKING

For further details write to
SUMMER SCHOOL '87,

EATON HALL INTERNATIONAL,
RETFORD, NOTTINGHAMSHIRE,

DN22 OPR.
Or phone us NOW on:

0177 706441

LOL
Nottinghamshire County Council

Education

19" RACK MOUNT CASES
Industrial quality fully enclosed with separate

chassis. IU x 250mm depth at £18.84,
IU x 300mm at £21.35, 2U x 250mm at £22.05,
2U x 300mm at C24.69. 3U x 250mm at £25.22,

3U x 300mm at £27.99. P&P £3.00 plus VAT.
Also 4U sizes.

Newrad Instrument Cases,
Unit 19, Wick Ind. Est.,

New Milton, Hants BH25 6SJ.

Tel: (0425) 621195

Demo's of
mixer any
time by
appointment

SERIES 4 MIXER
Series 4 modular mixer, 5 -band EQ, 4-9

auxiliaries, True 16 -bus architecture, low
noise, expandable to 50/50/16/2.

Modules from £75 (kit £55) plans and
circuits: Series 4 29 50. 24T Recorder £4.

16T Recorder 12.50. Send 18p for catalogue
of modules, and studio equipment.

K-Tek, (Dept MT) PO Box 172A,
Surbiton KT6 SAN

01-3993990
Studio Sales & Repairs

am !al su ph sit
The largest selection of flight case fittings and
loudspeaker cabinet components in Europe.

Stockists &
Distributors of

CB CELESTION
THE FIRST NAME IN fICCL/S'11CS

mru A complete range of professional
crossovers & filters.

Unit E The Cordwamers. Temple Farm Indus.trial Bre
Sutton Rd, Southend-on-Sea. Essex Tel: (0702) 613922

ADVANCED
SOUNDS HIRE

EMU -E Max-Akai S.900 i ASK.90 -
Ensoniq Mirage II - Ensoniq ESO1 - Prophet VS

- Roland JX10 - Alpha Juno 2 - Emulator 2 -
Yamaha DX7 - EMU SPI2 - Korg DDD1 -

Yamaha RX11 - Roland TR707/727 -- Casio RZ I
- Fostex B16/E16 - Sony F 1/Revox B77 -

Fostex Model 80/A8LR - Portastudio -
8/16 channel mixers - Yamaha SPX90 -

Roland DEP5 - Roland SRV2000
- Yamaha REV7 - Roland SDE3000

-Aphex Exciter - Drawmer Gates/Comps
- Roland MS0700/MC500 -

Sequential Studio 440
* Plus much more * Ultra Low Rates

Unbeatable Package Deals

01-467 4603
or Mobilephone

0860 310618

ta.r>aceAt
Tangent Sampler Tapes are superb quality
chrome cassettes featuring over 200 great

sounds. Tape 1 features Rock/Latin percussion
sounds from the Worlds Top Drum Machines

(including Unndrum, 707) whilst Tap- 2 contains
multi -sampled Instruments and Sound Effects

(Fairlight, Emulator, JP8 etc). Studio quality you
can afford at £7.50 each or 12.50 the pair.

Further details from Tangent Musical Services,
152 Victoria Road, Scarborough, Yorkshire

(0723) 370093/583899

JAZZ ROCK & STUDIO
MUSIC SUMMER SCHOOL

at the

Guildhall School of
Music & Drama,

Barbican, London
Sunday 2 -Friday 7 August 1987
Top tutors incl: John Taylor, Phil Lee,

Tim Stone, Isaac Guillory, Ted McKenna
etc. Many activities incl: recording,

concerts, demos, arranging,
improvisation etc.

Accommodation available.
Admin. Cheryl King 0483 300327
PO Box 75, Guildford GU2 5LN

HIP -HOP! FUNK! ROCK!
Bored with your drum machine? You need our

very heavy drum cassette 16, 3 minute sampled
drum tracks arranged in verse and chorus

patterns & full documentation. Ideal for rapping,
s/writing or doing the washing up. The Heavy

Sounds of an Akai 5900 sampler in your
bedroom on chrome C60 cassette for only C5.99

(inc P&P) WHY PAY LESS
Cheques/Postal Orders to:

Sound on Vision (Dept MT),
113 Bonchurch Road,

Brighton, Sussex BN2 3PJ
Tel: 0273 687059

BLANK CASSETTES wound to your
required length: Chrome available.
WNE, Warwick Chambers, 14 Cor-
poration Street, Birmingham B2 4RN.
Tel: 021-643 7113.

SOUND RECORDING & PRODUCTION TRAINING
One Year Full-time DIPLOMA Course

in Modern 24 -track Studio and 32/48 -track Digital Studio
covering digital concepts: DASH & Pro Audio formats; multi -track analogue -digital sound recording &

production, automation & synchronisation: MIDI and time code; computerised analogue sound mixing consoles,
digital sound recording, processing, mixing & editing; analogue -digital sound synthesis and sound sampling;

working with various bands; & individual artists; music writing, song & orchestral arrangements, radio jingles &
commercials, TV/film sound tracks; local radio operation: introduction to pop music video production; the

business practice within the music industry.

3 -month Intensive & 6 -month Part-time CERTIFICATE Courses
in Modern 24 -track Studio

covering 24 -track sound recording and production; introduction to digital sound; analogue/digital sound
synthesisers incl. digital sampling keyboards; studio work with bands & individual artists; music for TV and film;

producing radio commercials and jingles; song arrangements for record release
Many former students are now employed in the TV/video and audio industries

MEDIA PRODUCTION SERVICES
BON MARCHE Building, 444 Brixton Road, London SW9 8EJ

Tel: 01-274 4000 x328 or 01-737 7152

AD INDEX
ABC Music 1

ACT 70
Argents Keyboards (DX MAX) 47
Arthur Lord Keyboards 29
Brixton Exchange Mart 82
Bonners 15

C. P. Cases 32
Chappell (Milton Keynes) 21
Chromatix 47/74
Dougies Music 9

Future Music (Chelmsford) 22/23
Future Music (Chelsea) 17

Percy Priors Music 71

John Hornby Skewes & Co Ltd IBC
Kingfisher Music 49
The Keyboard Shop 50
Kawai 3

Livewire 32
The Music Shop 82
Music Staff 70
Music Village 66/67
Opcode 18/19
Peps Music 24
Philip Rees (Modern Music Technology) 62
Pulse -Yamaha 11
Project Electronics 24
Rock City 39
Roland (UK) Ltd IFC
Rose Morris OBC
Soho Soundhouse 62
Sonyx 24
Sound Technology 12/13/59
Steinberg Research 33
Simmons 14

Syndromic Music 34
Sound Sales 71
Sound Creation 82
Syco 56
Thatched Cottage Audio 27
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Are You A Slave To Your Machines?

Free Yourself With The **rot/ t:
T.M.

If you've ever tried playing live with a sequencer or

a drum machine, you know what it's like to be a
slave to your machines. The rigid tempo just
doesn't feel right Or, if you've ever tried adding
sequenced material to a prerecorded track then

you know what it's like to be the prisoner of your

computer.

Free yourself with the HUMAN CLOCK-.

The HUMAN CLOCK takes rhythmic pulse output

from your drummer, bass player, rhythm guitarist

or keyboardist and through an exclusive Kahler4

process called REAL TIME PREDICTION-, calcu-

lates live tempo and converts it to a midi -clock
output that moves and changes with your tempo!

Instantly and naturally.

The HUMAN CLOCK lets you make music the way

YOU want to, not the way your machines force
you to.

Exclusive Trade Distributors for UK and Eire
JOHN HORNBY SKEWES & CO LTD., Salem House, Garforth, Leeds LS25 1 PX

Experience the freedom at your Keller® dealer.
The HUMAN CLOCK -

AN AMERICAN
INVENTION BY TM

glieell;MADEIN USA

PAT. APPL'D FOR



Why combine a sampler
and a synthesiser?
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I need to get to my sounds quickly and
also create new patches when I'm on tour.
The DSS-1 gives me that flexibility. It's a
very responsive instrument.

Steve Winwood
Multi -Instrumentalist, Vocalist, Composer

Korg combines the realism of sampling
with the flexible control of synthesis to
create a new kind of keyboard with un-
limited possibilities for musical experi-
mentation: the DSS-1 Digital Sampling
Synthesizer. The DSS-1 recreates sounds
with digital precision. But it also shapes
the complexity and variety of sampled
sources into new dimensions of sound.

EXCaPtiOnai Range The DSS-1's ex-
traordinary potentialr creating new
sounds begins with three sound genera-
tion methods. Digital oscillators sample
any sound with 12 bit resolution. livo so-
phisticated waveform creation methods -
Harmonic Synthesis and Waveform Draw-

ASPORAVA CARECTORV
PEr AREXISAAPA
GET ALL PROGRAMSSAVE ALL FAIOGRA

ing - let you control the oscillators di-
rectly. Use each technique independently,
or combine them in richly textured multi -
samples and wavetables. You edit samples
and waveforms with powerful functions
like Truncate, Mix, Link and Reverse, plus
auto, back and forth or crossfade looping
modes. Then apply a full set of synthesis
parameters, including two -pole or four -
pole filters and Korg's six -stage envelopes.

Exact Control Choose from four sam-
pling rates between 16 and 48 KHz, with
up to 16 seconds of sampling time. Config-
ure the keyboard with 16 splits assignable
over the full 127 note MIDI range. Layer or
detune the two oscillators on each of eight
voices. Then process your sounds with a
complete synthesizer architecture and two
programmable DDLs.

The DSS-1's power is easy to use, so you
can work with sound and music, not pro-
gramming manuals. The backlit 40 char-
acter LCD display takes you through the
total sound generation process with op-
tions and instructions at every step. Soft-
ware that talks your language and a logical
front panel menu help you go beyond syn-
thesis, beyond sampling - without dictat-
ing your direction.

KEY

DUI_ MG FREQUENE.,
f!DLL- 1 CONTROL

FEEDBACK
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for precise touch control of Autobend,
VCF, VCA, envelope rates and other param-
eters. Velocity Switch lets you play com-
pletely different sounds as you change
your attack.

Unlike other samplers, the DSS-1 lets
you access 128 sounds without changing a
disk. Each disk stores four Systems of 32
sounds. Within each System, your pro-
grams combine up to 16 sample groups
and/or waveforms with complete sets of
synthesis parameters and keyboard set-
ups. In effect, the DSS-1 becomes a new
instrument every time you call up a Sys-
tem. The library of easily available 31/2"
disks is already substantial and growing
fast. Four disks - each with 128 sounds -
are supplied with the DSS-1 to start your
comprehensive Korg sampling library.

By combining the best of digital sam-
pling with familiar and flexible control of
synthesis, the DSS-1 allows the modern
synthesist to experiment with new sounds
never before available.

Start exploring the fusion of sampling
and synthesis now, at your authorized
Korg Sampling Products dealer.

KORG
® Sampling

Products
Division

SAMPLING IS ONLY THE BEGINNING

For further details on all Korg products contact Korg UK, 32 Gordon House Road, London NW1 1NE

Expression The DSS-1's five octave key-
board is velocity- and pressure -sensitive,
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